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Scholars unfailingly comment on the complex community of artists, poets, and musicians that 
form the foundation of Ray Johnson’s visual language, yet do not examine the implications of 
these relationships on Johnson’s art. “Ray Johnson: Collage as Networked ‘Correspondance’” 
looks at Johnson’s mail art and collages through the lens of Social Network Theory, a 
sociological concept used to analyze social groups, to investigate possible meanings recorded 
within Johnson’s elaborate imagery and show how his relationships manifested in his work. I 
argue that Johnson used his mail art to gather people and information to create a network, which 
he then manipulated and documented in his collages. This dissertation explores key examples of 
mail art and collages to examine the points where Johnson’s social circle and art intersect to 
present a more comprehensive understanding of the artist and his work than has hitherto been 
offered. I bring in related concepts of game play and gossip to nuance my argument and suggest 
alternative historical narratives that traditional research overlooks or dismisses, particularly 
references to homosexuality. To conclude, I show that this project was egocentric. Namely, he 
built an archive for this select community that not only preserves its history, but also cements 
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It was January 13, 1995 on a cold night in Sag Harbor, Long Island. Two teenage girls on 
their way to the movie theater saw a man dressed in dark clothing jump from an unnamed bridge 
that connected Sag Harbor to North Haven, a twenty-foot drop into the sound’s icy waters. From 
their vantage point, it looked as if the man was calmly floating along. Deciding that the situation 
was too strange nonetheless, they made their way to the local police station, only to find it closed 
for the night. Figuring that the man did not seem to be in distress, the two proceeded to the 
movie as per their original plan. The next day, a body washed up on shore near the bridge. It was 
a bald white man wearing a navy windbreaker and carrying over $1,000 in his pocket. The man 
was Ray Johnson, the elusive Pop collagist and the founder of the mail art network, The New 
York Correspondance [sic.] School (NYCS), who had virtually disappeared from the art world 
during the last few decades—until his body turned up on the shores of this small Long Island 
town.1 
 When family and friends entered Johnson’s house days later to sort through his 
possessions, they were shocked by what they found. There was no sign of typical living—no 
books strewn casually on a side table, no coffee mugs left out on the kitchen counter. Instead, 
there were hundreds of cardboard boxes stacked floor to ceiling throughout the house filled with 
thousands of collages of all sizes and in all states of completion, countless pieces of mail art, as 
well as all the ephemera that he collected to create these objects ranging from magazine 
clippings to amputated doll limbs (Figure 0.1). Despite withdrawing from the world socially, 
Johnson had not ceased to produce artistically. He left behind a vast and varied legacy of 
																																																						
1	Guy Trebay, “Backstroking into Oblivion: The Riddle of Ray Johnson’s Suicide,” The Village 






collages stored in his house for future generations of artists and scholars to contemplate and 
enjoy. 
 This dissertation argues that Johnson used these collages to create and document his ideal 
social world. While Johnson employed highly associative elements in his work—both text and 
image—that encourage endless possible interpretations, I contend that examining the points 
where Johnson’s social circle and art intersect will offer a more nuanced analysis of his work. I 
will demonstrate that Johnson collected information from his “players”—individuals and events 
that constituted his social circle—via his mail art network, NYCS, and then documented and 
manipulated them in his collages to construct his ideal social world. I first examine Johnson’s 
early work before he devoted his production to collage, as well as his early collages, to identify 
the seeds of his social-building impulse. I then turn to his NYCS, and locate Johnson’s incipient 
social-building motives in his efforts to construct a network in which he communicated with his 
ideal associates. Next, I explore how the people and information Johnson collected via the NYCS 
manifested in his collages, and illustrate how he manipulated those elements to suggest to his 
viewers a carefully constructed social universe. To conclude, I address the final stages of 
Johnson’s project in which he obsessively returned to and archived his production, a compulsive 
activity that ultimately concluded with his suicide. Throughout my study, I emphasize that the 
medium of collage allowed Johnson to juxtapose the disparate pieces of information that he 
collected to suggest specific boundaries for the social world described within them, yet granted 
his viewers a certain amount of agency in their interpretations that insinuated a level of truth to 
what they documented. The sociological concept of social network theory will provide an 
overarching methodological framework; game play and gossip, also borrowed in part from 






 Ray Johnson is a difficult artist to approach. Not only is his work highly complex, it also 
spans multiple media and movements; it is nearly impossible to categorize Johnson and his 
oeuvre. Also, he was notoriously cryptic. In an interview for Harper’s Bazaar in the early 1950s, 
for example, when asked what kind of artist he was, Johnson replied, “When I go walking down 
the street, all the little birdies go tweet, tweet, tweet.”2 As Lucy Lippard commented, “this did 
not exactly ensure his place in art history.”3 Consequently, the somewhat limited scholarly 
consideration paid to Johnson does not equal his importance in Postwar American art. He played 
a key role in the avant-garde art scene, both directly in his own work and indirectly as inspiration 
for others, but he has remained largely unexamined throughout the decades, a situation that is 
only now being remedied. In recent years, beginning in summer of 2014 with “Ray Johnson 
Designs” at the Museum of Modern Art in New York City, Johnson has experienced a small yet 
noticeable surge in attention. Despite being a minor exhibition located off of its library rather 
than within the main building, the show’s connection with the Museum of Modern Art lent 
Johnson a level of validation that was a catalyst for much more rapid occurrences of exhibitions 
that either included Johnson’s work or exclusively featured it. These exhibitions primarily 
focused on Ray Johnson’s mail art in one form or another.4 
 While there is existing literature on Johnson’s collages—he was, after all, a collage 
																																																						
2 Ray Johnson cited in Lucy Lippard, “Special Deliverance,” in Donna De Salvo and Catherine 
Gudis, eds., Ray Johnson: Correspondences (Columbus, Ohio: Wexner Center for the Arts, Ohio 
State University, 1999), 142. 
3 Lippard, “Special Deliverance,” 142. 
4 Some examples of these shows are “Art=Text=Art” at the UB Anderson Gallery at the 
University of Buffalo, held from September 20, 2014 to January 11, 2015; “Ray Johnson” at 
Karma in New York City, October 7 – November 1, 2014; “Ray Johnson and Friends” at Printed 
Matter in New York City, October 15 – November 15, 2014; “Something Else Entirely” at the 
Black Mountain Museum College and Arts Center, June 5 – August 22, 2015; and “Please 
Return To” and “Please Add to and Return To,” a collaboration between Richard L. Feigen & 
Co. and Performa in which Ray Johnson’s mail art was both exhibited and continued through 






artist—it is both limited and limiting. Richard L. Feigen & Co., the gallery that represented 
Johnson while he was alive and controlled his archive and estate for numerous years after his 
death,5 sponsored the majority of scholarship on Johnson’s collages in the form of essays for 
eight exhibitions the gallery has organized, beginning with their 1995 memorial exhibition 
shortly after his death.6 The essays vary in quality, but a brief summary of each is necessary to 
demonstrate the lack of critical attention Johnson’s collages has received, as well as situate my 
work within that discussion. 
 The essays in the memorial exhibition were not truly essays; instead, they were 
reminisces of the gallery’s president, Richard Feigen, and director Frances Beatty. Both were 
clearly stunned by Johnson’s death.7 Beatty’s contribution, a short two paragraph statement, 
communicates their shared bafflement, grief, and frustration—emotions also felt by the lenders 
of the approximately 128 works in the show, all friends of Ray Johnson that lent his collages 
from their private collections:8  
For over fifteen years, off and on, since Richard Feigen introduced me to Ray Johnson 
we have periodically tried to organize a Ray Johnson exhibition for here, for Chicago, for 
anywhere. Somehow something, usually Ray, made it impossible. He seemed to want a 
show, he would send emissaries, I would get excited, then he would withdraw or 
somehow make it too difficult. I wrote to Ray, he sent me things, I kept on hoping. The 
Ray Johnson Show idea would ebb and flow. On January 6, 1995 Ray called me and said: 
"Well, I think you'll really be able to do your show now, Frances." I was very surprised, 
excited and, knowing Ray, suspicious at his seeming enthusiasm. I said "Nothing would 
please me more Ray, you know how important I think the work is." I did feel like this 
																																																						
5 Frances Beatty, the former Director of the Richard L. Feigen Gallery and Director of the Ray 
Johnson Estate, has since left to start an art advisory firm, Adler and Beatty; she retained control 
of the Johnson Estate, and it is now associated with Adler and Beatty. 
6 The Richard Feigen Gallery hosted two Johnson exhibitions in the 1970s. These will be 
discussed in depth in the upcoming chapter that deals with Johnson’s collages from that decade. 
7 Ray Johnson killed himself by jumping off of a bridge in Sag Harbor, Long Island, on January 
13, 1995. I will explain the context and significance of this act in the last chapter of this 
dissertation. 







was possibly the beginning of the show. Then Ray said "Yes, I'm finished with the 
nothings which I have been doing for years” and days later he swam out to sea. 
  
I cannot help thinking that Ray, if he had thought about it, knew that if he died, we would 
certainly do a show. I have tried hard to do a show which he would have liked, I would 
have preferred to still be doing a dance with him. This is a modest memorial to a great 
artist. I hope it gives those who didn't know Ray a small idea of how much and why he 
will be missed. If you knew him it is clear to you.9 
 
The show and the reminiscences it provoked were the first of a continuous effort to 
posthumously come to terms with the enigmatic artist’s legacy. 
 Feigen did not organize another Johnson show with a dedicated catalogue for another 
eleven years. Ray Johnson: En Rapport, premiered in a condensed form at Art Basel from June 
14–18, 2006, and then in full in their New York contemporary art gallery, Feigen Contemporary, 
from November 2–December 23, 2006. William S. (Bill) Wilson, the son of the assemblage artist 
May Wilson and a close friend of Johnson, as well as a prolific scholar on the artist both while he 
was alive and after, wrote the essay for the show’s catalogue.10 The collages in this exhibition 
were those that illustrated Ray Johnson’s relationship—his rapport—with other artists and his 
friends, such as Joseph Kosuth, Marcel Duchamp, and Barnett Newman. Wilson explored this 
theme in his essay, stating “Ray would discover a rapport with an artist, and then reveal that 
rapport in a collage, or even a series of collages. His collages did the work of gratitude, giving 
																																																						
9 Frances Beatty, "For Ray," in Ray Johnson: A Memorial Exhibition (New York: Richard L. 
Feigen & Co., 1995), not paginated. 
10 Wilson wrote a large percentage of the little available literature on Johnson. He also 
maintained his own archive of sorts on Johnson, as well as talked to other scholars about the 
artist. He was a great source of information on Johnson, but I felt that he became too personally 
involved with the artist, and that his feelings at times overwhelmed his analyses. I also want to 
stress that Wilson did not write this essay, nor any others, for monetary gain. He only wished to 
further Johnson’s legacy. Wilson was not an art scholar by training; rather, he earned a doctorate 







back appreciations for having been given so much.”11 While insightful, this exhibition and essay 
emerged after only cursory examination of the multitude of material Johnson left behind, and is 
therefore largely driven by sentimental and anecdotal statements.12 
 Richard L. Feigen & Co. soon held another Ray Johnson show, The Early Years, which 
focused on the few extant collages from 1955–1960. Wilson again wrote the catalogue essay, and 
as with the first, it is largely driven by his personal memories. Wilson focuses for most of the 
essay on the creation and destruction of Johnson’s earliest collages, small cardboard 
constructions which the artist called “moticos.”13 Wilson considers these early works as stepping 
stones towards Johnson’s later, more complex collages, instances in which Johnson was 
beginning to develop his artistic language and voice: “Ray learned how to succeed in failing, 
teaching himself how to be inspired by failure to use fragments of ‘failed’ collages in new 
constructions.”14 These early collages are difficult to discuss both because of their few number 
and Johnson’s own reticence in explaining them, a situation which Wilson attributes to Johnson’s 
displeasure with and destruction of them. 
 In 2008, Feigen put on another Johnson show for Art Basel, Ray Johnson: Challenging 
Rectangles, which featured collages where Johnson had cut away portions of their rectangular 
bases, thereby making various shapes or “challenging rectangles,” yet another way Johnson 
																																																						
11 In this essay, Wilson also posits that Johnson was hesitant to sell his work because he did not 
want to appear to profit from a friendship. William S. Wilson, Ray Johnson: En Rapport (New 
York: Richard L. Feigen & Co., 2006), not paginated. 
12 Some of the factual statements are incorrect, such as Wilson’s claim that Johnson lived next 
door to John Cage and Merce Cunningham when he first moved to New York City in 1951. 
Johnson lived next door to John Cage and Morton Feldman, not Cunningham. This 
misidentification persists through most of the scholarship. 
13 “Moticos” is a term used throughout Ray Johnson scholarship to describe many aspects of his 
work. There is not a unified interpretation of this term, which will be discussed more fully in the 
first chapter. 
14 William S. Wilson, Ray Johnson: The Early Years (New York: Richard L. Feigen & Co., 






defied existing art practices. Wilson again wrote the catalogue’s essay, in which he traces 
Johnson’s history of breaking rules: Johnson’s youth to his high school geometry and drawing 
classes; his unsuccessful foray into the Church of Christ, Scientist; and finally to his years at 
Black Mountain College.15 Wilson claims that even at a young age, Johnson already rejected the 
ideals of Euclidian perfection and moral purity. Wilson argues somewhat literally that Johnson’s 
later, “misshapen” collages are a reflection of his belief, arrived at through experience, that 
nothing in life is perfect. 
 Richard L. Feigen & Co. enlisted art historian Frédérique Joseph-Lowery for Ray 
Johnson . . . Dali/Warhol and others . . . Ducham, Openheim, Pikabia [sic.]. The works in this 
show, and in Joseph-Lowery’s essay, compare Johnson’s use of self-portraiture to several of his 
contemporaries, paying particular attention to Dalí and Warhol and their respective recurring use 
of figures like Mae West, Jesus Christ, and Marilyn Monroe. While markedly more scholarly 
than Feigen’s previous essays, Joseph-Lowery’s examination betrays the dearth of information 
on Johnson in comparison to other artists of his generation; insight Joseph-Lowery provides into 
Dalí’s and Warhol’s work is significantly more nuanced than that offered for Johnson. Though 
this exhibition was an honorable attempt to show Johnson’s work in a more intellectual manner 
and with less focus on his potential market value (as was the case for their Art Basel shows) the 
exhibition and essay were premature and suffered from a lack of available information.16 The 
Johnson Estate had yet to initiate thorough cataloging and archival organization. Joseph-Lowery, 
therefore, had minimal and often incorrect information. 
																																																						
15 William S. Wilson, Ray Johnson: Challenging Rectangles (New York: Richard L. Feigen & 
Co., 2008), not paginated. 
16 Frédérique Joseph-Lowery, Ray Johnson . . . Dali/Warhol and others . . . Main Ray, Ducham, 
Openheim, Pikabia . . . , Ed. by Frances F.L. Beatty, PhD. (New York: Richard L. Feigen & Co., 






 In 2010, Richard L. Feigen & Co. invited the art historian Charles F. Stuckey to write an 
essay for the Art Basel exhibition Dear Ray Johnson, which was simply a grouping of 
representative collages from throughout Johnson’s career. Stuckey, who had previously written 
on Robert Rauschenberg’s collages and Combines in his 1977 article, “Reading Robert 
Rauschenberg,” among other writings, was an insightful choice;17 he not only made similar 
statements concerning Johnson’s work that he did with Rauschenberg, he also brought in new 
observations. For example, he compared Johnson’s biomorphic glyphs to the spermatic 
marginalia in Symbolist artist Edvard Munch’s lithographs, as well as other connections with 
Jean Dubuffet and Vincent van Gogh.18 Though Stuckey both knew and corresponded with 
Johnson, he lacks Wilson’s exceptionally close personal connection,19 and could therefore move 
beyond his brief recollections of his and the artist’s relationship and into the scholarly particulars 
of collage and its greater implications for Johnson’s work. 
 Feigen ended this annual run of Johnson exhibitions in 2011 with What’s in a Name? Ray 
Johnson’s Free Associations, for which Ellen Levy wrote the accompanying essay.20 Levy was a 
Johnson novice when she wrote this essay, and as a result, her observations run the full gamut, 
from profound to banal, and from accurate to fictional. For example, Levy describes Johnson’s 
work as “oddly literal” and suggests he is an “artist of networks,” two statements that are so 
deceptively obvious that only an outsider looking in could make them. Notably questionable, 
however, is her premise that Johnson’s use of proper names in his work, of which the collages in 
																																																						
17 Charles F. Stuckey, “Reading Rauschenberg,” in Art in America 65, no. 2 (March–April 1977), 
passim. 
18 Charles F. Stuckey, Dear Ray Johnson (New York: Richard L. Feigen & Co., 2010), not 
paginated. 
19 Stuckey even ventured to call Wilson “fanatical.” Stuckey, Dear Ray Johnson, not paginated.  
20 This commission appears to have sparked Levy’s interest in Johnson. She is currently working 






the show were representative, was a form of free association in its Freudian sense, that Johnson’s 
juxtaposition of certain names was an unconscious act. This statement is incorrect. While 
Johnson’s reasons for placing one name with another may seem enigmatic to others, Johnson 
chose each name with deliberateness. To claim otherwise both misleads and reduces Johnson’s 
work to mere superficial aesthetic value, as opposed to the complex act of creating and recording 
his own idiosyncratic perspective of the world.21 
 After the 2011 show, the Richard L. Feigen Gallery abstained from organizing Johnson 
exhibitions for several years. During this hiatus, the Ray Johnson Estate, which the Feigen 
Gallery represented, embarked on a major research initiative, first hiring myself as a researcher 
and then, upon my encouragement, a trained archivist to sort through, organize, and properly 
document the vast amount of material that had been left virtually untouched since the artist’s 
death in 1995. In November 2014, after three years of very concentrated research and exhaustive 
exploration into this virgin material, Richard L. Feigen & Co. opened Ray Johnson’s Art World 
in their Upper East Side gallery, and the sophistication of the both the exhibitions’ hanging and 
its accompanying essay, written by Elizabeth Zuba, demonstrates the importance of this 
prolonged research initiative. 
 The collages and mail art featured in this exhibition explored the relationship between 
Johnson and his many famous art world friends: John Baldessari, Lynda Benglis, Chuck Close, 
Jasper Johns, Yoko Ono, James Rosenquist, Robert Rauschenberg, Ad Reinhardt, Ed Ruscha, 
Andy Warhol, and May Wilson. The works chosen, many of which were borrowed from the 
artists’ personal collections, insightfully illustrated the complex and specific relationships 
Johnson cultivated, both personally and professionally. Zuba, who had edited an anthology of 
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Johnson’s writings published earlier that year,22 walks the reader through the exhibition artist by 
artist in her essay, and effectively describes how Johnson created his own world through his art: 
“Each work explores its subject intimately and yet the intimacy is given on the very private terms 
of Johnson’s own singular world. Rather than linear narratives, Johnson’s correspondence 
emerges in wormholes of interlocking congruities that weave unpredictably through the pressed 
boards and pages of his collages and mail art.”23 The difference between this show and those 
before it is great, both in the perceptive and thoughtful choices in its inclusions and hanging, but 
also in its high level of scholarly acumen, demonstrated the necessity and benefit of the Estate’s 
dedication to properly researching this important, yet overlooked, artist. 
 Galleries apart from Richard L. Feigen & Co. have recently featured Johnson’s work. Ray 
Johnson was organized at the Matthew Marks Gallery’s New York location in 2017. Featuring 
collages spanning the late 1960s through the end of Johnson’s career, this exhibition showed the 
progression of Johnson’s aesthetic while also underscoring the persistence of certain themes 
throughout his oeuvre.24 The inaugural exhibition for David Zwirner’s Upper East Side location 
was Josef and Anni and Ruth and Ray, which opened in September 2017. This show featured 
work by Josef and Anni Albers, and Ruth Asawa and Ray Johnson, who were their students at 
Black Mountain College. By juxtaposing their work, this exhibition illustrated the profound 
																																																						
22 Zuba benefited from the Ray Johnson’s Estate’s in-depth research project. The many newly-
created finding aids, as well as the vast more amount of material available, provided Zuba with a 
rich source of material from which to compile her anthology, much of which would not have 
been available only a few years earlier. Elizabeth Zuba, ed. Not Nothing: Selected Writings by 
Ray Johnson, 1954-1994 (Los Angeles: Siglio Press, 2014). 
23 Elizabeth Zuba, Ray Johnson’s Art World (New York: Richard L. Feigen & Co., 2014), 4. 
24 The catalogue included a brief essay by Brad Gooch, which contributed more thoughts on 
Johnson’s enigmatic nature. Following a brief synopsis of Johnson’s biography and work, Gooch 
acknowledged the coded references in Johnson’s work, touching upon his homosexuality, but 
does not examine the collages or mail art in depth. Brad Gooch, “Please Send to Ray Johnson,” 






influence both Josef and Anni Albers had on Asawa and Johnson.25 
 There have been few exhibitions in museums devoted to Ray Johnson’s work, or 
including it with any meaningful significance.26 The most comprehensive and expansive of the 
exhibitions to date is Ray Johnson: Correspondences, organized by Donna De Salvo and held at 
the Whitney Museum of American Art in New York and then at the Wexner Center for the Arts 
in Columbus, Ohio in 1999–2000, only four years after Johnson’s death. The show included both 
collages and mail art, borrowed not only from the Ray Johnson Estate, but also numerous other 
museum collections and private collections, including several important early collages in 
William S. Wilson’s collection. The book-length catalogue included not only an introduction by 
De Salvo, but also contributions from seven other individuals: Mason Klein, Wendy Steiner, 
Jonathan Weinberg, Sharla Sava, Lucy R. Lippard, William S. Wilson, and Henry Martin. This 
group represents a wide range of fields and levels of familiarity with Johnson and his work, from 
art historians and critics, an English professor, and Johnson’s closest friends and correspondents 
to those who only became acquainted with Johnson for this exhibition; together, until recently, 
this compilation was the most prolonged examination of Johnson and his work.  
 De Salvo opens the catalogue with an essay titled “Correspondences,” in which she 
explores Johnson’s motivations for working in collage, both personally and aesthetically. De 
Salvo is a longtime champion of Johnson’s work,27 and her esteem and understanding of his 
																																																						
25 David Zwirner’s new Upper East Side Gallery at 34 East 69th Street took over the space 
vacated by Richard L. Feigen & Co.; Adler Beatty, the art advisory formed by former Feigen 
gallerists, still occupies the top floors of the building. Furthermore, Zwirner had just acquired the 
Asawa estate. 
26 Despite being hosted at other institutions, Richard L. Feigen & Co. greatly influenced the 
direction of the majority of these exhibitions. 
27 Donna De Salvo included a Ray Johnson collage, Hand Marilyn Monroe, in the premier 
exhibition of the new Whitney Museum of American Art in downtown Manhattan, America Is 






oeuvre is evident in her discussion. She weaves Johnson’s unique application of collage with its 
larger historical narrative, and makes telling statements such as “Considered by many as a 
paradigmatic medium for the twentieth century, collage became for Johnson the ultimate 
metaphor for the way he experienced the world . . . For Johnson, collage functioned not only as a 
structural system, but also as a paradigm for communication.”28 She briefly discusses Black 
Mountain College and Josef Albers, Johnson’s early time in New York City, his similarities to 
Robert Rauschenberg in their responses to the dominance of Abstract Expressionism, and other 
similar historical points. De Salvo does adequately examine Johnson’s collages in the space 
permitted within the limitations of the catalogue— indeed, her essay most closely resembles my 
work in this dissertation—but the limited scope of the catalogue essay opens the door for an 
expanded study of Johnson’s collages in both his own and in the larger historical narrative.  
 Mason Klein contributed the next essay in the catalogue, “‘To Be Sad, Because I was 
Once a Child’: The Collages of Ray Johnson” in which he applies a more specific art historical 
narrative to Johnson’s collages. Klein focuses on the context of Johnson’s collages as it applies 
specifically to Johnson rather than to the evolution of collage itself. Klein identifies Johnson a 
modern day flâneur in the tradition of Baudelaire: “Each incarnation of the flâneur has expanded 
the concept of the urban artist as cultural spectator and remapped the labyrinth route of his or her 
topography, the terrain that intersects the artist’s life and work.”29 Klein sees Johnson’s collages 
as an unending stream of consciousness; his series of allusive juxtapositions between different 
people, places, numbers, words, among other many different references, reflects his maneuvering 
																																																						
28 Donna De Salvo, “Correspondences,” in Ray Johnson: Correspondences, eds. Donna De Salvo 
and Catherine Gudis (Columbus, Ohio: Wexner Center for the Arts, Ohio State University, 
1999), 16. 
29 Mason Klein, “’To Be Sad, Because I Was Once a Child’: The Collages of Ray Johnson,” in 
Ray Johnson: Correspondences, eds. Donna De Salvo and Catherine Gudis (Columbus, Ohio: 






through the art world of the 1950s and 1960s. He further stresses that collage was the ideal 
medium for  Johnson, not only because it encourages the correspondences Johnson strove to 
represent, but also because it aligned with a moment when abstraction and representation were 
competing for a privileged position; Johnson’s collages from that time reflect this tension. Klein 
also noted Johnson’s relationship to previous art historical traditions, particularly Symbolism, 
Dada, and Surrealism. Most profoundly for my reading of Johnson, however, is Klein’s 
observation that Johnson always placed himself in his work in some way; sometimes it was 
blatant with a photograph of himself pasted into the composition, or a network of friends and 
acquaintances in which he was the only connecting thread. Essentially, Klein identifies Johnson 
as an ego-centric, autobiographical artist.30 
 Like De Salvo, Wendy Steiner begins her essay “The Webmaster’s Solo: Ray Johnson 
Invites us to the Dance” with a general discussion of collage as a medium, but focuses on two of 
its aspects that particularly apply to Johnson and his work in collage and mail art: its unique 
ability to “investigate connection” and reflect the twentieth-century’s struggles with 
“wholeness.”31 As Steiner states,  
It is not by accident that Johnson’s two genres were correspondence art and collage. 
Modernism invented the collage to explore formal wholeness, the play of randomness 
and intentionality, the limits between art and reality or art and garbage. Correspondence 
art focuses on the pragmatics of art—the gap between artist and audience that is a special 
case of the problem of intersubjectivity. Both forms seem to overcome obstacles to 
wholeness—correspondence art by involving the audience in an equal and continuing 
interaction with the artist, and collage by bodily assembling disparate elements in a 
unified whole. Johnson, evoking these magical goals, let them fail and keep failing in a 
																																																						
30 This insight aligns with Chapter Three, in which I discuss Johnson’s collages in terms of his 
social network. Klein, ‘“To Be Sad, Because I was Once a Child,’ passim. 
31 Steiner never concretely defines her use of the term “wholeness.” One can deduce from her 
discussion around it, however, that she is referring to the twentieth-century’s questioning of the 







deadpan pathos relieved by good design. In doing so, provided a condensed summary of 
twentieth-century struggles with wholeness, for he had absorbed this history and become 
it.32 
Steiner is an English professor, and sees Johnson’s collages as a visual text in which he brings 
together disparate subjects to create a unified, albeit enigmatic, narrative: “Johnson’s work as a 
whole is a paradigm play. He shears words, images, and artworks from the systems to which they 
belong to form an idiosyncratic vocabulary or alphabet of his own.”33 Steiner’s feminist leanings 
emerge towards the end her essay, stating that Johnson uses female subjects in a clichéd manner, 
and claims that his unsympathetic, objectified insertion of women was an “unmoved response of 
a gay man.”34 This is a particularly astute observation, and I address it specifically in upcoming 
chapters in relation to Johnson’s “Tit Girls,” a notably objectified representation of women that 
emerges in numerous collages and pieces of mail art. Steiner’s discussion of Johnson’s 
homosexuality, although brief, segues well into Jonathan Weinberg’s essay, “Ray Johnson Fan 
Club,” in which he discusses Johnson’s sexuality at great length. 
 Weinberg is the first essayist to address Ray Johnson’s homosexuality in depth35, but 
only in the last sections of his essay. He first identifies Johnson’s work as concerned with 
communication and miscommunication, and notes that his larger motivations change when his 
collages move from those intended for an individual to a more general viewership. Weinberg 
identifies celebrities as major subjects in his large collages; he notes how Johnson applies his 
																																																						
32 Wendy Steiner, “The Webmaster’s Solo: Ray Johnson Invites Us to the Dance,” in Ray 
Johnson: Correspondences, eds. Donna De Salvo and Catherine Gudis (Columbus, Ohio: 
Wexner Center for the Arts, Ohio State University, 1999), 72-73. 
33 Wendy Steiner, “The Webmaster’s Solo: Ray Johnson Invites Us to the Dance,” 76. 
34 Wendy Steiner, “The Webmaster’s Solo: Ray Johnson Invites Us to the Dance,” 79. 
35 William S. Wilson did relate a story from Johnson’s youth in his essay for Challenging 
Rectangles in which he experienced a failed attempt at a homosexual relationship with a friend, 







images of celebrities with equal prominence in his compositions, and that “this practice has a 
leveling effect, as if to suggest that being a celebrity is merely a matter of a famous name.”36 
This discussion of celebrity leads Weinberg to Susan Sontag and her theorizing of camp: 
“Johnson’s habit of seeing celebrities everywhere could be taken as an example of how, 
according to Sontag, Camp extends as far as possible ‘the metaphor of life as theater.’”37 
Weinberg continues to compare Johnson’s work to Andy Warhol. As both Weinberg and Sontag 
note, Camp is particularly associated with homosexuality, and both Johnson and Warhol were 
gay artists whose work is subtly yet undeniably shaped by their sexuality. Weinberg relates how 
both Johnson and Warhol grew up during the homophobic environment of the 1940s and 1950s, 
and that by the time the two were creating art they were not in “the closet,” but also not free of 
its effects, which is why, Weinberg claims, their art both hides and reveals their sexuality.  
 Art critic and curator Lucy R. Lippard looks a Johnson’s career as a whole, focusing 
specifically on his persistent obscurity and difficult classification. “Johnson’s cross-references 
lured the viewer across the abyss and into the labyrinth,” she observes, and describes her essay as 
“not so much an attempt at disentanglement as a voluntary entanglement.”38 Though Lippard was 
familiar with Johnson, she never fully engaged with his work; indeed, she recounts the major 
mail art exchange with which she was involved, in which Johnson urged his correspondents to 
send her slips (without specifying what type of slips).39 Lippard considers Johnson’s possible 
																																																						
36 Jonathan Weinberg, “Ray Johnson Fan Club,” in Ray Johnson: Correspondences, eds. Donna 
De Salvo and Catherine Gudis, (Columbus, Ohio: Wexner Center for the Arts, Ohio State 
University, 1999), 102. 
37 Jonathan Weinberg, “Ray Johnson Fan Club,” 104. 
38 Lippard, “Special Deliverance,” 141. 
39 Lippard’s continued annoyance with this event is noticeable in this essay: “Although I knew 
Johnson only slightly, in the late 1960s he sent out a NYCS mandate: ‘Send Slips to Lucy 
Lippard.’ (And did I ever get slips. Months later, when they had slowed to a trickle, mail art had 






affiliations to several movements, including Surrealism, Dada, and conceptual art, as well as his 
overt resistance to such classifications, a stance that recalls her earlier omission of Johnson in Six 
Years: The Dematerialization of the Art Object from 1966 to 1972, an annotated chronology of 
conceptual art. 
 One must also note the 2002 documentary How to Draw a Bunny in a summary of 
Johnson scholarship. Directed by John Walter, with the close participation of Frances Beatty and 
the Ray Johnson Estate, the film establishes Johnson as a central, albeit eccentric, player in the 
New York art world. Numerous artists and other key figures are interviewed and supply first 
person perspectives on Johnson, his art, and his life. How to Draw a Bunny garnered much 
critical acclaim. It received a special jury prize at the 2002 Sundance Film Festival and won the 
Grand Prix du Public at the 2002 Recontres Internationales de Cinema in Paris. Additionally, it 
was nominated for the 2003 Independent Spirit Award. As such, How to Draw a Bunny brought 
Johnson and his work into a wider consciousness than he experienced during his lifetime.40 
 As the above synopses show, a large portion of scholarship on Johnson’s collages was 
written for commercial purposes. While this does not disqualify them from scholarly attention, 
they do exaggerate aspects of Johnson’s work highlighted specifically in the show, perhaps as a 
means of marketing. Take for example the stress Wilson places on Johnson’s early interest in 
Euclidean geometry for the Challenging Rectangles exhibition. It is clear that Wilson 
constructed this large discussion around Johnson’s irregularly-shaped collages and his early math 
lessons to heighten the significance of the works included in the show, and while not inaccurate, 
misrepresents their importance.41 The essays composed for Ray Johnson: Correspondences were 
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directed by John Walters (New York: Palm Pictures, 2004). 






written for academic purposes, and although they offer a greater level of sophistication in their 
assessments of Johnson’s work, were written prematurely. Johnson had been dead for a mere 
four years when the show opened, and the estate was years away from truly addressing its 
immense holdings. As a result, the essays largely relied on what little information there was from 
sources available at the time of Johnson’s death, or pulled from outside fields to give Johnson’s 
unwieldy output some structure. 
 In recent years, Johnson has emerged as an influential artist whose significance to 
Postwar American art needs further clarification and acknowledgment. Fiona Anderson and 
Benjamin Kahan have contributed insightful articles. Anderson explores parallels between 
Johnson’s and Walt Whitman’s approach to correspondence, and identifies similar coded 
references to their respective homosexual lifestyles and relationships.42 Kahan looks at 
representations of blackface and sadomasochism in numerous collages, and suggests that these 
works may be used to destabilize the binaries of hetero/homosexual and black/white that have 
dominated scholarship on Pop art.43 Also, Julie J. Thompson, an independent scholar and curator 
involved primarily with Black Mountain College, published a collection of eleven interviews 
with Johnson, titled That was the Answer: Interviews with Ray Johnson. In this collection, 
Thomson makes evident that the interview was another artistic medium for Johnson in which his 
methodology, particularly his exploitation of the vagaries of language, emerges and engages with 
his audience.44  
																																																																																																																																																																														
the subject by the gallery. 
42 Fiona Anderson, “’A Trail of Drift and Debris’: Traces of Whitman in the Correspondence Art 
of Ray Johnson,” Journal of American Studies 49 (2015): 1, 55–75. 
43 Benjamin Kahan, “Ray Johnson’s Anti-Archive: Blackface, Sadomasochism, and the Racial 
and Sexual Imagination of Pop Art,” Journal of Theoretical Humanities 23, no. 1 (February 
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 Furthermore, in addition to this dissertation, a handful of graduate students have 
addressed Johnson and his work in their doctoral research in recent years. In her dissertation 
“Ray Johnson in Correspondence with Marcel Duchamp and Beyond,” Kate Erin Dempsey 
focuses on Johnson’s creative and intellectual engagement with Marcel Duchamp.45 Dempsey 
expanded on her doctoral work in Ray Johnson: Selective Inheritance; here, she continues her 
assertions that Johnson identified as Duchamp’s heir, but also acknowledges other possible 
influences like Robert Rauschenberg and Jasper Johns.46 Miriam E. Kienle looks at Johnson’s 
mail art through the lens of United States Postal history in “Community at a Distance: Ray 
Johnson’s Mail Art Network, 1955–75”. Kienle suggests that the NYCS revealed a correlation 
between the privatization of the US Post in the 1960s and the desire to segregate and censor 
certain populations, namely the increasingly visible homosexual population.47 In her large 
project on artist’s use of advertisements in the mid-1960s to the mid-1970s, Katharine J. Wright 
discusses Johnson’s fictional Robin Gallery in “Your Art Here: Print Advertisements and 
Contemporary Art, 1964–1974.” Wright identifies the Robin Gallery as another means for the 
artist to expand his conceptual reach, as well as extend his critique of the gallery system already 
established in his mail art.48 Currently, Johanna Gosse is exploring the relationship between 
Johnson’s mail art and Nam June Paik’s video installations through the lens of systems theory; 
																																																																																																																																																																														
Soberscove Press, 2018), passim. 
45 Kate Erin Dempsey, “Ray Johnson in Correspondence with Marcel Duchamp and Beyond” 
(PhD diss., University of Texas, Austin, 2013). 
46 Though Dempsey Martineau provides excellent insight into the connections between Johnson 
and Duchamp, I believe she over-determines Johnson’s belief that he was Duchamp’s heir. Kate 
Dempsey Martineau, Ray Johnson: Selective Inheritance (Oakland: University of California 
Press, 2018). 
47 Miriam E. Kienle, “Community at a Distance: Ray Johnson’s Mail Art Network, 1955–75” 
(PhD diss., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 2014). 
48 Katharine J. Wright, “Your Art Here: Print Advertisements and Contemporary Art, 1964–1974 






additionally, she is working on a book that focuses on Johnson’s 1950s performances.49 As the 
above shows, Johnson’s work provides for numerous avenues of exploration. My work perhaps 
most aligns with Kienle’s, who in her discussion of Johnson’s mail art in relation to the US 
postal system, determines that Johnson built what she called a “community at a distance,” 
founded on the utopian principles inherent in mail art activities.50  
 Like Kienle, I look at the social aspects of Johnson’s artistic practice and determine that 
the community he built—or his social network—was indeed a conscious activity. However, I 
extend my inquiries to Johnson’s collages and argue that the points where his art and his sociality 
intersect reveal the most comprehensive understanding of both his work and the people he 
targeted. I also draw from other aspects of the arguments outlined above, notably De Salvo’s 
identification of Johnson’s collages as a paradigm for communication; Klein’s likening of the 
numerous references to people in Johnson’s collages to his meanderings in the art world; and 
Weinberg’s notion that Johnson’s collages functioned as communications that hide and reveal his 
sexuality. My work builds upon these observations and uses social network theory to solidify and 
expand them. Key works will illustrate the major points of my argument, and drive my study of 
Johnson’s art from his early paintings through his late collages.  In consequence, I wish to 
remodel current scholarship’s understanding of Johnson’s work as a loosely fashioned impulse 
for communication into a defined and more rational social network. As such, this definition will 
allow for more comprehensive, nuanced, and provocative readings of both Johnson’s work and 
his place in Postwar American art as it vacillated between abstraction and realism, painting and 
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Columbia University, 2015–2017. 
















From Painting to Collage: Ray Johnson’s Years in New York, 1951–1968 
 
After completing his education at Black Mountain College in North Carolina, Ray 
Johnson moved to New York City in 1949. He remained there until 1968, when he moved to 
Long Island. These years were the beginning of his professional career and foundational to his 
mature artistic practice. Johnson abandoned painting, adopted collage, and then developed key 
concepts within the medium that grew in importance. The purpose of this chapter is threefold:  
first, I examine Johnson’s development as an artist during his early training. Second, I discuss his 
early paintings and examine how and why Johnson abandoned the medium in favor of collage, 
using his painting Calm Center as a representative example and situating it within his time at 
Black Mountain through a comparison with work of another alumnus, Robert Rauschenberg’s, 
work. Last, I will study Johnson’s first collages in light of the discourse surrounding the practice, 
targeting the arguments of Clement Greenberg and his opponents Leo Steinberg, and later 
Thomas Crow. In the course of this inquiry, I will explain “moticos,” the foundation of 
Johnson’s personal visual language, and argue that his interaction with Joseph Cornell’s practice 
initiated Johnson’s shift from a depersonalized aesthetic to one of personal visual vocabulary.  
Ray Johnson’s Early Training and Work 
 
Ray Johnson’s first one-man exhibition opened at the Willard Gallery in Manhattan on 
April 6, 1965,1 fifteen years after he moved to New York City. The work Johnson presented at 
Willard spanned from early 1951 and is indicative of Johnson’s transition from painting to 
																																																						







collage. In fact, there are no known works of Johnson’s that consist solely of painting dated later 
than 1951, although correspondence between Johnson and Frances. X. Profumo (an administrator 
at Black Mountain, and Johnson’s life-long friend) indicates that he painted as late as 1953.2 Few 
of these works survive today. Calm Center (Figure 1.1), shown in this exhibition, is one of the 
few surviving paintings from this early period. Ray Johnson claimed he burned his early 
paintings in Cy Twombly’s fireplace in 1954 or 1955.3 The destruction of his early work was a 
dramatic gesture that represented his complete renouncement of painting and his assumption of 
collage as his main practice. Johnson never painted again; instead, he devoted his entire career to 
collage, whether as commercially viable works intended for a public audience, or as smaller 
mailers created for specific individuals he sent via his New York Correspondance School. This 
section looks at Calm Center and uses it as an example of the work Johnson demolished in 
search of his own innovative artistic language. 
Only three canvasses are known to have survived Johnson’s ritual cremation; the most 
important of these is Calm Center, which he spared only because it was in sculptor Richard 
Lippold’s collection, Johnson’s instructor at Black Mountain College.4 Johnson was born in 1927 
																																																						
2 Box 306, Correspondence with Frances. X. Profumo, 1951–1953, Ray Johnson Estate and 
Archives, New York, passim. 
3 The factuality of this event is debated; Ray Johnson recorded it in several of his self-written 
histories that he would compose for exhibition catalogues, but there is no corroborating evidence 
of the event beyond these documents. Indeed, Ray Johnson described his relationship with 
Twombly as one-sided, with Johnson as the younger, enthralled artist and Twombly the distant 
idol. Furthermore, it has come to light that Twombly did not have a fireplace in his New York 
City apartment. These circumstances make Johnson’s anecdote doubtful, but scholars generally 
include the event in their biographies of Johnson based on the artist’s insistence.  Elizabeth Zuba 
in “Ray Johnson’s Art World,” is the most recent scholar to do so.  Elizabeth Zuba, Ray 
Johnson’s Art World, 4; Michael von Uchtrup in conversation with the author, May 25, 2016. 
4 The other two are both untitled paintings that are also brightly colored geometric compositions. 
One is in the Hudson Lanier Family collection and the other is in the collection of the Black 
Mountain College Museum and Arts Center. Helen Molesworth featured Black Mountain’s 






in Detroit, Michigan. His parents, Eino and Lorraine, were of Finish descent, and Johnson grew 
up in a working-class, Finish immigrant neighborhood. Eino and Lorraine recognized Johnson’s 
artistic talent early on, and enrolled him in the Detroit Institute of Arts for Junior High School, 
and later Cass Technical High School, where he studied drawing, art composition, graphic 
design, art history, and lettering. Also, during the summer between his junior and senior years, 
Johnson attended Ox-Bow, an outpost of the School of the Art Institute of Chicago in Saugatuck, 
Michigan. Here, he learned of Black Mountain College. He applied to the school, was accepted, 
and won a scholarship to attend. He arrived on campus in 1945 for the Summer Institute, three 
months before his 18th birthday, and stayed until 1948 (except for the spring term of 1946, which 
he spent in New York City to attend the Arts Students League, for which he also won a 
scholarship). The years Johnson spent at the progressive liberal arts “college” in rural Appalachia 
were formative for the young, impressionable artist. The lessons Johnson learned there are 
manifest in this painting.5 
Black Mountain College, while a liberal arts school, was geared towards art education. 
The school's organization was based on the American pragmatist philosopher, John Dewey’s, 
compilation of lectures on aesthetics, Art as Experience, in which he advocates a new role for 
art—one  in which art plays a quasi-ceremonial part in everyday life and is not a fetishized object 
in museums and galleries.6 Despite the college’s marginal budget and its short operation (1933–
																																																																																																																																																																														
the Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston. 
5	Michael von Uchtrup has spent over 15 years researching Ray Johnson’s life and all Ray 
Johnson scholars, myself included, are much in debt to his efforts.  Michael von Uchtrup, “Ray 
Johnson and the Road from Black Mountain College Into – and Out of – New York,” Journal of 
Black Mountain College Studies 1, no. 2, (2000),not paginated. 
6 Two key texts on Black Mountain College are: Martin Duberman’s Black Mountain College: 
An Exploration in Community (Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press, 1972) and Mary 
Emma Harris’s, The Arts at Black Mountain College (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2002).  






1956), Black Mountain attracted some of the most creative and influential minds in the arts from 
that period.7 
Johnson’s letters home show that he immersed himself in the school’s community. 
Specifically, he was drawn to its most influential faculty member, the Bauhaus émigré Josef 
Albers who, along with his Jewish wife Anni, arrived on campus on the eve of World War II 
through the connections of Philip Johnson and Alfred Barr, Jr.8 Johnson was enthralled with the 
German instructor and eagerly described his lessons to his parents:  
In Design there are many, many people who flock to hear the clear, wise, and 
constructive ideas of Albers. Yesterday he talked about matiere [sic.], which is a French 
word, meaning matter in English. Matiere [sic.] has to do with the surface qualities of 
materials. He showed us examples from magazines of photographs and advertising 
drawings that were done by artists who were conscious of the feel of things. It is much 
more exciting to have a pleasant touch sensation from objects than none at all . . . This is 
the third time I have taken Albers Design class and it means more and more each time.9 
 
The relationships Johnson formed and the contacts he accumulated while at Black 
Mountain allowed for a smooth transition from the school’s bucolic campus to the urban life of 
New York City.10 Two important such connections were with his former instructor, Richard 
Lippold, with whom he formed an intimate partnership that continued for many years, and the 
																																																																																																																																																																														
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 2016) provides an in-depth look into the school, its 
operations, and its faculty and students. 
7 These individuals included Josef and Anni Albers, John Cage, Merce Cunningham, Willem and 
Elaine de Kooning, Ad Reinhardt, Richard Lippold, Charles Olson, Buckminster Fuller, Cy 
Twombly, Robert Rauschenberg. 
8 The most comprehensive discussion of Albers’ relocation to the United States and his 
consequent influence on its art is: Frederick A. Horowitz and Brenda Danilowitz, Josef Albers: 
To Open Eyes (London: Phaidon Press, 2006).  Albers plays a central role in Martin Duberman’s 
Black Mountain: An Exploration in Community, in which he emerges as the school’s leading 
educator. 
9 Ray Johnson to Eino and Lorraine Johnson, May 1948 (?), Box 50, “1946-Ray Letters to eino-
lorraine,” The Ray Johnson Estate and Archive, New York, New York. 
10 No one “graduated” from Black Mountain College in the true sense of the term; students left 






avant-garde composer John Cage, who visited the school the last summer Johnson was there.11 In 
1951, these three, with the addition of composer Morton Feldman, moved into a tenement 
building on the Lower East Side. They dubbed the building the “Boza Mansion” after the 
building’s landlord.12 This group became an early example of the artists’ enclaves prevalent in 
New York City in the following decades. They drew the attention of the city’s art world at large; 
Harper’s Bazaar even featured a short article on the four, titled “Four Artists in a ‘Mansion’,” 
complete with a photograph of the men in Lippold’s car, a hearse used to transport the two 
composers’ musical instruments.13 
Johnson painted Calm Center during this time at the Boza Mansion and its composition 
betrays Albers’ influence. Calm Center is comprised of forty-nine brightly colored, four-inch 
patterned squares laid out in a seven by seven grid. There is a single black square, the work’s 
eponymous “calm” feature, rooted in its center.14 This painting resembles a multiplied and 
																																																						
11 Ray Johnson’s relationship with Richard Lippold is his only documented homosexual 
relationship.  It was during this summer that Johnson participated in Cage’s production of Satie’s 
The Ruse of Medusa (1913), for which he helped design and build the set along with Willem de 
Kooning, who was also there that summer as an instructor. 
12 This building has since been torn down. Cage acted as this group’s unofficial leader; by this 
point in time, he had become one of the most influential avant-garde figures of the post-war era, 
due in large part to his interest in and use of Zen Buddhism and chance operations in his work.  
Johnson was included in Cage’s group of acolytes; indeed, notions of Zen Buddhism permeate 
the entirety of Johnson’s oeuvre, most obviously in his “Nothing” performances, a direct 
reference to Cage’s Lecture on Nothing, a text the composer wrote using the rhythmic structure 
of his music, in addition to being a response to the “Happenings” that were popular at the time; 
this connection will be explored further in the upcoming chapter in a discussion of Johnson’s 
New York Correspondance School and its associated practices. David Revill, The Roaring 
Silence: John Cage, A Life (New York: Arcade Publishing, 2014), 91–92. 
13 “Four Artists in a ‘Mansion’,” Harper’s Bazaar, May 1952. 
14 Johnson described Calm Center as follows: “…it has every color from pink to green to red 
except black which is the color of the center square. None of the squares around the center 
contain black, though some are dark blue or purple. That photograph wasn’t good. It doesn’t 
show the riot of violent color surrounding the calm black.” Ray Johnson to Frances X. Profumo, 
ca. October 1951, Box 360, Correspondence dated 1951–1953, Ray Johnson Estate and 






refracted version of Albers’ Homage to the Square paintings (Figure 1.2), a series in which 
Albers used a mathematically determined composition of several overlapping squares to explore 
the effects adjacent colors have with one another.15 Artists such as Agnes Martin, Donald Judd, 
Ellsworth Kelly, among others, later studied and adapted this geometric tradition to create their 
own artistic vocabulary defined by grids, series of cubes, and brightly colored, hard-edged 
geometric abstraction. Unlike these younger artists, however, Johnson painted Calm Center 
shortly after his time under Albers at Black Mountain, so its fundamental composition can be 
traced directly to Albers’s influence. 
A comparison between Calm Center and Bed (Figure 1.3) by Robert Rauschenberg (who 
also studied with Albers at Black Mountain) illustrates how strong Albers’ influence was on his 
students who, in turn, shaped the course of Postwar American art. Bed is one of Rauschenberg’s 
first “Combines,” a term the artist coined to describe his work in which he attached found objects 
to his canvas support.16 Bed’s materials are oil and pencil on pillow, quilt, and sheet on wood 
supports. The work itself is long, six feet and three inches (the size of a standard bed) split into 
two almost equal registers. The bottom register comprises a log cabin quilt with a traditional 
pattern made of strips of fabric laid around a center square to create blocks. The top register is a 
turned-down sheet and pillow. Rauschenberg then applied layers of multi-colored paints and 
pencil lines over the pillow and sheet, affixing the materials so they record the artist’s energy in a 
																																																						
15 Albers explores this relationship in over one thousand paintings, drawings, prints, and 
tapestries. “Homage to the Square: With Rays,” in The Heilbrunn Timeline of Art, The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, accessed March 13, 2016, 
https://www.metmuseum.org/toah/works-of-art/59.160/. 
16 Jasper Johns believes he may have coined the term “combines.” Charles F. Stuckey, “Minutiae 
and Rauschenberg’s Combine Mode,” in Robert Rauschenberg: Combines, ed. Paul Schimmel 







Bed embodies Rauschenberg’s famous quip, that he wanted to “act between the gap” in 
art and life.18 The story of its creation, which has now reached almost legendary status, 
epitomizes how the artist transformed the stuff of life into materials of art. As Calvin Tomkins 
explains, one morning, Rauschenberg woke up and realized he had no materials with which to 
paint. While searching his room for some forgotten piece of canvas, he found a quilt Dorothea 
Rockburne had given him while they were students at Black Mountain.19 He first tried to “turn 
the quilt pattern into an abstraction”20 by stapling it to a stretcher and painting and drawing on it 
as if it were a canvas. After, Rauschenberg felt it was still unsuccessful, so he added the sheet 
and pillow.21 Rauschenberg had made his “bed” and then hung it up on the wall, declaring an 
object of life a thing of art.22 
Rauschenberg strove for unconventionality with Combines such as Bed. He wanted his 
work to be about discovery and chance, both for himself and for his future audience: “I wanted 
something other than what I could make myself and I wanted to use the surprise and the 
																																																						
17 These splashes and drips can also be read as Rauschenberg’s response to the drips of the 
Abstract Expressionists, most notably Jackson Pollock, whose critical reign was at its peak when 
the artist created this work. 
18 In his artist’s statement for MoMA’s 1959 exhibition Sixteen Americans, Rauschenberg wrote: 
“Painting relates to both art and life. Neither can be made. (I try to act in that gap between the 
two).” Artist’s statement in Dorothy C. Miller, ed. Sixteen Americans (New York: Museum of 
Modern Art, New York, 1959), 58. 
19 Tomkins’ Off the Wall  was first published in 1980. I consulted the 2005 edition, which 
includes a chapter that addresses Rauschenberg’s later work. Calvin Tomkins, Off the Wall: A 
Portrait of Robert Rauschenberg (New York: Picador, 2005), 125–126. 
20 Robert Rauschenberg, cited in Robert Rauschenberg, ed. Barbara Rose (New York: Vintage 
Books, Random House, 1987), 62. 
21 James Leggio, “Robert Rauschenberg’s Bed and the Symbolism of the Body,” in Studies in 
Modern Art, vol. 2 (New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1992): 80. 
22 Leo Steinberg calls this type of painting a “flatbed picture plane,” which he describes as works 
that are hung on a wall but “refer back to the horizontals on which we walk and sit, work and 
sleep.” Leo Steinberg, “Reflections on the State of Criticism,” in Robert Rauschenberg, ed. 






collectiveness and the generosity of finding surprises. And if it wasn’t a surprise at first, by the 
time I got through with it, it was. So the object itself was changed by the context and therefore it 
became a new thing.”23 Yet Bed (and many of Rauschenberg’s other works) remains formal.24 
Bed is divided into two almost equal registers. While Rauschenberg could have destroyed the 
geometric pattern of the log cabin quilt, he left the geometric pattern of squares fully visible, 
much like those of his teacher at Black Mountain, Josef Albers, and the paintings of another of 
his contemporary, Ray Johnson. Johnson and Rauschenberg were acquaintances and 
Rauschenberg was a (reluctant) member of Johnson’s NYCS. They did not meet at Black 
Mountain; Rauschenberg arrived there after Johnson had left. The two most likely met during 
one of the many parties John Cage hosted at the Boza Mansion. Johnson made many references 
to Rauschenberg in his work, sometimes explicitly in collages such as Untitled (RJ and Betty 
Grable in “Bed” Together) (Figure 1.4), which comprises two reproductions of Rauschenberg’s 
Bed with photographs of Grable and Johnson pasted on top of them, as if they were lying in the 
beds. This work is also a comment on Rauschenberg’s Factum I (Figure 1.5) and Factum II 
(Figure 1.6), the artist’s wry attempt to make two identical pictures.  
Unlike Johnson, Rauschenberg was not a loyal devotee of Albers; their personalities were 
too contradictory to mesh on a personal level and their conscious artistic aims were polar 
opposites. Yet, as Charles Stuckey has called him, Albers was Rauschenberg’s “unlikely 
mentor.” Even Rauschenberg grudgingly admitted his former teacher’s profound influence on his 
																																																						
23 Robert Rauschenberg interviewed by Rosetta Brooks, Blouin ArtInfo, accessed February 18, 
2016, http://www.blouinartinfo.com/news/story/264056/rosetta-brooks-interviews-robert-
rauschenberg. 
24 Take another of Rauschenberg’s most iconic works, Monogram, which features a taxidermic 
goat. While the goat is certainly an unconventional art material, it stands directly in the middle of 







work, stating that although he “consider[ed] Albers the most important teacher I’ve ever had,”25 
he believed “[w]hat he did teach me was sort of the reverse of what I was supposed to have 
learned. I maintained my affection for the materials and the physical aspects of art . . . He taught 
me such respect for all colors that it took me years before I could use more than two colors at 
once.”26 Rauschenberg furthermore conceded that he partly created the monochrome black and 
white paintings because of the respect for color that Albers ingrained in him.27 Albers had 
“opened Rauschenberg’s eyes” to specific aspects of art and the art-making process, and 
Rauschenberg could not close them for the rest of his career.28  
  Johnson’s Calm Center and Rauschenberg’s Bed and monochromes are indebted to 
Albers’ teachings. Johnson, however, destroyed his most of his early paintings, while 
Rauschenberg’s early work remains and are considered among his finest work. Why Johnson 
destroyed these paintings remains unknown.29 I speculate that he experienced a sort of “anxiety 
																																																						
25 Rauschenberg cited in Duberman, Black Mountain, 59. 
26 Robert Rauschenberg, cited in Robert Rauschenberg ed. Barbara Rose, 23. 
27 Rauschenberg also wrote in this statement: “Albers was a beautiful teacher and an impossible 
person. He wasn’t easy to talk to, and I found his criticism so excruciating and so devastating 
that I never asked for it. Years later, though, I’m still learning what he taught me, because what 
he taught had to do with the entire visual world.” Robert Rauschenberg, “Writing statement on 
Joseph Albers,” undated, Robert Rauschenberg Foundation, accessed September 8, 2018, 
https://www.rauschenbergfoundation.org/art/archive/albers. 
28 Albers once said that his goal as a teacher was “to open eyes.” Josef and Ani Albers 
Foundation, accessed February 20, 2016, http://www.albersfoundation.org/teaching/josef-
albers/introduction/. 
29 Johnson often felt unsure of his painting. He made statements like, “I never really feel like my 
work is anything.” At one point in 1949, Johnson wanted to completely give up painting and all 
forms of visual art and take up dance instead: “I am here so very excited I cannot sleep. 
Everything is rushing, rushing by in my head. I have suddenly got the idea in my head that I 
want to study dance…probably with Merce. Everything seems to have led up to this excitement 
and I feel it is what I should do. Of course I shall be off on another direction tomorrow; but it is 
the excitement that is important. I do not feel I want to paint or draw, but learn to use my legs 
and arms—to do something with them. Not to do anything important but to just learn something. 
I feel I must go that way.” Ray Johnson to Frances X. Profumo, July 10, 1950, Box 360, 






of influence.” Calm Center is essentially a translation of Albers’ own work, while 
Rauschenberg’s Bed and black and white canvases demonstrate that he had internalized Albers’ 
teachings, and was able to produce something highly original using them, without reproducing 
them. Perhaps age was a contribution to this disparity. Johnson was eighteen when he arrived in 
Asheville, whereas Rauschenberg was twenty-three, and had already served two years in the 
navy. Johnson, therefore, was likely more impressionable. I believe that Johnson likely destroyed 
his early paintings because he knew them to be continuations of his school exercises that 
imitated his instructor’s work. Rauschenberg, however, experienced no “anxiety of influence,” 
and therefore felt no need to excise his early work from his oeuvre; it was his own and did not 
serve to extend his teacher’s.  
 It is also important to note the similarity between Johnson’s early paintings such as Calm 
Center and the weaving textiles of Anni Albers (Figure 1.7), who also taught at Black 
Mountain.30 Kate Erin Dempsey claims that Anni Albers’ textile designs are the major influence 
for Johnson’s geometric paintings. While it is clear that Josef Albers’ teachings shaped 
Johnson’s early art, the visual similarities between Anni Albers’ weavings and Johnson’s 
paintings are also striking and merit consideration. There is no documentation to support 
Johnson’s and Anni’s interaction, but there is evidence that Johnson learned to weave at some 
point, most likely from Anni at Black Mountain. In correspondence dating to the early 1950s 
recently discovered by the Johnson Estate, the artist shared that he was creating textile designs to 
sell, and that he planned to weave “like the indians [sic.], beautiful rugs on the floor.”31 Also, he 
																																																																																																																																																																														
Frances X. Profumo, July 19, 1949, Box 360, Correspondence dated 1948–1949, Ray Johnson 
Estate and Archives, New York. 
30 Kate Erin Dempsey, “Weaving Correspondence: Anni Albers and Ray Johnson,” Journal of 
Black Mountain College Studies 1, no. 2 (2011), not paginated. 






recollects his many visits to the Cloisters to see the tapestries, and to the Brooklyn Museum to 
see the Peruvian tapestries that he described as “so incredibly beautiful” and that excited him to 
paint.32 It appears that Anni instilled a profound appreciation for textiles in Johnson, which 
informed his painting. For example, Johnson’s segmented squares echo the woven materials in 
many of Anni’s textile samples. Anni organized several small exhibitions in the halls and 
galleries of Black Mountain of the ancient Peruvian textiles (like those Johnson saw in the 
Brooklyn Museum) that were from her personal collection, and from which she drew her own 
inspiration. These textiles would influence Johnson both directly (from visits to Anni's 
exhibitions) and indirectly (by seeing her work filtered through their ancient models both at the 
college and in later in museums). 
 Johnson’s cremation of his early paintings was not a renouncement of the valuable lessons 
he learned under Albers. Albers’ influence persisted in Johnson’s work, however subtly, for the 
rest of his career. Johnson was hyper-aware of the materials he used and their unique qualities —
specifically matière—skills he honed in Albers’ Design Class. He maintained a keen awareness 
of his materials and exploited each to its fullest potential, no matter how typical or eccentric they 
were. Johnson sanded cardboard, blew on paint drops with straws, and incised lines into his 
collages’ surfaces, innovative techniques he devised because of the explorative touch exercises 
Albers assigned. Furthermore, many of Johnson’s collages are structured around a subtle, 
underlying grid, another relic of Albers’ teachings. After destroying the paintings that were 
																																																																																																																																																																														
Johnson and Frances X. Profumo, an administrator at Black Mountain College, that spans the 
late 1940s to the 1980s. This new trove of information is exceptionally revealing of Johnson’s 
thoughts and feelings. Ray Johnson to Frances X. Profumo, June 30, 1951, Box 360, 
Correspondence dated 1951–1953, Ray Johnson Estate and Archives; Ray Johnson to Frances X. 
Profumo, August 2, 1950, Box 360, Correspondence dated 1950, Ray Johnson Estate and 
Archives, New York. 
32 Johnson to Frances X. Profumo, July 28, 1949, Box 360, Correspondence dated 1948–1949, 






direct descendants of Albers, Johnson was free to adapt the fundamentals of Albers’s teachings 
for his own purposes in a medium not associated with his teacher: collage. However, before 
Johnson produced fully realized and commercially viable collage works, he developed a specific, 
idiosyncratic visual language that would become the basis of his collage practice during his first, 
formative years in New York City. 
 
Ray Johnson, Ad Reinhardt, and “Moticos” 
Soon after his arrival in New York, Johnson began work as Ad Reinhardt’s studio 
assistant. Concurrently, he began to cut out images from popular magazines and paste them onto 
small pieces of scavenged cardboard.33 As such, Johnson’s first years in New York saw both his 
continued tutelage under another potent teacher and his progressive effort to acquire a distinct 
and original artistic voice which, as a young man in his early twenties, likely coincided with his 
struggle to define himself as an individual. Johnson also produced his first collages during this 
time, many of which again included images from popular magazines. These works introduce 
both aesthetic and communication strategies that would further develop and define his later 
work. Namely, they allude to Johnson’s homosexuality, largely through references to pop culture 
typically associated with “camp,” and communicate with other members of the homosexual 
community and those sympathetic to them.34 Here, examples of Johnson’s early celebrity 
collages will show how Johnson cultivated sophisticated methods of hiding and revealing coded 
references within his carefully chosen imagery, while also noting Reinhardt’s importance and 
																																																						
33 Many scholars refer to these small cardboard works as moticos, a term that I will address and 
define later in this chapter. Based on Johnson’s statement in his interview with Henry Martin, it 
was the outlines of these smaller collage fragments that Johnson shrunk to create his moticos—
they were not moticos themselves. 
34 I am referring to a pre-Stonewall era in the midst of the “Lavender Scare,” and homosexuality 






lingering influence. Moreover, these early collages incorporate “moticos,” likely his first 
independent artistic creation and fundamental elements of his work; moticos established the 
idiosyncratic vocabulary that defined his entire artistic output. Despite the central role moticos 
play in Johnson’s work, however, the term remains contested in scholarship— due largely to 
Johnson’s own ambiguity—and will therefore open the analysis of Johnson’s early collages, 
culminating in a single definition of the term which will subsequently be applied throughout the 
remainder of this dissertation. 
Johnson introduced moticos to the world in the inaugural issue of The Village Voice in 
October 1955.35 Johnson’s text, titled “What is a Moticos?,” captures the ludic and enigmatic 
nature of moticos and merits quotation in full:  
The next time a railroad is seen going its way along the track, look quickly at the sides of 
the boxcars because a moticos may be there. Whether the train is standing still or 
speeding past you, a moticos. Don’t try to catch up with it. It wants to go its way. But 
have your camera ready to snap its picture. It likes those moments of being inside the 
box. When your film is printed and the moticos is finally seen, it will not be seen, unless 
you paste the photograph of the moticos on the side of a boxcar so someone can see the 
moticos or take its picture. It may appear in your daily newspaper. Someone may put it 
there. Cut it out. Save it. Treasure it. Make sure it is in a box or between the pages of a 
book for your grandchildren to find and enjoy.   
The moticos is not only seen on railroad trains, but on. It really isn’t necessary to see the 
moticos or know where it is. I have seen them. Perhaps I might point them out to you. 
The best way is to go about your business not thinking about silly moticos because when 
you begin seeing them, describing what they are or where they are going is So just make 
sure you wake up from sleeping and go your way and go to sleep when you will. The 
moticos does that too and does not worry about you. Perhaps you are the moticos. 
Destroy this. Paste the ashes on the side of your car, tell them.   
Or write the word moticos on the top of your automobile. It loves moving and rainwater. 
Not so many people will wonder what it means. There will be no questions, hence no 
																																																						
35 Ed Fancher, Dan Wolf, John Wilcock, and Normal Mailer published the first issue of The 
Village Voice from a two-bedroom apartment in Greenwich Village. Louis Menand, “It Took a 






need for answers. And if you have an automobile, drive to pleasant places because Have 
you seen a moticos lately? Perhaps you have. They are everywhere. As I write this I wish 
someone were here to point one out to me because I know they exist.36 
 
While descriptive, Johnson’s text does not answer the question he posed in its title; 
readers still wonder what moticos are and this ambiguity marks scholarship concerning Johnson. 
The only definitive fact about the term is its creation. Moticos is an anagram of the word 
“osmotic,” the adjectival form of “osmosis,” defined as a gradual absorption done unconsciously 
or with little effort. Johnson coined the term with the aid of his friend, photographer Norman 
Solomon; he claims that in a very Dada-like moment they simply opened a dictionary and picked 
a word at random.37  
Art historians and critics alike apply the term to almost every aspect of Johnson’s work, 
following Johnson’s lead, as he would use the term to refer to the biomorphic, glyph-like 
drawings that often pepper his work, smaller cardboard panels he constructed, and even various 
texts he composed throughout his career. Indeed, Johnson may have referred to “What is a 
Moticos?” as a moticos. Because of this open-endedness, scholars’ descriptions of Johnson’s 
work have become indeterminate, a situation in which Johnson would have delighted; he 
encouraged it. Vagaries of language fascinated Johnson, how a word’s meaning can change over 
time or by the context in which it used. Johnson indulged his interest in language and meaning 
with the semiotician Jacques Derrida’s work. There were many of Derrida’s books in Johnson’s 
library at the time of his death, all richly annotated, and Johnson scrawled the philosopher’s 
																																																						
36 All punctuation and grammar are original to Johnson’s essay. Ray Johnson, “What is a 
Moticos?”  The Village Voice, October 26, 1954. 







name on many collages and pieces of mail art.38 This interest became manifest in his collages, 
beginning around 1968, during which time he sprinkled words throughout the composition and 
toyed with their meanings and spellings. Johnson’s creation and use of moticos is an early 
instance of his explorations with the fluidity of language. He never provided the same definition 
of “moticos” twice. It was a word in his own language, which, as Lucy Lippard notes, no one 
seems to have translated, although many have tried to parse a definition from Johnson’s trove of 
possibilities.39 To remove confusion, various definitions of moticos will be summarized, after 
which the definition used in this work will be explained. 
Throughout his writings on Johnson, William S. Wilson maintains that moticos are what 
Johnson called both his large collages and the smaller, hand-held, collage constructions he often 
sent in the mail. For example, in his essay for Richard L. Feigen’s exhibition, Ray Johnson: 
Challenging Rectangles, Wilson writes, “At first Ray called these non-rectangular collages 
‘moticos,’ a word which was both singular and plural, like ‘fish’ and ‘sheep.’ By 1956, he used 
the word ‘moticos’ for both a non-rectangular collage, and for a rectangular collage, especially if 
it had an earlier moticos glued into it.”40 Wilson remained steadfast to this narrow definition, but 
later scholars expanded (and blurred) it. One example of this is the catalogue for the Wexner 
Center for the Arts’ show, Ray Johnson: Correspondences, in which every contributor uses 
moticos in a different way.  
Donna De Salvo, curator of the Wexner exhibition, uses moticos to refer to the collage 
																																																						
38 These books are: Jacques Derrida, Writing and Difference, trans. by Alan Bass (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1978); Jacques Derrida, Signésponge=Signsponge, trans. by 
Richard Rand (New York: Columbia University Press, 1984); Jacques Derrida, The Post Card: 
From Socrates to Freud and Beyond, trans. by Alan Bass (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1987); Jacques Derrida, Cinders, trans. by Ned Lukacher (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 
1991). 
39 Lucy Lippard, “Special Deliverance,” 141. 






constructions Johnson created with fragments from magazines and newspapers. However, she 
states that he “would use this word, as well, to signify the invented language of abstract marks he 
used in many of his works.”41 Art historian Mason Klein defines moticos as solely Johnson’s 
small cardboard collage panels—neither his large collages nor the biomorphic images that 
populate them.42 Wendy Steiner, an English professor, is the only contributor to address the 
term’s confusion, stating, “Johnson’s explanations of the term moticos are enigmatic and 
inconsistent.” She then compares the word’s first three letters, “mot,” to this word in French, 
whose definition also changes depending on the context in which it is used.43 She furthermore 
uses moticos to describe the biomorphic images and the small cardboard blocks Johnson created 
and affixed to his larger collages.44 In sum, within this one catalogue there are three different 
uses of the term, none of which are in agreement with the others. This confusion is pervasive 
throughout Johnson scholarship. 
 For the sake of clarity, a narrow definition of moticos will be applied here, one based on 
the most sensible explanation provided by Johnson in a 1984 interview conducted by Henry 
Martin and first published in Lotta Poetica. In this interview, Johnson described moticos:  
The moticos were the little black silhouettes I did, and they were a miniature cataloguing 
of actual free form collage fragments. I’d take a box of fragments, which were all 
different shapes, and then I would draw each thing in India ink. Each fragment was about 
ten inches high, and the drawing would reduce it to about one inch high, and I’d cover 
whole pages with them.45  
																																																						
41 Donna De Salvo, “Correspondences,” 21–22. 
42 Mason Klein, “‘To Be Sad, Because I was Once a Child’: The Collages of Ray Johnson,” 48–
49. 
43 Wendy Steiner, “The Webmaster’s Solo: Ray Johnson Invites Us to the Dance,” 74–75. 
44 Steiner, “The Webmaster’s Solo,” 72–75. 
45 Ray Johnson cited in Henry Martin, “Should An Eyelash Last Forever? An Interview with Ray 
Johnson,” in Donna De Salvo and Catherine Gudis, eds., Ray Johnson: 







This is the most succinct definition Johnson provided for moticos. Here, therefore, the 
term “moticos” will be used to describe the black, biomorphic images that appear throughout 
Johnson’s oeuvre; “collage” to refer to both his large-scale collages, and the smaller collage 
fragments; and the term “tesserae,” following the lead of the Ray Johnson Estate, to describe the 
small cardboard building blocks Johnson constructed and affixed to his larger supports.46 This 
separation of terms will eliminate some of the confusion that has plagued Johnson scholarship to 
date. 
Johnson soon enlarged these moticos of popular images into full-sized collages. These 
works mostly feature reproductions of large portrait-type photographs of celebrities, the most 
notable of which were James Dean and Elvis Presley, captured at their most dramatic moments. 
In Elvis Presley No. 2 (Figure 1.8), for example, the crooner is looking at the viewer with soulful 
eyes, his face cupped in his hands. Contrariwise, the singer is in profile in Elvis Presley No. 1 
(Figure 1.9), with his eyes cast downward, not making eye contact, and (in an almost prophetic 
gesture concerning what would be Presley’s fate), Johnson added red tears dripping from his 
eyes. Johnson himself referred to the picture as “Oedipus” and claimed that he was “the only 
painter in New York whose drips mean anything,” an obvious jab at his Abstract Expressionist 
contemporaries such as Jackson Pollock.47 Why Johnson equated the King of Rock and roll with 
the ill-fated mythical Greek king remains to be determined, but he visibly connected the two 
when he gave Elvis Oedipus’s gouged-out eyes. 
																																																						
46 “Tesserae” are the small pieces of tile, glass, or enamel used to create mosaics.  Johnson 
likewise used his cardboard blocks to assemble his collages.  Johnson’s tesserae could be 
anywhere from two the ten layers thick, and he would paint them over with thin layers of wash 
which he then rubbed with sandpaper to give it an abraded surface.  These tesserae are artworks 
unto themselves. 
47 Johnson, cited in John Russell and Suzi Gablik, Pop Art Redefined, (New York: Frederick A. 






Johnson made these Elvis collages towards the end of or immediately after his time as Ad 
Reinhardt’s studio assistant in the early to mid-1950s.48 Reinhardt had a studio at Coenties Slip, 
near Johnson’s new apartment—an informal artist’s community composed, not only of 
Reinhardt, but also Agnes Martin, Robert Indiana, Ellsworth Kelley, and Jack Youngerman, 
among others. It is possible Reinhardt’s influence sparked the dramatic shift in Johnson’s work, 
not as a model to follow, but as something to react against.49 Johnson’s correspondence shows 
that he had great respect and fondness for his mentor, but as with many mentor-mentee 
relationships, while Johnson incorporated aspects of Reinhardt’s teachings, he largely defined his 
own work against Reinhardt's.50 Reinhardt was a strong voice in New York’s avant-garde art 
world of the time, not only through his own painting, but also through the written word. 
Reinhardt wrote profusely about what he believed Art (with a capital “A”) should be and, taken 
as a whole, his writings largely contradict each other. One instance of this contradiction is his 
description of painting as both “nothing” and “not nothing.”51 The idea of “nothing” was a major 
theme, both as concept and medium, for Johnson throughout his career.52 “Nothing” was a sort of 
problem on which he pondered incessantly and it cannot be coincidental that Reinhardt did as 
well.53 
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beliefs and teachings.  Barbara Rose, ed., Art as Art: The Selected Writings of Ad Reinhardt 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1975.), passim. 
52 The idea of “nothing” was in the air, so to speak, not only in art but also in literature with 
Nihilism. I will talk about the prevalence of nothing as an idea later in this work. 







Reinhardt was most likely producing his Red Painting series at the time Johnson was 
working with him.  Take, for example, Reinhardt’s Red Painting from 1952 in the collection of 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art (Figure 1.10).54 Reinhardt created this painting a year before he 
produced his canonical black paintings, but one can still see the subtle variegations in hue for 
which those works are known in the Metropolitan Museum’s monochromatic red work. The 
monumental rectangular canvas is split into three vertical sections, with two smaller, darker 
segments flanking a brighter, wider one in the middle. A cross of a lighter, longer rectangle 
divided by a smaller, darker one is superimposed on top of the other three vertical segments. The 
final effect is one of floating colors, of the different hues playing off of one another, which the 
canvas’s large size only magnifies even more. Reinhardt, like Johnson, wrote copiously about his 
process and, as Barbara Rose pointed out in the Editor’s Note in her anthology of the artist’s 
writings,  
Reinhardt wrote as he painted. His practice was to make copious notes from the most 
general point of view, gradually refining his observations until they were focused on a 
specific issue. Beginning with an immense amount of information, he gradually 
compressed the material to its most succinct expression in the same manner that the black 
paintings were conceived as the monistic synthesis of previous developments in 
painting.55 
Red Painting is an example of a “previous” painting from which Reinhardt developed into his 
future black paintings. Here, he parsed down his painting to the essentials of the craft, namely 
the color red. There is an element of play in this work, too, despite its strict adherence to 
geometric regularity in its composition. Reinhardt played with the color red in all its possibilities. 
One of his writings from that year, “Abstract Art Refuses,” an essay he penned for the catalogue 
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for the Contemporary American Painting exhibition at the University of Illinois, Urbana-
Champaign, in 1952, reflects this playful attitude in its play with words: 
And today many artists like myself refuse to be involved in some ideas. In painting, for 
me no fooling-the-eye, no window-hole-in-the-wall, no illusions, no representations, no 
associations, no distortions, no paint-caricaturing’s, no cream pictures or drippings, no 
delirium trimmings, no sadism or slashing’s, no therapy, no kicking-the-effigy, no 
clowning, no acrobatics, no heroics, no self-pity, no guilt, no anguish, no supernaturalism 
or subhumanism, no divine inspiration or daily perspiration, no personality-
picturesqueness, no romantic bait, no gallery gimmicks, no neo-religious or neo-
architectural hocus-pocus, no poetry or drama or theater, no entertainment business, no 
vested interests, no Sunday hobby, no drug-store museums, no free-for-all history, no art 
history in America of ashcan-regional-WPA-Pepsi-Cola styles, no professionalism, no 
equity, no cultural enterprises, no bargain-art commodity, no juries, no contests, no 
masterpieces, no prizes, no mannerisms or techniques, no communication or information, 
no magic tools, no back of tricks-of-the-trade, no structure, no paint qualities, no impasto, 
no plasticity, no relationships, no experiments, no rules, no coercion, no anarchy, no anti-
intellectualism, no irresponsibility, no innocence, no irrationalism, no low level of 
consciousness, no nature-mending, no reality-reducing, no life-mirroring, no abstracting 
from anything, no nonsense, no involvements, no confusing paintings with everything 
that is not painting.56 
One can imagine this sort of written rant coming as easily from Johnson’s typewriter as it 
did Reinhardt’s and, together with the first quotation, these works show a theoretical connection 
between the two artists—even if their work diverged. As we have seen, Johnson’s own work was 
strongly geometric when he first met Reinhardt; his appointment as the older artist’s assistant 
must have seemed natural. Soon, however, Johnson not only broke from this rigid geometry, but 
also dismantled it—particularly the model of Reinhardt’s red rectangles—in his Elvis collages.57 
Johnson did not merely transfer Elvis’ picture from the magazine to his cardboard 
support. He altered it in several ways: the drip “tears” streaming from the celebrity’s eyes, as 
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discussed above, and a faint red wash over the image. In all of these pictures (and in his James 
Dean collages, to a lesser extent) Johnson painted a series of red blocks. In Elvis Presley No. 1, 
for example, there is a grid of red blocks in the bottom left corner, positioned as if coming from 
Elvis’ mouth, like a speech bubble communicating Johnson’s enigmatic visual language. These 
red blocks are one manifestation of Johnson’s moticos, but their red color and particularly square 
and rectangle appearance cannot be a coincidence. Johnson was symbolically dismantling 
Reinhardt’s Red Paintings and filtering them through his own burgeoning artistic language, then 
inserting them into work that contradicts the fundamental tenets of his mentor’s beliefs: that 
“Art” ought to be devoid of all outside references. This work, like all of Johnson’s pop-infused 
collages at this time, was never intended for public display or commercial sale. Instead, these 
works remained either in his possession or in the private collections of his friends who saved 
them from Johnson’s destructive tendencies. Elvis Presley No. 1, for example, remains in the 
private collection and estate of Johnson’s longtime friend and supporter, William S. Wilson.58 
While these pop collages were a part of Johnson’s learning process and were experiments in 
forming his mature artistic voice, they also speak to a more personal issue: a latent expression of 
his homosexuality. 
 
Ray Johnson, Celebrity, and Gay Subculture 
 Johnson maintained a fascination with celebrities throughout his career, an interest that 
first became manifest when he arrived in New York City and began producing collages featuring 
publicity stills of celebrities such as Elvis Presley, James Dean, Marilyn Monroe, and Shirley 
Temple, among many others. Johnson incorporated these images of celebrities years before pop 
																																																						







artists such as Andy Warhol, who is now most strongly associated with artworks featuring 
celebrities. Here, Susan Sontag’s influential essay “Notes on Camp” from 1964 and the writings 
of sociologist Andrew Ross (who has adopted, extended, and corrected Sontag’s statements over 
the decades) will be used as a foundation for identifying these celebrity collages as Johnson’s 
outlet for the expression of his homosexuality.59   
As Johnson’s reputation and artistic vocabulary became more pronounced, so too did his 
celebrity references with their suggestion of underlying homosexual connections. I contend that 
Johnson’s celebrity-focused collages served as his means of “passing” in the underground gay 
subculture of his new home, New York City.60 These celebrity collages involve strategies of 
hiding and revealing in a manner similar to Warhol. Warhol and Johnson were born one year 
apart in working-class industrial environments—Johnson in Detroit and Warhol in Pittsburgh. 
Both artists escaped these conservative, conformist environments for the more bohemian 
atmosphere of New York City.61 While more accepting of such alternative lifestyles, the late 
1940s and 1950s were marked by an intense atmosphere of homophobia and surviving as a gay 
individual during this time largely depended on one’s ability to “pass.”62 While Johnson, like 
Warhol, was not necessarily in the closet, he kept his sexual orientation guarded in the mid-
1950s, despite living and socializing in a largely homosexual environment. As mentioned above, 
Johnson moved to New York City with his former instructor from Black Mountain, Richard 
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Lippold, a controversial move at the time, compounded further because Lippold was married and 
had children. The first time Lippold spoke publicly about the seriousness and nature of his 
relationship with Johnson was during the interview conducted for the 2002 documentary on 
Johnson, How to Draw A Bunny, in which he describes his time with Johnson as a “loving 
relationship.” This interview occurred decades after their relationship ended, but its effect 
remained potent to Lippold. As Johnson became more secure in both his work and his sense of 
self, these references to gay culture become clearer—he creates “fan clubs” to gay icons, visits 
and discusses gay bars, and even sends clippings from gay pornography to his fellow gay friends 
in the mail. However, in the mid-1950s to early 1960s, these references to gay culture remained 
coded as ironic odes to celebrity. 
When Johnson first incorporated celebrity references into his work in the early 1950s, 
homosexuality was illegal in the United States.63 The homosexual community was emerging 
from what historian David K. Johnson calls the “Lavender Scare,” Senator McCarthy’s targeting 
of homosexuals that ran parallel with the “Red Scare” concerning suspected communists.64 
While artists may have wanted to express their sexuality in their work, they could not openly do 
so without risking serious legal consequences. Gay artists, including Johnson, used elements 
within their work that was understood as a coded communication of a shared, homosexual, 
persecuted identity. Collage and assemblage proved to be a quintessential medium for them to 
achieve this hidden communication. For the world at large, the images and objects function 
aesthetically, but they carried a hidden meaning for those who knew otherwise.   
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Jonathan D. Katz explores these coded meanings in Rauschenberg’s assemblages. He 
describes Rauschenberg’s coded references to his various homosexual relationships as a form of 
“authorial disguise” of a subject that was persecuted both socially and legally. In this way, 
Rauschenberg was committing a “perfect crime”—he was perpetrating a punishable relationship 
in plain sight.65 Similar words can be said of Johnson’s work. Fiona Anderson has explored the 
coded homosexual references in Johnson’s correspondence art through similarities with and 
reference to Walt Whitman’s correspondence with his friends and family.66  
Scholars often categorize Johnson’s and other artists’ use of celebrity as “camp.” 
Originating from the French camper, “to pose,” the term is described as an exaggerated style, an 
ironic perspective on mainstream culture, or a mode of aestheticism that prioritizes artifice over 
beauty. In 1964, before the gay liberation movement, Susan Sontag equated camp with 
homosexuality in her essay “Notes on ‘Camp:” “homosexuals, by and large, constitute the 
vanguard—and the most articulate audience—of Camp,” Sontag declares, “[t]he two pioneering 
forces of modern sensibility are Jewish moral seriousness and homosexual aestheticism and 
irony . . . Homosexuals have pinned their interrogation into society on promoting the aesthetic 
sense. Camp is solvent of morality. It neutralizes moral indignation, sponsors playfulness.”67 
Sontag defines “camp” as a modern sensibility (as opposed to an idea) that converts the serious 
into the frivolous. In one of her many “notes” on the subject, she identifies “taste” as a 
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characteristic of camp, a “relish for the exaggeration of sexual characteristics and personality 
mannerisms. For obvious reasons, the best examples that can be cited are movie stars.”68 Many 
art historians have latched on to this statement and applied it to the celebrity culture endemic to 
1960s, with Warhol targeting images of Elvis Presley, Marilyn Monroe, Jackie Onassis, among 
many other cultural icons of the time.69 While these figures were a prevalent part of that period’s 
zeitgeist, art historians have noted a common employment of celebrity references in work created 
by homosexual artists such as Warhol, and as will soon be shown, Ray Johnson. 
Johnson often saw movies in the theaters of New York City when he first arrived in the 
early 1950s, where he watched these celebrities on the screen. He wrote to a friend, “Days are 
spent going to the movies.”70 At times, Johnson shared what movies he particularly enjoyed, like 
All Quiet on the Western Front, which he describes as an anti-war movie starring Lew Ayres; 
Test Tube Babies, a comedy from 1948; and The Third Man, an Orson Welles film that Johnson 
described as “done so well.”71 These examples show the broad range of Johnson’s cinematic 
tastes, as well as his acute attention to the (male) stars of the films.  
Warhol has been the subject of the majority of the critical attention concerning “camp.” It 
is likely Sontag had Pop Art, and particularly Warhol, in mind while penning her notes. She does 
directly address Pop Art in her antepenultimate note, and subsequent scholars have liberally 
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applied Sontag’s statements to Warhol’s art. For example, Thomas Meehan, writing for the New 
York Times in 1965, only a year after Sontag released her “Notes,” called Warhol “the most 
prominent single figure in the New York Camp scene.”72 Blake Stimson narrowed this 
discussion to focus on Warhol’s persistent interest in Shirley Temple. Stimson argues that 
Warhol’s assimilation of Shirley Temple allowed him to adopt her dual function as both child 
and adult—many of her roles involved her taking on adult characteristics—and this combination 
of innocence and savior faire allowed him to pass in artistic circles of the time that were still 
concerned with the “purity of art.” Warhol translated his preexisting fascination with the child 
actress and capitalized on her stylized artifice.73 While Warhol never directly addressed his 
obsession with the child actress in his work, her presence is found throughout his oeuvre, 
whether as a “childish” depiction of an adult subject,74 or (even more veiled) in the faces of his 
celebrity subjects. If one looks closely at his Marilyn Monroe silkscreens (Figure 1.11), one will 
notice an uncanny resemblance between the deceased actress and the autographed photograph of 
Temple that Warhol received as a child (Figure 1.12). Warhol’s stylized reductions of Monroe’s 
features flatten out her image and, compared side-by-side, Monroe looks like the mirror image of 
Temple made up with eye shadow and lipstick.75 
 Johnson also maintained an interest in Shirley Temple that, unlike Warhol, appeared 
directly in his work. The child actress is granted particular attention as the headliner of one of 
Johnson’s one-man exhibitions at the Richard Feigen Gallery in New York in 1968, A Lot of 
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Shirley Temple Post Cards Show.76 The Ray Johnson Estate has identified, with certainty, six 
works in this show, only one of which features Shirley Temple, Shirley Temple II (Figure 1.13), 
but the other known five are telling, especially in light of this discussion. They are Roscoe 
Arbuckle (Figure 1.14); Peaches Browning (Figure 1.15); Mask I (Figure 1.16); Mask II (1.17); 
and Mask III.77 The show was held a year before the Stonewall Riots, an event that brought gay 
rights to the forefront of social consciousness, and these six collages resonate with the pre-
Stonewall atmosphere during which homosexuality was uneasily tolerated and on the cusp of 
being overtly acknowledged.  
Shirley Temple II features a publicity still of the child actress dressed in a leather pilots’ 
outfit, a bomber’s hat perched jauntily on her head and one hand stuck casually in her pocket. 
Johnson situated the photograph directly in the middle of the collage around which a group of 
eight nearly identical moticos (that grow from left to right) flank her on one side. In the top left 
corner of the rectangular illustration board support is a group of eight almost identical moticos 
that similarly grow from left to right. These moticos resemble deformed sperm, a suggestive 
element. On her right is a deconstructed, flattened condom, the circular opening disconnected 
and situated to the left of the rest of condom. Juxtaposed with the condom, Temple’s leather 
pilot’s outfit now evokes drag, and the superficial innocence of a child actress dressing up is 
transformed into a work that nods to the performative, namely the artifice and masquerade 
inherent in drag performances. 
 Both Roscoe Arbuckle and Peaches Browning feature photographs of two celebrities 
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from the 1920s that were steeped in scandal. Roscoe “Fatty” Arbuckle was a silent film actor and 
comedian accused of the rape and manslaughter of actress Virginia Rappe. After two trials that 
resulted in hung juries, Arbuckle was finally acquitted of the crime in a third trial. The scandal 
tainted the rest of his career and life until his death from a heart attack in 1933 at the age of 46. 
Frances “Peaches” Browning was the sixteen-year-old bride of the fifty-two-year-old Manhattan 
real estate developer Edward “Daddy” Browning. Daddy Browning already had a questionable 
reputation after a public divorce and his subsequent role as the benefactor of a high school girls’ 
sorority when he married Frances, whom he nicknamed “Peaches” because her skin reminded 
him of peaches and cream. Peaches filed for separation,78 citing her husband’s tawdry behavior 
and sexual mistreatment, which was granted in 1926. Peaches became an alcoholic vaudeville 
actress and, after two more divorces, died from an injury she received from a fall in the bathroom 
at the age of 46.79 
These two collages have similar compositions that use a minimal aesthetic, typical of 
Johnson’s collages of the 1960s. Each is comprised of three groups of elements: a black-and-
white photograph of the named celebrity or celebrities, a cluster of cardboard tesserae upon 
which he painted several moticos, and a graphic-like drawing (a potato masher with Roscoe 
Arbuckle and a can labeled “Peaches” in Peaches Browning).80 In each collage, the photograph is 
at the bottom of the work and the tesserae and drawing are stacked on top, side by side in Roscoe 
Arbuckle and one on top of another in a pyramid-like shape in Peaches Browning. The subjects 
of these two collages piqued Johnson’s interest in intrigue. 
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Within his larger study of the relationship between intellectuals and American popular 
culture, Andrew Ross focuses on how camp was used in the late 1960s to fuel capitalism’s 
consumerist economy and argues that gay culture’s obsession with celebrity aligned with this 
consumerist impulse. Yet, Ross notes that there was a recirculation of classic Hollywood films in 
the late fifties and early sixties that started a new form of celebrity fascination in the gay 
community, one focused on the link between glamour and death. Johnson’s reference to All 
Quiet on the Western Front, and his specific mention of Lew Ayres supports Ross’ claim. Ross 
terms this impulse a cult of “stylized morbidity.”81 Much of Warhol’s work resonates with this 
interpretation. Pictures such as his Marilyn Monroe silkscreens, which he created a mere two 
weeks after the actress’ death, are examples of such works. Johnson’s Roscoe Arbuckle can also 
be included within this cult of stylized morbidity. In the photograph used, the silent film actor is 
youthful and carefree, playing a ukulele for two young women. In Arbuckle’s movies, which 
were likely shown during this period of classic Hollywood revival, he appears as the jolly 
entertainer shown in the photograph. When Johnson made this collage in 1968, the actor had 
been dead for thirty-five years. Johnson would have known that the final years of Arbuckle’s life 
were spent embroiled in court battles and scandal and that he would finally succumb to a heart 
attack at a young age. Johnson’s choice to feature Arbuckle, therefore, was not a lighthearted 
decision to show a jolly comedian, but instead a morbid immortalization of a troubled, deceased 
star. 
Contrarily, Peaches Browning does not play into Ross’ cult of stylized morbidity. 
Although Peaches went on to become a vaudeville actress, it is not the role for which she is 
remembered. Instead, the celebrity evoked in this collage is one of intrigue associated with an 
																																																						






outlandish socialite who once was the child-bride of a pedophiliac millionaire. This sort of 
transgressive sexuality is one with which Johnson can identify in terms of cultural acceptance. 
Homosexuality was considered just as deviant as pedophilia at the time; it remained classified as 
a mental disorder in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders for another five 
years after Johnson made this collage.82 Therefore, there may be a level of mutual identification 
between Johnson and Browning occurring within this collage. It is worth mentioning that there is 
also a double entendre at play in this collage: “browning” was a slang term in the gay 
underground culture for anal sexual intercourse.83 As with celebrity as a subject, this sort of 
double meaning allowed Johnson to communicate within the gay community without drawing 
attention from the normative, heterosexual society—it allowed Johnson to “pass.” The can of 
peaches at the top of the collage looks like a condensed version of the deconstructed condom in 
Shirley Temple II. When viewed from this perspective, Peaches Browning becomes laden with 
(homo)sexual innuendo. 
The last three works known to be included in this show, Mask I, Mask II, and Mask III, 
are particularly telling in light of the present discussion of coded communication within the gay 
community. All three works likely feature a photograph of Johnson that appears throughout 
Johnson’s entire body of work. The photograph is a black and white headshot in which he stares 
straight into the camera. In all the collages, Johnson has obscured a part of his face.84 In the other 
three known works in the show discussed above, we see that Johnson’s work was defined by 
strategies of hiding and revealing. In his Mask collages, Johnson is literally obscuring his 
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identity, masking his visage behind added layers of artifice.  
The collages included in the A Lot of Shirley Temple Post Cards Show suggest how 
Johnson’s adoption of the “camp” aesthetic expressed his homosexuality in coded manner in a 
comparable strategy to Warhol. As Richard Meyer notes, these works employed celebrity as a 
“code for those in the know,” images that existed on one level as a socially accepted reflection of 
popular culture, but also functioned on a second level as a means of communication and 
identification with a specific, narrow audience: the homosexual underground.85 As previously 
noted, Johnson’s A Lot of Shirley Temple Post Cards Show opened one year before the Stonewall 
Riots, a series of violent demonstrations led by the gay community after a police raid of a well-
known gay bar, the Stonewall Inn, in Greenwich Village, that ignited the gay liberation 
movement. Arthur Danto, following Johnson’s death in 1995, astutely noted Johnson’s use of 
camp as an entry into that specific subset in the art world:  
I think he was the arch-insider, to tell you the truth. He was so involved with so many 
 people who defined an art world at that time. What I think has to be brought out: there is 
 a genuinely gay esthetic in that operation, the fanlike attitude toward movie stars, the 
 prizing of camp sensibilities, and I think he was very widely connected with a lot of 
 people who knew the answers and could see his references and illusions. The 
 Correspondence School was a tremendous breakthrough. It enabled him to make art of 
 the kind he wanted for the people he wanted.86 
 
 Johnson’s obsession with celebrity conjures another important artist working at the time, 
Joseph Cornell, who was likewise drawn to celebrity culture. Johnson cultivated a relationship 
with Cornell that inspired him to explore more personal subject matter in his work—a switch that 
grew in importance in the 1970s. 
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Joseph Cornell: A Catalyst and a Connection 
 There are many similarities between the lives and the works of Joseph Cornell and Ray 
Johnson. Both are often characterized as eccentric recluses who lived on the periphery of the art 
world (Cornell in Flushing, Queens and Johnson in Locust Valley, Long Island) and both 
maintained a complex network of social interactions via telephone and mail. Both artists also 
worked within the collage/assemblage medium. Cornell is most famous for his distinctive 
“shadow boxes,” small-scale box constructions in which he pasted various found objects and 
then sealed them with glass.87 Johnson flattened these boxes into collages, bas-relief like objects 
that resemble Cornell’s process of displaying and juxtaposing disparate found objects. Cornell 
and Johnson both worked in an elliptical manner, circling back to ideas and themes throughout 
their careers—often focusing on specific celebrities. Here, I unpack this connection by focusing 
on a specific work, Ice, which was on display in the Museum of Modern Art, New York, in 
which the older artist pays tribute to a famous ballerina. I contend that this connection instigated 
Johnson’s move to a more overtly personal artistic language that characterizes his mature work. 
 Ray Johnson sent his first letter to Joseph Cornell in November 1966: 
 
Dear Joseph Cornell, 
 
I saw your beautiful ICE at the Modern Museum for the first time this week. I refused to 
ever go back there after the night Suzi Gablik made me escourt [sic.] her to a crowded 
opening. I do not like crowded openings. My three current hates are: 
 1) The Whitney Museum 
 2) Multiple banners 
 3) “Hurray for Hazel,” a song 
I was going to write to the Art Institute of Chicago telling them I thought a piece of yours 
which they had screwed to the wall was not properly exhibited and that it should be in a 
glass case if it has to be seen by droves of people. 
I did a LICE painting which I took up to LIFE magazine and all thought it had to do with 
LIFE or LICE but today somebody sent me a letter and inside was information about 
																																																						






ALICE getting tiny and tiny and more tiny and I realized LICE was only a L on ICE and 
that was like a drink where in a glass you put some ice then some L(ime) and L(emon) 
and L(iliputian). David Bourdon has at LIFE hangong [sic.] on his wall the white feathers 
I gave him like the ones I mailed you and he still wants to buy one of your things. 
 
I hope we meet soon and get along and I did a southwest Indian type katchina doll figure 
which will be in Marion Willard’s Xmas show. 
 
Have you seen Chas H. Ford’s “Spare Parts” book? 
 
Ray Johnson88   
 
As pre-and-post scripts, Johnson wrote, “This was removed with a pair of scissors from 
Ocean Wilson’s beret” and drew next to it a picture of the aforesaid beret, captioned in red 
marker in childlike block letters “BE RET/BROWN.” In the top left corner, also in red ink, 
Johnson stamped “COLLAGE BY RAY JOHNSON,” one of the many rubber stamps he had 
manufactured for his personal use. Affixed to the paper on top of both inscriptions is a cloth label 
from Liliputian’s Bizaar (mentioned in the body of the letter), a women’s and children’s clothing 
store that operated in New York City from the late 1870s until it closed in the 1970s. 
While no one has identified the work Johnson mentions in his opening lines of the letter, 
ICE, there is strong evidence that it is Cornell’s Taglioni’s Jewel Casket (Figure 1.18). Cornell 
was particularly fascinated with ballerinas and made many works devoted to individual dancers. 
This work pays homage to Marie Taglioni, the famed Romantic Era ballerina who died in 
1884.89 According to legend, Taglioni kept an imitation ice cube in her jewelry box to 
memorialize a time she danced for a Russian highwayman in the snow across an animal skin 
																																																						
88 I discovered this letter in the Cornell papers housed at the Archives and American Art, and 
thereafter discerned the reference to his work in the Museum of Modern Art, discussed below. 
Ray Johnson letter to Joseph Cornell, 1966 Nov. 25.  Joseph Cornell papers, Archives of 
American Art, Smithsonian Institution. 
89 One of the main outlets for Cornell’s interest in the ballet was the magazine Dance Index, for 







placed on a road. Cornell’s box comprises glass cubes, which signify the ice cubes, and a 
rhinestone necklace he purchased at a Woolworth’s dime store in New York. Cornell lined the 
box with velvet, infusing it with a subtle erotic undertone that belies his latent sexual attraction 
to the deceased ballerina, as well as the living ballerinas with which he cultivated relationships.90 
This letter suggests that Cornell’s use of ice sparked Johnson’s interest in the elder artist. 
Johnson refers to Cornell’s work as “ICE,” not by its given title, Taglioni’s Jewel Casket. 
Johnson singled out the element in the work that caught his attention, most likely because it was 
a connection to his own work. Earlier that year, from April 26 to May 21, Willard Gallery, a 
leading contemporary art gallery in New York founded by Marion Willard, who gave Johnson 
some of his first shows, held an exhibition of Johnson’s work, Ice, so titled after one collage 
included in the exhibition.91 
Ice (Figure 1.19) is a large size for Johnson. It is comprised of dozens of small, colorful 
cardboard tesserae cannibalized from his earlier works, which are placed in the middle of the 
collage’s support to form the word “ICE” in large, block letters. The letters themselves are 
decidedly totemic, seeming to be almost individual figures; it is only when one looks at the work 
from afar that the word becomes plain. Each tessera is an artwork in itself, colored and distressed 
to such a high degree that it is obvious Johnson spent a great amount of time on each one before 
devoting them to this larger work. Ice subjects the viewer to an overstimulation of color, texture, 
and pattern; it is almost as if Johnson had put his earlier Calm Center, the Albers-like geometric 
abstraction from his student days, through the rigors of New York City and the fragmented and 
																																																						
90 Museum of Modern Art website, http://www.moma.org/collection/works/81493, accessed July 
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roughened Ice emerged.92  
Johnson surely knew of Cornell and his work before 1966—Cornell’s working practice 
and general approach to life were like his own, especially considering how knowledgeable 
Johnson was about historical and current art. It is likely that he was aware of Cornell as early as 
1949, the year that the artist had an impressive three shows right before Johnson moved to the 
city.93 Johnson, however, did not contact Cornell until seventeen years later. This letter suggests 
that Cornell’s use of ice in this one work gave Johnson the motivation to first make contact—he 
discovered a connection from which he could build a relationship.   
Johnson’s reference to David Bourdon was also another connection upon which he 
capitalized. Johnson first met Bourdon, an influential art critic for Life magazine, through Andy 
Warhol in 1962.94 By mentioning his interest in Cornell, Johnson hinted at a possible incentive 
for their meeting. In December 1967 (the following year) Bourdon wrote a 12-page spread on 
Cornell, which included a photograph of the artist in Central Park captioned: “In a photograph he 
asked a friend to take Cornell rescues a fragile relic from impending destruction.” Johnson would 
use this photograph many times in his own collages. 
 At the end of the letter, Johnson expresses his hope that the two would one day meet. 
																																																						
92 Ice is somewhat of an anomaly in Ray Johnson’s oeuvre with its abundance and sole usage of 
multicolored, early moticos pieces. The only other works similar to this one that is known today 
is Autumn Painting (1966, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York), and January/February at 
the Detroit Institute of Arts (Johnson’s hometown), both of which were also shown in the “Ice” 
exhibition at Willard. Frances Beatty, in conversation with the author, June 4, 2015. 
93 Stuckey, Dear Ray Johnson, not paginated. 
94 Johnson, Bourdon, and Warhol comprised an eccentric, close group of friends.  Bourdon and 
Warhol visited Johnson in Bellevue Hospital together when he was recovering there from 
Hepatitis C in 1964.  Bourdon was also the one to inform Johnson of Warhol’s shooting, which 
caused him to rush out to the nearest newspaper stand to read about the incident, during which he 
was mugged at knifepoint, which in turn prompted his move out of New York City.  David 
Bourdon, “Cosmic Ray: An Open Letter to the Founder of the New York Correspondence 






Shortly thereafter, Johnson drove out to Utopia Parkway to visit the elder artist at his home in 
February 1967. Cornell’s mother had died earlier that year, and he had become depressed and 
reclusive. The day following their first meeting, Johnson sent Bourdon a letter to record the 
momentous occasion: 
 
Dear David Bourdon, 
 
This letter is a documentation of my first meeting in Flushing yesterday with Joseph 
Cornell, who called me at ten o’clock Sunday morning and said that I should come out to 
visit him. He asked me to bring a Boston cream pie and suggested that Ratner’s was a 
good place to buy one. 
 
I went to Ratner’s on 2nd Ave. and bought a chocolate cream pie whichwas [sic.] packed 
into a box that had a design on the top of a French kiosk and a cart with two wheels with 
flowers on it. On the kiosk were posters. One showed a man on skis and the letters ALPS. 
Another poster simply had a letter B. 
 
The evening before this trip I had been slapped twice in the face by two pals. 
 
ALPS  SLAP   PALS 
 
Robert Benson had slapped me in the face at his house and David Bourdon at Claus 
Oldenburg’s party. 
 
On the train going out there was a man holding a big package which in purple letters said 
Say It With Flowers. 
 
Joseph Cornell gave a drawing to me that he made at his round table. He showed me his 
will. 
 
The ICE collages were stacked in the kitchen on the floor. We had lunch together at the 
round table.95 
																																																						
95 Johnson returned to the word play with the letters A, L, P, and S in a collage at the end of this 
year, Pals Slap (1968). The collage is a simplistic composition, typical of Johnson’s work from 
this period, with a small cardboard tesserae on which he inked in block letters PALS/SLAP with 
a childish stick figure drawn to the left the words.  A clipping from the New York Times of a 
newly-wed couple kissing, with the man’s hand across her cheek—looking as if he is slapping 
her—is glued directly underneath the cardboard tesserae. The picture is captioned: “FOR THE 
CAMERA: Mr. and Mrs. David Eisenhower kiss in the Plaza Hotel’s Persian Room.” David 
Eisenhower was the grandson of President Eisenhower, and he married Julie Nixon, President 







This letter affirms the significance of Johnson’s first meeting with Cornell. He not only 
documented the events leading up to and during the meeting, but also reinforced his first 
connection through the Ice collages, noting that Cornell’s works with the same theme were 
pulled from the artist’s studio and out in view, most likely for his benefit. Johnson and Cornell 
maintained a relationship until Cornell’s death on December 29, 1972. Cornell remained alive in 
Johnson’s work and career, however. Cornell’s name was scrawled across compositions and his 
likeness was used as a silhouette in the background of one of Johnson’s collages. Johnson’s 
connection with Cornell furthered his inclinations towards coded references, as well as offered a 
model upon which to build his system of gifting to service his increasing network of social 
allegiances, which will be focus of the next chapter.  
 After Ice, Johnson’s collages no longer comprised solely abstract elements. Instead, they 
included images culled from popular culture, such as those collected by Cornell and employed in 
his work. Johnson understood that these images held personal significance for Cornell. When 
Johnson discovered the connection between himself and Cornell, it was further solidified by their 
burgeoning friendship. Johnson may have felt he was given permission to explore similar themes 
himself. As we have seen in collages such as Roscoe Arbuckle and Peaches Browning, Johnson 
embarked on this new visual content allusively and playfully by incorporating images of 
celebrities in the coded communications of “camp.” By the 1970s, Johnson’s collages 
experienced another aesthetic shift: their compositions became much more complex, denser, and 
filled with references to popular culture that more directly allude to his sexual orientation. 
Johnson’s living situation dramatically changed in 1968 when he, like Cornell, removed himself 
																																																																																																																																																																														






from the center of the art community, another way in which Cornell’s practice may have 
reinforced Johnson’s life choices. 
 On June 3, 1968, Valerie Solanas, a radical feminist and disgruntled former actress in 
Warhol’s films, walked into The Factory and shot the artist. That evening, Bourdon phoned 
Johnson to relay the disturbing news about their mutual friend. Johnson then left his apartment 
on Suffolk Street in Manhattan’s Lower East Side to buy a newspaper from a sidewalk kiosk 
hoping to learn more about the shooting, during which he was mugged at knifepoint. The 
confluence of these two traumatizing events shook Johnson so severely that he soon moved out 
of the city to Long Island, first to Glen Cove and then even further out to Locust Valley, where 
he stayed for the rest of his life. Johnson’s everyday existence became like that of Cornell, a 
connection he acknowledged in a letter her wrote to his dealer Richard Feigen soon after his 
departure:  
 
Dear Mr. Feigen, 
 
 Having lived in New York for many years the rude Spanish switch-blade almost 
plunged into my back the shaky evening of the Warhol shooting prompted my moving 
from the city one hour away to an old white farm house with a Joseph Cornell attic a half 
mile from a sound. 
 
 I am very happy being associated with the Feigen Gallery. 
 
 This nothingsville will help my future work I won’t be doing much of it in August I 
cannot plan investment in elegant Walsh frames. Any sales in the forthcoming season 
would be very helpful since my rent here is much much more and I must get a small car. 
 
                  Best wishes, 
Ray Johnson96 
 
Johnson’s relocation outside New York inspired a cloistered existence like that of Cornell’s, an 
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environment in which the themes he had developed in the city could mature.   
 
Ray Johnson’s 1960s Collages 
  
 By 1960, Ray Johnson was working only in the medium of collage and was seeking entry 
into the commercial art world. This section looks at these early collages and uses Head Neck 
(Figure 1.20) as a representative example of the minimalist composition of Johnson’s first 
collages. I argue that Head Neck operates on two levels. First, Head Neck conforms to the 
market-friendly aesthetic, which allowed Johnson to tap into the commercial success of the 
collage medium and provide him with much-needed funds. The second level illustrated by Head 
Neck, however, used Johnson’s moticos as a subversive means to undermine this same economic 
system and to develop his own artistic language. Johnson’s shift from painting to collages with 
minimal compositions is striking. Approaching these works via critical voices of the time such as 
Clement Greenberg and those who responded to him will provide a framework from which we 
can understand their creation and function within the greater progression of Johnson’s oeuvre. 
These writers instigated the critical attention given to collage in Postwar American art, and as 
such, are inextricably involved with the specific time and medium of which Johnson sought to be 
a part. Relating Johnson’s early collages to their viewpoints, and identifying how his work aligns 
with and diverts from their statements, will insert Johnson into a dialogue with the foundations of 
Postwar American collage. 
 Head Neck is among Johnson’s first collages. It was included in his second one-man show 






above); it was also his first show to feature only collage.97 Head Neck’s composition is minimal, 
comprising two cardboard elements affixed to a larger cardboard panel, stacked one on top of 
another. The bottom cardboard piece is rectangular in shape and placed vertically, at a slight 
angle, in the middle of the panel support. The second cardboard element is square and sits atop 
the thin rectangle. Its impression is of a head and neck, hence the title. Johnson painted a thin 
wash of pigment on these cardboard blocks, giving the “neck” a white color and the “head” a 
pinkish tinge. Lastly, he sanded them down to give the surfaces a final, abraded appearance. 
Before this wash, however, Johnson painted numerous black moticos on the two cardboard 
elements. The ones on the bottom rectangle are geometric and echo the larger shape on which 
they are painted. Those on the upper square are biomorphic—they resemble a community of 
living creatures, from misshapen humans to fish, buffalo, and other mammals—which reinforces 
the anthropomorphic quality suggested by the “head and neck” composition.  
Collage’s momentum as a medium in New York began in the midst of World War II, in 
1943, with Peggy Guggenheim’s Exhibition of Collage organized at her Art of This Century 
Gallery in Manhattan. This show featured not only Europeans already established in the medium 
(such as Pablo Picasso, George Braque, Kurt Schwitters, and George Grosz), but also young 
Americans who were experimenting with collage (like Robert Motherwell, Jackson Pollock, 
David Hare, Ad Reinhardt, and Hedda Sterne). At the time Johnson made Head Neck in 1965, 
collage played a central role in The Art of Assemblage, curated by William C. Seitz in 1961 for 
the Museum of Modern Art. Seitz’s show featured 250 works by 130 artists ranging from Braque 
and Picasso to Joseph Cornell and even David Smith, and widened the meaning of collage in 
																																																						






postwar art.98  
Influential art critic Clement Greenberg targeted the medium, first in “The Pasted-Paper 
Revolution” (published in Art News in September 1958) and then in “Collage” the following 
year.99 As with most of his writings, Greenberg’s essays on collage galvanized many of his 
opponents to take issue with his position and highlight its oversights. In this section, Head Neck 
is used as an example, placing Johnson’s collages from this period in this contested discourse. I 
argue that the superficial aesthetic qualities of collages like Head Neck, which Johnson intended 
for display and sale at galleries, reflect Greenberg’s formalist, market-driving rhetoric, while his 
specific use of moticos covertly undermines Greenberg’s position and strengthens the views of 
his detractors. A synopsis of Greenberg’s position on collage as laid out in these two essays is 
first necessary in order to understand what Johnson aimed to achieve in his commercial works. 
Greenberg’s later essay is a revision of his first, but there are key differences between the 
two texts. “Collage” is almost twice the length of “The Pasted-Paper Revolution” and, while 
much of the added material expanded Greenberg’s earlier argument, there are two major subjects 
addressed in the later text that he did not discuss in the earlier one: Gris’s post-1915 paintings 
and, most importantly for this discussion, the development of the sculptural aspects of Picasso’s 
and Braque’s Cubist works.100 Greenberg declares collage's importance in the twentieth century 
																																																						
98 “Assemblage” was used because, as the show’s press release explains, it is a “more inclusive 
term” than “collage.” Throughout the catalogue, Seitz confined his use of “collage” and “papier 
collé” to the pasted paper works of Picasso and Braque and “assemblage” for every other kind of 
two-and-three dimensional artwork. William C. Seitz, The Art of Assemblage, (New York: 
Museum of Modern Art, 1961), passim. 
99 “The Pasted-Paper Revolution” grew from Greenberg’s review of MoMA’s “Collage” 
exhibition a decade earlier. Clement Greenberg, “The Pasted-Paper Revolution” in The Collected 
Essays and Criticism, ed. John O’Brian, vol. 4 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993), 
61–66; Clement Greenberg, “Collage” in Art and Culture: Critical Essays (Boston: Beacon 
Press, 1989), 70-83. 






in the opening of both essays.101 This slight change in emphasis is reflected in the two essays’ 
titles; Greenberg switched from “pasted-paper”—papier collé—to collage. The term papier collé 
is typically used for works limited to paper materials, while collage can include a greater variety 
of materials. Collage could include three-dimensional objects such as rope and wood and the 
addition of these materials to their papier collés—turning them into collages—is the “sculptural” 
development that leads Greenberg to afford it the status as a major turning point in modern art. 
Greenberg’s switch to using the term “collage” shows that he believed it to be the more 
revolutionary medium of the two because it galvanizes collage’s sculptural possibilities. 
Greenberg praises Picasso’s and Braque’s rejection of shading in favor of the addition of 
foreign materials such as sand and metal to their canvases because he believes that they enhance 
the viewer’s awareness of the canvas’ flat surfaces, asserting their two dimensionality by 
negating it:102 “It was then that Picasso and Braque were confronted with a unique dilemma: they 
had to choose between illusion and representation…It was the collage that made the terms of this 
dilemma clear: the representational could be restored and preserved only on the flat and literal 
surface now that illusion and representation had become, for the first time, mutually exclusive 
																																																																																																																																																																														
triggered many of my connections between Greenberg’s arguments and Johnson’s early collages. 
Lisa Florman, “The Flattening of ‘Collage’,” October 102 (Autumn, 2002): 61.  
101 In the first essay he states, “The collage played a pivotal role in the evolution of Cubism, and 
Cubism had, of course, a pivotal role in the evolution of modern painting and sculpture.”  In 
“Collage,” he affords the medium an even greater role in the progression of modern art when he 
states, “Collage was a major turning point in the evolution of Cubism, and therefore a major 
turning point in the whole evolution of modernist art in this century.” Greenberg, “Pasted-
Paper,” 61; Greenberg, “Collage,” 70. 
102 This negative dialectic is what causes many scholars to equate Greenberg’s project with that 
of Theodore W. Adorno, who also views the progression of art as a series of contradictions that 
are, in turn, an expansion of Hegelian philosophy. See Theodore W. Adorno, Hegel: Three 
Studies, trans. Sherry Weber Nicholsen (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1993); Peter Osborne, 
“Aesthetic Autonomy and the Crisis of Theory: Greenberg, Adorno, and the Problem of 






alternatives.”103 “Sculptural,” for Greenberg, amounted to a denial of the fact that a painting is 
flat, and it falls victim to Greenberg’s commitment to medium-specificity. In “Collage,” 
Greenberg never directly addresses why he believes that modernist art hinges on the rejection of 
sculptural illusion. Instead, he assumes that his readers are familiar with his larger, sustained 
argument spelled out in other essays, of which “Modernist Painting,”104 first published in Forum 
Lectures (Voice of America) in 1960, a year after he published “Collage,” is a culmination.105   
Many of Johnson’s early collages, dating from about 1954–1969, follow Greenberg’s 
formalist suggestions concerning the medium. Greenberg, however, never wrote about Johnson; 
he did not review Johnson’s shows nor did he address Johnson’s work in his essays.106 Johnson, 
however, knew of Greenberg. Johnson was savvy when it came to the art world and its 
mechanics; he knew of Greenberg and his critical (and commercial) clout. Greenberg’s name 
appears in many collages throughout Johnson’s career, even humorously as in his “underwear” 
motif. Johnson includes Greenberg in a series of important figures’ undergarments in Untitled 
(Evergreen) (Figure 1.21).107 This collage is one of a group that Johnson made from a batch of 
																																																						
103 Greenberg, “Collage,” 78. 
104 Clement Greenberg, “Modernist Painting,” in The Collected Essays and Criticism, ed. John 
O’Brian, vol. 4 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993), 85–93. 
105 “Modernist Painting” is Greenberg’s most formulaic argument for his interpretation of 
Modern art, and his most controversial. It is less political than his earlier writings, which are 
explicitly engaged in Marxist debates––capitalism’s threat to culture is immense and can only be 
saved by the avant-garde (which, however, remained attached to the elite by “an umbilical cord 
of gold”)––but he still maintains that modernism represents “the whole of what is truly alive in 
our culture.” In the course of the essay, Greenberg contends that through a process of self-
criticism, which he traces back to Kant, modern art used the discipline itself to eliminate aspects 
of other arts in order to render each art “pure”; or as he pithily summarized it, “Modernism used 
art to call attention to art.” Clement Greenberg, “Avant-Garde and Kitsch,” in Art and Culture: 
Critical Essays (Boston: Beacon Press, 1989), 8; Greenberg, “Modernist Painting,” 85–86. 
106 Johnson did have a loyal critical following, including persons such as: David Bourdon, 
Lawrence Alloway, Grace Glueck, and Rosalind Constable. 
107 Ray Johnson had a persistent infatuation with underwear and it seems he reserved this motif 






circular illustration boards he purchased in the early 1980s, which he cut in half and removed a 
small section from its bottom to give it a flat base. Johnson pasted an envelope atop of this 
support (an incorporation of his other artistic practice, mail art) that bears the markings of the 
post—the “Evergreen” corporation insignia, address, postmark, and stamp—and a group of 
geometric forms inked over the composition. Johnson’s underwear motif covers the bottom half 
of the collage, appearing twice as Clement Greenberg and Philip Johnson’s crude boxer-briefs. 
Greenberg and Philip Johnson were key figures in shaping the New York art scene and in this 
collage (as he does with all of his underwear “portraits”), Johnson has reduced these 
foundational figures to the foundations of their own outward images, their underwear, and laid it 
bear for the world to see.    
Besides his outright references to Greenberg in his work, Johnson’s early compositions 
betray his desire to fit into Greenberg’s definitions of “good collages,” to tap into the potential 
commercial success such works enjoyed. At this beginning phase of his career, money was a 
significant concern for Johnson; his first show at Willard Gallery originated from a necessity to 
pay hospital bills he accrued for a bout with Hepatitis C.108 Head Neck, described above, reflects 
the struggle between representation and illusion upon which Greenberg expounds in his essays. 
Johnson intended his viewers to connect this collage with a literal head and neck; both his 
composition and his title make this connection unequivocal. In this way, Johnson is like another 
artist working in collage, Conrad Marca-Relli, whose collages of cut, pasted, and painted canvas 
often evoke the subject given in their titles. In a review for Marca-Relli’s 1956 show at the 
Stable Gallery, a critic stated that, “If one wants, one can pick out figures” in The Battle (Figure 
																																																																																																																																																																														
countless examples of mail art and collages.  
108 Richard Lippold encouraged his own dealer, Marion Willard, to give Johnson a show so he 






1.22), a tumultuous composition in which patches of canvas and paint clash with one another in a 
frenzied combat conjured by the work’s title.109 Marca-Relli was a member of the New York 
School and is acclaimed as one of the first artists to raise the art of collage to a status equal to 
that of the monumental paintings created by his peers.   
 Johnson followed this critical wave; his Head Neck acts in a similar way. Like Marca-
Relli’s collage of a battle, Head Neck evokes its subject without literally depicting it. Johnson 
represents a head and neck with two cardboard elements just as Marca-Relli represents a battle 
with his chaotic patches of canvas. Johnson reinforced this concept with moticos. The black-
inked images on the “neck” are a series of rectangular blocks that form a column, running the 
entire length of the work, while those on the square “head” are biomorphic: some are humanoid, 
while others suggest fish, buffalo, and other four-legged mammals. Johnson did not provide the 
illusion of a head and neck painted onto a canvas, but instead represented it with pasted-on 
cardboard elements that embody its essence with a skeletal spine and a community of thinking 
creatures. 
This turn away from illusion and towards representation demonstrated in Johnson’s Head 
Neck is something Greenberg praised as advanced modern art. He first articulated this stance 
almost a decade earlier in essays such as “Avant-Garde and Kitsch” and “Towards a New 
Laocoon,” in which he identifies the banishment of illusion as one of the defining characteristics 
of avant-garde art.110 Despite Greenberg’s lack of critical attention, Johnson’s Head Neck was 
successful at embodying Greenberg’s proclamation of avant-garde art’s triumphant rejection of 
illusionism, for it was included in an Art in Embassies exhibition organized by the Museum of 
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Modern Art’s International Council in Prague in 1968.111 MoMA’s International Program, begun 
in 1952 and then extended as the International Council the following year, was ostensibly 
founded to organize and send exhibitions internationally, but has been accused of unofficially 
acting as an extension of the Federal government’s attempt to promote American culture abroad 
during the Cold War.   
Clement Greenberg played a large role in organizing and representing these exhibitions, 
and therefore his formalist interpretation of modern art history became equated with American 
modern art generally.112 Outwardly, Johnson’s early collages fit into the market-friendly 
aesthetic and theoretical framework Greenberg constructed. At heart, however, Johnson was not 
a conformer and, despite the economic necessity to sell his work, he covertly used his moticos to 
undermine Greenberg’s—and by extension—the art market’s, authority.113 Indeed, I wish to 
make a clear distinction between Johnson’s commercially viable collages (particularly early in 
his career) and their economic necessity, and my forthcoming readings of his moticos and later, 
his mail art, and the problematic reading of the way they subvert the commercial art market. 
One can read Johnson’s collages, even his early works from the 1960s, on many levels; 
Head Neck is no exception. Read on a formalist level, it is in accord with Greenberg’s rejection 
of illusion versus representation; the cardboard elements suggest its title without depicting it 
realistically. This intention is further enforced by a purely visual interpretation of its moticos 
with the animal-like creatures comprising the “head” and the skeletal ones forming the “neck.” 
Johnson’s moticos, however, are more than strange visual pictures; they are reductions of his 
collage fragments, the contents of which consist largely of images he raided from popular 
																																																						
111 Museum of Modern Art Archives, NY. Collection IC/IP.  Series Folder I.B.633. 
112 Eva Cockcroft, “Abstract Expressionism, Weapon of the Cold War,” in Pollock and After: 
The Critical Debate, ed. Francis Frascina (New York: Routledge, 2nd Ed., 2000), 152. 






culture. In the following section, these silhouettes of popular culture will be identified as 
Johnson’s subversive efforts to undermine Greenberg’s narrow judgments of collage, as 
recognized by such scholars as Leo Steinberg and later Thomas Crow.  
 
Beyond Head Neck: Greenberg’s Opponents and Introducing Popular Culture 
Greenberg’s adherence to a strictly formalist interpretation of art history is widely 
criticized today. Many scholars consider his dismissal of subject matter, relational composition, 
and other traditional artistic tendencies rigidly doctrinaire and therefore flawed. As Lisa Florman 
succinctly states, “‘Collage’ . . . makes plain the absurdity of the notion that modernist painting 
was oriented solely toward the revelation of the ‘ineluctable flatness’ of its material support.”114 
The most pertinent criticism here, however, is Greenberg’s dogmatic refusal of the commercial 
nature of the collage materials—newspapers, wallpaper, advertisements—and the overlap of 
mass culture and avant-garde art. Although Greenberg had largely turned away from his earlier 
Marxist leanings when he penned “Collage” in 1959, his denial of popular culture in fine art 
persists in the essay. In this section, I will argue that Johnson’s moticos—reductions of his 
collage fragments composed of images culled from popular culture—were on some level a 
rebellion against Greenbergian authority.  
Leo Steinberg was an early opponent to Greenberg’s theorizing of collage. Steinberg 
published “Reflections on the State of Criticism” in the March 1972 issue of Artforum, which he 
opens with the following statement: “I don’t mind the positive work done by formalist critics, but 
I dislike their interdictory stance—the attitude that tells an artist what he ought not to do, and the 
																																																						






spectator what he ought not to see. Preventive aesthetics, I call it.”115 This essay is a rebuttal of 
Greenberg and his circle that dominated the art critical sphere at the time, a group that included 
Michael Fried, who supported his mentor’s stance in Art and Objecthood.116 Steinberg insists 
that rigid formalism fails to acknowledge content and he promotes Robert Rauschenberg’s work 
as an example of this doctrine’s flaws, culminating in his famous description of Rauschenberg’s 
“flat-bed picture plane.”117 Steinberg specifically identified Rauschenberg’s pop-infused collages 
and Combines as artworks that made subject matter, namely popular culture, unavoidable. 
Johnson’s early pop references are just as prevalent, if not more so, than Rauschenberg’s 
and were more widely recognized at the time. As Branden W. Joseph notes, Rauschenberg was a 
radical choice for Steinberg to reference in his essay. Greenberg, for instance, dismissed 
Rauschenberg from “legitimate” art—he did not acknowledge the artist in print until his 1967 
article “The Recentness of Sculpture.” Steinberg had likewise excluded Rauschenberg from his 
considerations prior to this essay.118 Johnson’s work did not receive this same reticence; he was 
considered an important, seminal pop figure during his time.119 As early as 1958, a reviewer of 
Jasper Johns’ first one-man exhibition for Art News stated that Johns’ work “places him with 
such better-known colleagues as . . . Twombly, Kaprow, and Ray Johnson.”120 John Russell and 
Suzi Gablik granted two statements to Ray Johnson in their 1969 Pop Art Redefined, whereas 
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Rauschenberg received only one towards the book’s end.121 More recently, a Johnson “Lucky 
Strike” collage is featured on the cover of Mark Francis’s critical anthology, Pop (Figure 
1.23).122  
“Lucky Strike” was one of Johnson’s most frequent popular references, appearing 
throughout his work; he incorporated the cigarette brand’s iconic label into numerous collages.123 
Johnson’s use of the Lucky Strike logo reflects his keen observations of the world of popular 
culture around him. Lucky Strikes, or “Luckies” as they were more commonly called, were first 
introduced to the United States’ market in 1916 and, by the 1930s, it was the top-selling cigarette 
brand in America. The Lucky Strike slogan was, “It’s toasted,” referring to its unique practice of 
heat curing the tobacco leaf as opposed to sun-drying it, as its competitors did, which gave the 
brand a unique flavor. The company embarked on an aggressive advertisement campaign using 
this slogan and it was accompanied with a visual icon: a red bull’s eye-like image with the 
brand’s name encircled in the middle. This logo became one of the most successful brand images 
in American history; it represented the company for over forty years and helped keep its position 
as a top-selling product in its field. Before this advertisement campaign, cigarettes were 
considered something exotic, reserved only for eccentric artists; after, the average American was 
lighting up.124 
The “Lucky Strike” motif is most connected with collages Johnson made specifically for 
the film writer and producer Gerald Ayres, who received small “Lucky Strike” collages in the 
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mail beginning in 1957. By this time, Johnson had moved out of the Boza Mansion and moved to 
2 Dover Street, right below the Brooklyn Bridge.125 Ayres walked across this bridge to go to 
work and often passed Johnson. The two became friends. Ayres would compose short poems in 
his head for Johnson as he walked, recorded them later, and then sent them to his new, eccentric 
artist friend. One of these poems was about “Lucky Lindy,” or Charles Lindbergh, the famous 
and controversial American aviator who made the first non-stop flight in a single-engine plane 
over the Atlantic and whose infant son was later kidnapped and murdered in the so-called 
“Crime of the Century.” The combination of celebrity and intrigue caught Johnson’s attention, 
and Ayres’ use of Lindbergh’s name, “Lucky Lindy,” reminded Johnson of another “Lucky” 
prevalent in the American psyche at the time, Lucky Strike cigarettes. Johnson then sent Ayres a 
collage featuring a picture of Lindbergh by the plane in which he flew over the Atlantic, The 
Spirit of St. Louis, flanked by two Lucky Strike logos (Figure 1.24). Ayres received many of 
these collages in the mail and had the foresight to save them.126 
Johnson’s incorporation of the iconic Lucky Strike logo and his reference to Charles 
Lindbergh contradict Greenberg’s denial of a connection between popular culture and modern art 
upon which Steinberg and Greenberg’s other opponents focus. In Modern Art in the Common 
Culture, Thomas Crow expands on Steinberg’s line of criticism. Unlike Steinberg, Crow does 
not launch into an absolute denunciation of Greenberg’s theories; he calls “Collage” one of 
Greenberg’s “most complete statements of formal method” and reminds his readers “the later 
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Greenberg has come to obscure the earlier and more vital thinker."127 He does, however, call 
attention to the fact that despite his move away from overtly Marxist rhetoric in the 1950s, for 
Greenberg:  
 
 [c]ollage is entirely subsumed within a self-sufficient dialogue between the flat plane and  
 sculptural effect, the artist’s worry over the problem of representation in general precluding  
 representation in particular. Thus, as a theory of modernism took on independent life, the  
dislodged bits of commercial culture came to appear, even more drastically, as the means 
to an end.”128  
 
This situation is one that persisted after Greenberg’s pronouncements on collage in his 1948 
review of MoMA’s collage exhibition in which he discussed Braque’s and Picasso’s use of 
newspaper: “But the extraneous element, the piece of newspaper of the liquor-bottle label, was 
not always designed to stop the eye at the surface. It was sometimes used to manipulate or 
control places in the picture that were already given as illusions.”129 Greenberg never 
acknowledged that the content of newspaper clippings of bottle labels could be significant. 
Johnson’s inclusion of popular culture was not a “means to an end”—on the contrary, 
popular culture was integral to Johnson’s work, even in formal commercial works such as Head 
Neck. In Head Neck, a close examination shows bits of newspaper peeking out from underneath 
Johnson’s white wash in the bottom right corner (Figure 1.25). Even more covertly, however, 
were the moticos Johnson prominently featured in the composition. On a purely visual level, 
these moticos appear to enhance the representation of a head and neck with their animal and 
skeletal resemblances, but, as Johnson explained to Henry Martin, moticos were the shrunken 
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silhouettes of his collage fragments, consisting mostly of pictures of celebrities and other images 
of popular culture that he cut from magazines and pasted to small pieces of cardboard. These 
collage fragments are no longer extant beyond their record as moticos—either Johnson destroyed 
them in the same act with his early paintings or they became material for his later collages—but 
there are anecdotes about and photographs of these small collage fragments, the precursors of 
moticos, set up in installations throughout New York City (Figure 1.26). In 1955, he invited his 
friends, art critic Suzi Gablik and photographer Elizabeth Novak, to his apartment on Dover 
Street. There the three held a sort of photo-session, setting up these informal collages in the 
bathtub, the kitchen, outside on front stoops, and even once in Grand Central Station.130 Gablik 
posited that this experience “may have been the first informal Happening.”131 The moticos in 
Head Neck, therefore, were popular culture images hidden in plain view. 
Steinberg and Crow are two of many critics of Greenbergian doctrine.132 They represent a 
contradictory voice: one contemporaneous with Greenberg and one that is still commenting on 
his theories decades later, which not only speaks to the perseverance of Greenberg’s influence, 
but also of the art on which he was commenting. Johnson’s collages have the unique ability to 
address both sides of this divide, but as his aesthetic matured and he became more secure in his 
personal artistic language, his collages conform more with Steinberg’s and Crow’s formulations 
of the medium. As the 1970s approached, Johnson’s collages featured subjects culled solely from 
the world around him.133 Namely, Johnson’s work began to reflect, if not out rightly document, 
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his social network, both actual and ideal. His mail art activities, organized under the auspices of 
the mail art network The New York Correspondance School, was the means by which he 







Mail Art as Social Networking 
 
Scholars unanimously assert that Ray Johnson’s work is fundamentally about 
communications, correspondences, and relationships between people. In the first critical article 
addressing Johnson’s mail art network, William S. Wilson noted that, “Ray Johnson is a realist 
for whom reality is in designed or coincidental resemblances, a tissue of correspondences, a 
fabric of metaphors.”1 Numerous exhibitions, for example, have been organized around 
Johnson’s relationships with others. Ray Johnson: En Rapport, held at the Richard L. Feigen 
Gallery in 2006, showed how the artist’s feelings towards and experiences with his friends and 
other acquaintances emerged in his work. Additionally, Ray Johnson’s Art World, also at the 
Richard L. Feigen Gallery in 2014, looked specifically at Johnson’s exchanges with fellow 
artists. Displaying Johnson’s collages alongside works by his correspondents, “the show 
reveal[ed] Johnson’s vertiginous communication with, and via, a selection of fellow artists,” 
Elizabeth Zuba explained in the catalogue. She continues by saying, “Each work explores its 
subject intimately and yet the intimacy is given on the very private terms of Johnson’s own 
singular world. Rather than linear narratives, Johnson’s correspondence emerges in wormholes 
of interlocking congruities that weave unpredictably through the pressed boards and pages of his 
collage and mail art.”2 Though scholars have addressed other aspects of Johnson’s practice, like 
Julie J. Thomson’s engagement with Johnson’s graphic design work, most return to his art of 
communication and correspondence. The few scholars cited above are merely a small selection.3  
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 Regrettably, scholars do not expand upon the communications they note beyond basic 
identification. Indeed, many maintain that the connections Johnson identifies and makes in his 
work remain obscure. Recall Zuba’s claim, for example, that Johnson’s intimacies persist within 
his own isolated world. Ina Blom is among the few scholars who not only identifies the 
connections among people that Johnson makes in his work, but also takes those connections as a 
point of departure. Blom approaches Johnson’s work through the sociological concept of gift 
exchange; she understands his work—specifically his mail art—as a new space for art that was 
radically social and interactive. This “exchange medium,” as Blom sees it, reflected and 
epitomized a new ideal of democratic participation in the arts that emerged in the 1960s.4 Here, 
Blom touches upon the economics of gifting, a practice widely examined by sociologists and 
anthropologists. 
 Anthropologist Igor Kopytoft sees the exchange of commodities as a core practice of 
human social life. Furthermore, he notes that gifts are often bestowed to invoke a reciprocal 
obligation to give a gift, creating a chain of gift giving––a practice that bears a similarity to the 
Native American potlatch ceremonies.5 Blom, however, counters this more altruistic practice by 
focusing on a thank you letter that Johnson received for a mailed collage. Between the lines of 
the typed missive, Johnson (literally) wrote several cynical and hostile responses. Blom sees this 
action as Johnson’s denial of any gift-giving, thereby negating the need for reciprocity and 
consequently an unequal relationship between the giver and the receiver.6  This interpretation 
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mediates the somewhat widespread positive view of Johnson’s practice as anti-capitalist and 
somewhat utopian. 
 Though Blom succeeds in situating Johnson and his work in that particular art historical 
moment, her insights limit Johnson to a marginal role in his contemporary art world. I propose 
that a focused study of Johnson’s communications using interpretive methods developed for the 
sociological concept of social networks will provide solid frameworks with which to build more 
substantive analyses of the artist and his work than have hitherto been offered. The concepts and 
terminology of social network theory will support my analyses of the points where Johnson’s art 
and social relations intersect. Identification and interpretation of these social networks will show 
Johnson was deeply enmeshed in the art world—and not merely peripheral, as other scholarship 
has heretofore marginalized him. My years of working with the Johnson archive afforded me 
hours of firsthand knowledge and the tools to decode some of his more problematic and enticing 
collages. 
Beyond Sociology, Media Studies most often uses social network theory in its analyses of 
various communication technologies. Media Studies approaches social networks as allegorical 
guides to systems of information associated with specific technologies of power, organization, 
and control; the explosive advent of social media like Facebook is a prime example.7 Art and 
cultural historians, however, are beginning to see the usefulness of social network theory to their 
work, particularly in the increasingly globalized world. Craig J. Saper examines “networked art” 
as modern global phenomena initiated primarily by Fluxus artists in the 1960s.8 Saper focuses on 
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artworks concerned with transactions that create intimate relationships using the trappings of 
bureaucratic systems, which initiated a gift-exchange community that he terms an “intimate 
bureaucracy.” These works that use “social situations as a canvas” consequently offer a glimpse 
at the networked world made possible by growing technology like the Internet.9 Moreover, use of 
bureaucratic forms shifted their tone from one of authority to satire, and ultimately challenged 
the art market and gallery system by promoting a democratic, experimental community that 
undermined the gallery’s competitive edge.10 
In An Aesthesia of Networks: Conjunctive Experience in Art and Technology, Anna 
Munster asserts that artists, through visualization, can uniquely make others aware of networks.11 
Munster sees art as a means of “data-mining,” or the practice of examining large amounts of data 
to extract new meaning, give it value, and then make this new meaning perceptible.12 These new 
meanings, in turn, pose possibilities of rethinking the relationships explored within the dataset in 
question.13  
Patrick Jagoda similarly sees how artists use visualization tools to understand complex 
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datasets. Focusing on Postwar American literature, visual media, and digital games, Jagoda 
contends that network aesthetics contribute to a fuller understanding of human identity because it 
enables the reformulation of communities.14 Like Munster, Jagoda credits art with the most 
effective means of accounting for and registering networks because it can offer a stable 
representation of complex systems and show how networks can exceed individual 
comprehension.15  As such, “network aesthetics” invites exploration of new ways of thinking 
about our history and our community.16 
Johnson’s artistic project is clearly in accord with Munster’s and Jagoda’s proposals. Though 
Johnson’s work was founded on communication and the creation of social connections (largely 
through his mail art activities), his translation of those communications and connections into 
larger collage works makes them perceptible, records them for posterity, and encourages novel 
interpretations and understandings of the groups and events documented. Also like Munster and 
Jagoda, the methods and terminology of social network theory inform readings of Johnson’s 
visualized social structures. Though there is copious scholarship on the methodologies of social 
network theory, I will only refer to Christina Prell’s and Charles Kadushin’s introductory 
volumes. These texts provide a sound groundwork of the primary concepts without delving into 
the complex mathematical computations and computer-generated informatics often associated 
with it—which would be beyond the parameters of this dissertation.17 The new readings of 
Johnson’s collages and mail art as social networks presented here will reveal meanings in his 
work where previous scholars have only found a bombardment of unrelated imagery. As such, 
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this analysis will not only provide insight into Johnson and his art, but perhaps also offer a more 
nuanced understanding of the other actors comprising the network in question—the postwar 
American art community—to which he belonged. 
In November 1969, Ray Johnson sent Marcia Tucker, a new curator at the Whitney 
Museum of American Art in New York City, a proposal for the series of small exhibitions she 
organized for the museum’s lobby. Titled Ray Johnson: The New York Correspondance School, 
the show would feature, as Johnson explained in his letter, “the letters, post cards, drawings and 
objects contributed at my request from the several hundred New York Correspondance School 
international artist and writer ‘members.’”18 Tucker was a strategic choice as a recipient for this 
proposal; new to the Whitney, she was already known for being a provocative presence in the 
New York art world.  As a fledgling curator, she was keen to feature artists and media that were 
likewise emerging as serious contenders for critical attention.19 While correspondence art, or art 
that is sent through the postal system rather than sold or exhibited through conventional channels 
such as a gallery or museum, had precedents in the work of Marcel Duchamp, the Italian 
Futurists, and Joseph Cornell, among others, it remained on the peripheries of the conventional 
art world. Johnson’s New York Correspondance School (NYCS) was the first conscious mail art 
network. He and his members carried out their mail art activities with devotion comparable to 
that historically applied to the fine arts. Locating this marginal art form within the premier 
institution of American art, and implicating its controversial curator as an accomplice in their 
actions, shifted the focus of Johnson’s project from an insular group activity to one witnessed by 
the population at large, and gave an impression of institutional authority upon activities 
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disruptive to the institution itself. 
In this chapter, I will expand upon the New York Correspondance School’s familiar portrayal 
as an art form concerned solely with communication. I argue that it served as a vehicle for the 
connection, cultivation, and collection of the people, places, and events with which Johnson 
sought to populate his ideal social universe. Furthermore, I locate the inception of this underlying 
practice in his manipulation of humor and play to infiltrate, undermine, and construct the social 
community that he longed for. This reconsideration of the New York Correspondance School as 
a means of acquisition of information and subversion of conventional art systems will alter the 
established discourse on the mail art network, which emphasizes its role in engendering 
communication; rather, Johnson constructed an apparatus in which communication functioned as 
a means of data-gathering on select individuals. The 1970 Whitney show, introduced above, 
serves as a representative model for these motivations and identifies it as the catalyst that 
galvanized a refashioning of his collages. 
 
The Birth of the New York Correspondance School 
 
Johnson founded the New York Correspondance School in 1962. He officially labeled his 
mail art activities upon the suggestions of Ed Plunkett, his friend and fellow artist. Plunkett felt 
that the intricate web of art correspondence that he and many others had been drawn into merited 
a name, so he dubbed it the “New York Correspondence School.” The name is a play on the New 
York School art movement dominant at the time and the correspondence “art schools” advertised 
on matchbook covers in the 1950s and 1960s.20 Johnson agreed to the name, but altered 
																																																						






“Correspondence” to “Correspondance,” to reflect the network’s flowing movement of art 
information between its members.21 Johnson practiced mail art activities, however, for several 
years prior to the network’s official creation. He dated the beginning of his mail art activities to 
the 1940s; as a high school student in Detroit, he sent small objects, postcards, and letters with 
illustrated messages to his friends.22 While Johnson was not the first artist to engage in 
correspondence art—Duchamp sent small artworks in the mail in the 1910s, Cornell’s work often 
served as gifts,23 and Fluxus artists carried out postcard projects that operated on similar 
principles to the NYCS—he is considered the “father” (or “Dada”) of mail art; he was the first 
artist to identify as a mail artist and he assumed the role of the movement’s leader. When asked 
about this title after the exhibition of his letters at the North Carolina Museum of Art by John 
Held, Jr., a mail artist active in the mid-1970s and the movement’s lead collector and librarian,24 
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Johnson provided this explanation: 
 
Everybody has done this. But art critics in describing my activity, Dore Ashton, for 
instance, very many years back stated that I have so obsessively done this for so many 
years, every day as an activity, that I have achieved seniority in the action, and I love it. I 
love it, because I have demonically pursued the subject. I have written and distributed 
thousands and thousands of letters with no logic in the reasoning.25  
 
While I agree with Johnson’s self-designation as the leader of mail art by dint of his passionate 
dedication to the enterprise, I believe the artist was being facetious or purposefully misleading 
when he stated that he had “written and distributed thousands and thousands of letters with no 
logic in reasoning.” Within the expanse that Johnson’s NYCS reached, I see playful yet definite 
purpose. This is evident in his commitment to and his expansion of the two distinct branches of 
his mail art activities: the distribution of collaged mailers delivered through the postal system, 
and the organization of his correspondents in performance “meetings.” These betray a relentless 
dedication to a definite purpose. In what follows, I will first summarize the branches of 
Johnson’s mail art practice. Then, key examples will show how Johnson used his mail art 
network to collect people and information, which would then became fodder for his larger 
collages and laid the foundations for the greater purpose of those collages. 
As stated previously, Johnson traced the origins of his mail art activities to the small, 
illustrated postcards and letters he sent to his friends while he was a student at Cass Technical 
High School in Detroit. These images are juvenile; perhaps his most lasting images from this 
time are his “Tit Girls,” which refers to a cartoon he made while in high school in 1943 (Figure 
2.1). It is a chart in which he drew the naked portrait busts of twenty-one different women, 
divided into three rows of seven drawings, and assigned descriptive titles to the shape of their 
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breasts. These descriptions are comparisons with fruit and other food stuffs, such as 
“watermelons,” sweet potatoes,” or “flap jacks.” The women's facial expressions and hair-styles 
reflected their other taxonomical characterizations. Johnson saved this chart and made multiple 
reproductions of it to use as material for his collages. Johnson made a similar “Dick Chart,” but 
these images appear less frequently in his work (Figure 2.2).  
Johnson’s crude objectification of women is notable here. Steiner addresses Johnson’s 
depictions of women in his work; in reference to the Tit Girls, she states that “[t]he effect of 
naming these anatomical marks is more than a little like victimization, and there is a disturbing 
strain of misogyny running through this work.”26 She moreover relates how women were 
disinclined to return Johnson’s unsolicited mail art invitations, noting that, “there is something 
intrusive and disquieting about a largely unintelligible letter from a stranger who clearly has been 
thinking about you.”27  
These early, illustrated mailings, however, were more lighthearted in spirit. By the 1950s, 
his mail art had become, as Johnson called it, “a self-conscious activity.”28 Beginning in the 
fifties, Johnson sent advertisements for his commercial graphic work, and small collages to his 
friends and acquaintances. As mentioned earlier, Johnson was not the first to use the postal 
system to distribute his works of art. For example, both Marcel Duchamp, and later Joseph 
Cornell, sent letters replete with arcane references, personal inscriptions, exotic stamps, 
magazine clippings, poems, and other ephemera.29 Later, Fluxus artists would take up the 
practice; On Kawara, in a conceptual exercise, sent telegrams to his friends and family to inform 
them that he was alive, for example. Johnson’s mail art followed much in this same vein 
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throughout the 1950s. He sent his acquaintances small collages, or sometimes, just collections of 
pictures clipped from magazines, but always custom selected for their intended recipient. His 
practice departed from this model in July 1962 when he sent out his first mailer on which he 
inscribed the direction “please send to.”30 
The addition of the aforementioned phrase transformed Johnson’s mail art activities.31 
Rather than working individually, the phrase facilitated a practice similar to chain letters. A 
chain letter is a missive whose recipient is asked to make numerous copies of the letter and send 
it on to multiple other recipients. The practice of sending letters to parties beyond their original 
recipients has likely existed for centuries, but the chain letter in its modern form appears to have 
originated around the turn of the century, and typically falls into one of two categories.32 The 
first category is superstition and folklore, in which the letter promises good luck if its directions 
are followed. The second is a scheme or hoax, in that the letter offers a substantial material 
reward––usually monetary––for continuing the chain. Though this latter form of chain letter is 
illegal in the United States,33 the practice remains popular today and has been augmented by the 
advent of email. Indeed, perusal of New York Times headlines suggests that waves of chain letter 
“mania” erupted in the United States in almost every decade; furthermore, I noted that these 
waves largely coincide with times of strife.34 In 1917 during World War I, a nurse solicited relief 
																																																						
30 Wilson, “Ray Johnson’s First ‘Please Send To,’” 19. 
31 Saper terms this strategy “on-sending,” and identifies Johnson as the initiator of this mail art 
practice. Saper, Networked Art, 31. 
32 Daniel W. VanArsdale has compiled an extensive online database of chain letters.  “Chain 
Letter Evolution,” http://www.silcom.com/~barnowl/chain-letter/evolution.html, accessed July 2, 
2018; also see, “Chain Letter,” in Brewer’s Dictionary of Phrase and Fable, ed. Susie Dent 
(London: Chambers Harrap, 2013), 245. 
33 See the U.S. Postal Service Inspection website: 
https://postalinspectors.uspis.gov/investigations/MailFraud/fraudschemes/sweepstakesfraud/Chai
nLetters.aspx, accessed July 2, 2018. 






funds for the Red Cross.35 In Denver in 1935, a scheme that involved sending dimes to numerous 
recipients with the promise of thousands of dollars in return fed off the desperation of people 
affected by the Great Depression.36 This scheme expanded beyond both Denver and dimes. It 
gripped the US Postal system from coast to coast, and caused people to send one another not 
only money, but also other odd objects.37 Johnson’s direction to “please send to” operated on 
similar principles as chain letters in that it formed a community among its recipients via the 
mails regardless of their prior affiliation, or lack thereof.  As I will argue below, this form of 
practice is significant in light of his working class background and quasi-democratic practices.  
Johnson’s first known use of the “please send to” phrase was in a letter intended for 
William S. Wilson’s newborn twin girls. Wilson and his wife took their babies on a road trip to 
Maryland soon after their birth to meet their grandmother, the assemblage artist May Wilson. 
Johnson was already corresponding with May Wilson at this point so, as Wilson describes it, “he 
must have felt free . . . to mail to her a clipping on which he typed, in red, ‘Please send to: Kate 
& Ara Wilson, Dance Mill Road, Phoenix, Maryland’ (with no period).”38 Soon, Johnson 
expanded the instruction “please send to” with the variants “please add to & return,” or 
sometimes negating his request to “please do not send to.”39 With the addition of these 
instructions, Johnson constructed a network of mail art correspondents who relayed items not 
																																																																																																																																																																														
others, however informal that connection may have been. 
35 “War Endless Chain Overwhelms Nurse,” New York Times, June 3, 1917, 12. 
36 John W. Harrington, “Chain-Letter Fad a Post Office Pest: Denver’s ‘Send-a-Dime’ Plan Only 
One of Many Schemes to Secure Volume Interest,” New York Times, April 28, 1935, E11. 
37 “Send-A-Dime Letters Received in New York: Chain Pleas Reaching Here Are Like Those in 
the West––Inquiry Under Way,” New York Times, May 2, 1935, 23; “Chain Letter Urges ‘Send 
Pint of Whisky’; Four More Seized in ‘Send-A-Dime Case,” New York Times, May 5, 1935, 39; 
“Odd Chain Letters Now Clutter Mail: Passing of the Craze Marked by Fantastic Requests and 
Humorous Appeals,” New York Times, June 2, 1935, E10. 
38 Wilson, “Ray Johnson’s First ‘Please Send To’,” 19. 






only to Johnson, but also to other people, some who they already knew, and to others they were 
first acquainted through Johnson’s postal introductions.40 By the autumn of 1962, it became 
obvious to the members of Johnson’s burgeoning network that the breadth of their community 
occasioned an official name. Hence, with the aid of one of its founding members, Ed Plunkett, 
the New York Correspondance School was born.41 The communications and connections 
Johnson identified, created, and recorded were organized into an identifiable network. 
 
Mailers and Templates 
 
Johnson used several variations of his “please send to” directive, including “please add to 
and return to Ray Johnson.” While he sometimes applied this direction to letters intended for 
specific individuals, he most often issued it under a series of template mailers he sent en masse to 
his entire NYCS network. These template mailers comprise minimal elements, typically an 
outline drawing of a simple shape and a few words to describe the shape. The directive “please 
add to and return” prompted his correspondents to fill in whatever additions and in whatever 
manner they wished. The most prevalent templates are “Philip Guston’s Bath Tub,” “Bill de 
Kooning’s Bicycle Seat,” and a simple profile silhouette of Johnson’s own head.42 The volume 
of templates that Johnson dispatched to his correspondents increased in 1976 after he was 
awarded a grant from the National Endowment for the Arts, the proceeds of which he used to 
rent a Minolta photocopier. Johnson could then mass-produce the templates in his home, which 
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42 The significance of de Kooning’s bicycle and the silhouette will be addressed in the third 






saved him both the time and cost of traveling to the local library and paying for the public 
photocopier.43 Copious examples of these templates are preserved in the Johnson estate archive 
and range in complexity and cleverness.44 Here, I focus on two examples. The first template uses 
the “Bill de Kooning’s Bicycle Seat,” which is an outline of the top of a typical bicycle seat 
(Figure 2.3).45 Johnson wrote the template’s “title” on the bottom left of the work, and “Please 
Add To & Return To Ray Johnson” on the bottom right, with his 44 West 7 Street, Locust Valley 
address stamped below. Johnson’s correspondent applied whiteout to the entire bicycle seat 
outline, and wrote, “Erased” above “Bill de Kooning’s Bicycle Seat.”  In the bottom left corner, 
symmetrical to Johnson’s address stamp, the correspondent affixed another address label, which 
reads:  
 
Dr. B.J. Moxham 
Department of Anatomy 
The Medical School 
University Walk 
Bristol 858 11D 
England 
 
It is uncertain if this address label is the correspondent’s true identity. It is possible he or she 
applied the label to the template for aesthetic purposes, as a personal reference between Johnson 
and him or herself, or for any other number of reasons. The importance of this template is in its 
art historical reference. Rauschenberg erased a drawing of Willem de Kooning’s. Afterwards, he 
																																																						
43 Johnson and Nam June Paik were the first recipients of National Endowment for the Arts 
grants in 1976. Johnson was awarded the grant again the following year.  
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highlighted a select few here to illustrate my argument; I made many additional examples 
available on the Estate’s website. This body of work is a “treasure trove,” as the Estate’s 
director, Frances Beatty, often describes it. My work here is only one possible avenue for 
scholarly exploration. 
45 The importance of Willem de Kooning’s relationship to Johnson will be discussed in the third 






and Jasper Johns contrived a system in which to title, mat, and frame the erased work, creating 
Erased de Kooning Drawing (Figure 2.4). This story is well known in the art historical canon. It 
is viewed as a challenge to the notion of the artist as sole creator and the sacrosanct importance 
to the original. By disobeying Johnson’s directions to add to the mailer and erasing the outlines 
of the template instead, Johnson’s correspondent cleverly (or perhaps cynically) extended this 
challenge to Johnson’s mail art practice. Alternatively, the correspondent responsible for this 
mailer may have cast himself and Johnson into the roles played by de Kooning and 
Rauschenberg in their collaboration, assigning the correspondent as the up-and-comer and 
Johnson as the respected elder artist. However, the ease with which this correspondent cunningly 
used advanced art historical knowledge places him as an ideal participant in Johnson’s social 
network.    
 The second template uses Johnson’s profile silhouette,46 a simple outline of his bald head, 
facing left (Figure 2.5).47 At the bottom of the template is Johnson’s direction, “Please Add to & 
Return to Ray Johnson/44 West 7 St., Locust Valley, N.Y. 11560.” The recipient of this template 
was Chuck Close, as identified by an address stamp in the upper left corner of the paper.48 I 
discovered that Close and Johnson exchanged two similar mailers, one in 1993 and again in 
1994; the focus is on the latter here. Close, who is famous for his monumental portrait projects, 
moved beyond Johnson’s directive to “please add to & return” and transformed this mailer into a 
small-scale version of his iconic work. Close “added to” this mailer by tracing a grid structure 
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the autoimmune disease, alopecia.  Anne DePietro in conversation with the author, February 16, 
2017. 
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over Johnson’s silhouette, evoking his own artistic method of transference from a photograph via 
a grid process to create photorealistic paintings of his subject. Using a combination of black-
inked fingerprints and clippings from what is most likely his own hair, Close added his own head 
and facial hair to Johnson’s silhouette, which imposed his own portrait over Johnson’s original 
silhouette. Close re-titled the mailer “Double Self-Portrait.” Close’s transformation of Johnson’s 
mailer is an interesting form of visual communication, particularly as a rethinking of the tradition 
of double portraits, which have historically been used to depict two people who are related either 
through family, marriage, or friendship.49 Close’s merging of Johnson’s portrait with one of 
himself suggests a close friendship based on great mutual respect. 
Close and Johnson were, in fact, great friends.50 The artists met in the mid-1970s and 
maintained their relationship with regular phone calls and occasional visits to each other’s 
homes.51 Despite his own critical rise, Close remained adamant that Johnson was a seminal 
figure in 1960s and 1970s New York. In a radio interview conducted after Johnson’s death in 
1995, Close stated, “Ray was a much more important artist than was generally recognized by the 
art world. He was an idiosyncratic figure. I think he was very inventive in bringing his work, 
through his collages, and things that he’s known for, actually predating Pop Art with the use of 
pop subject matter before Lichtenstein and Warhol.”52  
 In 1991, Close took part in the Museum of Modern Art’s “Artist’s Choice” program in 
which contemporary artists curated a show culled from the museum’s permanent collection. 
																																																						
49 Perhaps the most famous double portrait is Jan Van Eyck’s Arnolfini Portrait (1434), which is 
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50 Johnson did not necessarily know all of his correspondents personally. 
51 Chuck Close in “Returned to Sender: Remembering Ray Johnson,” Artforum 33, no. 8 (April 
1995): 73, 111. 







During a routine phone call concerning the exhibition, Close expressed his disappointment that 
he could not include Johnson’s work in his show, “Head-On/The Modern Portrait,” because 
Johnson’s work was not in MoMA’s collection. Close describes Johnson’s subsequent actions:  
We talked about getting a collector who owned one of his pieces to give it to the Modern, 
or about him donating a piece himself, but he very much disliked being judged by 
curators (or for that matter by anyone else) and didn’t welcome the possibility of being 
rejected. So, in typical Ray Johnson fashion, he found a circuitous, slightly subversive 
route into MoMA’s collections: he began to include Clive Phillpot, then the director of 
the Modern’s library, in his circle of correspondents, his letters taking the form of 
hundreds and perhaps thousands of Xeroxes and drawings. Ray knew that Phillpot 
wouldn’t throw away anything he had sent in, and also that anything in the files of the 
museum’s library would be accepted without question as property of MoMA—and 
therefore as part of its collection. This made it possible for me to select one of his 
“bunny” portraits of Willem de Kooning for my exhibition. (Years earlier, it had been 
Ray who had introduced me to de Kooning for the first time.) In the middle of all those 
valuable paintings, drawings, and photographs, Ray’s humble 8-by-10 inch Xerox was 
the only piece that had made its way into the Modern’s collection by completely 
bypassing the curatorial process.53 
 
Close’s explanation of the insertion of Johnson’s work into the Museum of Modern Art’s 
permanent collection describes an instance in which Johnson used the social capital that he 
collected through his mail art network.54 Newly released installation photographs from MoMA’s 
archives provide visual documentation of the success of Johnson’s endeavors. Close’s show 
featured the work of one hundred and thirty-two artists, crowded together in the limited gallery 
space that he was granted. Johnson’s “bunny” de Kooning portrait was located on a bottom shelf, 
stacked against many other works in a random manner that invited the viewer to shift them 
around on the wall and create his or her own connections between the depicted individuals  
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(Figure 2.6).55 Close’s “walls” in the exhibition function in a similar fashion to Johnson’s use of 
names and faces in his collages. Kirk Varnedoe, the Director of MoMA’s Department of Painting 
and Sculpture and the organizer of this series of exhibitions, noted in his introduction that 
Close’s cluttered hanging—or as he put it, “abandoning the normal conventions of selective, 
well-spaced hanging”—challenged its viewers to “form their own hierarchies of choice and 
patterns of attention.”56 The same observations were made about Johnson’s collages, which will 
be further discussed in the following chapter.57 Note here, however, that Johnson activated his 
own social network to be inserted into another network; Johnson, via his “bunny” de Kooning 
portrait, was now not only an artist represented, however loosely defined, in the Museum of 
Modern Art’s collection, he was also a documented member of the group of 132 artists Close 
selected for this subset of the larger collection.58 Here we see how a networking strategy builds 
connections, subverts curatorial control and notions of aesthetic judgment to utilize subversive 
and new accumulation strategies. Johnson, therefore, does not just gift his work, or create an 
alternate distribution system, but he alters as well curatorial practices that privilege aesthetics 
and empower an entrenched system. 
Close’s statements in the exhibition’s catalogue suggest that he revised the premise of 
exhibition, adopting Johnson’s subversive tactics in the selection and presentation of his chosen 
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56 Kirk Varnedoe in Artist’s Choice, Chuck Close: Head-On/The Modern Portrait (New York: 
Museum of Modern Art), 1. 
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Johnson’s collages were also “data banks of information” in the third chapter of this work. 
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works. Close had planned to present the “fifteen most terrific portraits in The Museum of 
Modern Art” but then altered the focus of his selections to represent “the ways in which [he 
experienced] art, rather than just picking out some pieces that would give you [his] definition of 
what quality is.”59 Close instead chose a massive amount of material and bombarded the viewer 
with it, a presentation that put forward what Varnedoe labels as an “unfamiliar idea . . . of what 
the museum is.”60 Close himself stated in the exhibition’s catalogue that, “For the purposes of 
this particular exhibition, I’m against what The Museum of Modern Art is known for.”61 Despite 
his claim that Johnson used the NYCS to gain entry into MoMA’s collection rather than 
subscribe to the conventional curatorial process out of a fear of rejection, Close’s adoption of 
similar subversive tactics in his organization of the show suggests that he not only found merit in 
Johnson’s actions, but that he also emulated them.62 Close discusses at length how he was 
confined to the parameters of MoMA’s limited examples of portraiture in its collection, and that 
he had often thought to himself, “Oh, I wish there were a piece by so and so.”63 Close had in fact 
relayed this wish to Johnson about his work and then observed as Johnson schemed to make that 
possible. Close even stated that Johnson’s bunny head portrait of de Kooning “got into the 
Museum library’s collection without anybody ever deciding it needed to be there.”64 Close never 
discloses his role. Instead, he misrepresents the bunny head’s status—someone decided that it 
needed to be there, but that someone was the artist as opposed to the curator. Therefore, Close 
was not only subverting the typical well-spaced museum installation that allows viewers to focus 
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viewers as with Johnson’s collages.  
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on individual works, he was also supporting the artist’s ability to subvert the role of the curator 
by including Johnson’s bunny head—which did just that—in his exhibition. 
Johnson’s de Kooning “bunny head” problematized portraiture as a genre that is involved 
with likeness of physical characteristics or of personality. Close’s portraits are very much 
involved with his subjects’ physical appearance—recall the explanation of his process of grid 
transference discussed above. Johnson’s “bunny head,” a cartoonish outline drawing of a face 
with two floppy ears, depicted no specific aspect of de Kooning. The first documented bunny 
head Johnson created is found in a letter to William S. Wilson dated January 1964; Johnson drew 
the bunny head next to his own name. Soon, the image proliferated, alternatively used as a 
signature or as an image that represents whoever he wished. It is worth remarking that the bunny 
head never changes. In Close’s exhibition, Johnson’s bunny head portrait of de Kooning, which 
did not represent de Kooning in any way other than the fact that his name was written at the 
bottom, was nestled amongst hundreds of other works that upheld the portraiture tradition.65 The 
close friendship and mutual professional respect showed in this incident contextualizes the bond 
illustrated in the “Double Self-Portrait” mailer communication between Close and Johnson. 
 While Johnson’s “please add to & return to” template mailers were intended to collect 
material as ideas, his other correspondence also inspired the collection of material, which 
sometimes took the form of physical objects. One example of this kind of collection is the work 
Balshazzar’s Feast (John Martin) (Figure 2.7).  Balshazzar’s Feast (John Martin)—a misspelling 
of the original work’s title that will be explained momentarily—is comprised of 14 wooden strips, 
painted white, sandpapered, and stacked horizontally; it is framed with four additional white, 
sandpapered strips of wood. An oval metal label which reads “Balshazzar’s Feast/1789 JOHN 
																																																						






MARTIN 1854” is attached to the bottom. The work is signed and dated “Ray Johnson 1964” in 
the lower right corner—two years after Johnson founded the NYCS. Balshazzar’s Feast (John 
Martin) began as a portrait collage of Sam Wagstaff, curator of contemporary art at the 
Wadsworth Atheneum from 1961 to 1968, titled Dimple. The original composition was 6 ½ feet 
tall to mirror Wagstaff’s height (although Johnson mistakenly measured it to be only 6 feet tall). 
It featured a single black “dimple” in its center, which was 6 ½ inches long, to reflect the 
curator’s prominent chin dimple. Correspondence in the Ray Johnson estate archive in New York 
City and in Sam Wagstaff’s papers housed at the Archives of American Art chronicle this 
collage’s construction into Dimple through its deconstruction into Balshazzar’s Feast (John 
Martin).66 
Johnson finished the initial work on Dimple in early December 1963. He then wrote the 
curator to ask him to view it at his studio, which Wagstaff did soon after. In the following weeks, 
Johnson sent Wagstaff several more letters in which he requested payment for the collage,67 
including one to inform him that he had moved Dimple to hang over his toilet. By February 
1964, it seems Johnson could no longer wait for payment. He instead cut up the wood from the 
6-foot collage’s frame into many smaller sections, stacked and glued them one on top of the 
other, and then painted them white and sandpapered its surface. To maintain the work’s 
connection to Wagstaff, Johnson attached a metal label that Wagstaff had taken and sent to 
Johnson from his museum’s painting Belshazzar’s Feast (1821), by the British Romantic painter 
John Martin. This label misspells the Babylonian ruler’s name as “Balshazzar.” This is perhaps 
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why Wagstaff sent it Johnson—it was both not needed at the museum and the label’s mistake 
would also excite the artist’s interest in the vagaries of words and language for which he was 
well known. At the end of the letter that Johnson sent Wagstaff, he wrote, “I don’t take this 
‘Dimple Part Two’ as seriously as the first effort.”68 
Johnson’s incorporation of the metal label that Wagstaff sent him in the mail via the 
NYCS is an early indication of the interrelationship between mail art and collage in Johnson’s 
practice. Johnson used his mail art network as a means of collection of material for his collages. 
Johnson’s deconstruction of the Dimple collage into Balshazzar’s Feast (John Martin) took place 
over the course of a year. Each addition or break down was marked by a new instance of 
correspondence. The correspondence generated in this exchange did not document the collage’s 
evolution, but rather prompted it. Johnson was inspired to make alterations to the collage after 
receiving new correspondence from Wagstaff; the gold label is just one example. According to 
the correspondence between the artist and the curator, Dimple ultimately sported two dimples. 
This change was prompted by an exchange with an anonymous third-party in Chicago, most 
likely Karl Wirsum of the Chicago Hairy Who group who was an active participant in the 
NYCS. Wirsum asks if he could cut out a photograph of a belly button and send it Wagstaff, 
along with his own drawing of a dimple.69 Johnson said that this second dimple “was exactly like 
the first but would create a different situation than the original situation.” In his written 
acknowledgment of Johnson’s letter, Wagstaff asked, “surely, two dimples are better than one.” 
Johnson responded, “are three dimples better than two if two dimples are better than one?” thus 
acknowledging the expansion of their exchange to a third party and the effects that expansion 
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had on the work itself.70 Johnson attempted to involve a third party in this interaction, extending 
its range and gathering materials from more sources, akin to his “please add to” directive. 
 Johnson’s final description of Balshazzar’s Feast (John Martin) was that it “bore no 
definitive image.”71 In light of Johnson’s and Wagstaff’s sexuality, this erasure of Wagstaff’s 
body, no matter how abstract his representation was, provides more important insights into how 
the homosexual community operated in the homophobic atmosphere of Cold War America. In 
chapter one, I discussed how Johnson communicated within the gay community by using “camp” 
materials such as images of celebrities; photographs of Shirley Temple, for example, were 
rampant in the 1950s, and could therefore be incorporated and displayed in artwork without fear 
of facing anti-gay retaliation. Those initiated into this coded language understood many of 
Johnson’s works as loaded messages in this manner. In Balshazzar’s Feast (John Martin), 
Johnson is not “hiding in plain sight” as he did in his celebrity collages, but rather destroying and 
then erasing body. This practice suggests both humor and violence and raises the stakes of such 
coding.  
 We can see similar instances of destruction, erasure, or the removal of the male body in 
work from other homosexual artists. Jasper Johns and Robert Rauschenberg often employed the 
tactic of obscuring their imagery. Rauschenberg’s Bed for example codes the absent body. 
Drawing a closer parallel to Johnson’s statement in Balshazzar’s Feast (John Martin), Johns 
similarly dismembered the male figure in Target with Plaster Casts (Figure 2.8) which features 
the artist’s iconic target motif surmounted by a row of wooden boxes that hold casts of human 
body parts, transforming them into fetishist hidden objects. Each box is fitted with its own flip-
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door, which are to be opened or closed by its viewers. This allows viewers to choose the extent 
of their involvement with Johns’ visualized “closet.”   
In these works, as with Johnson’s Dimple, the artists’ sexual orientation was only alluded 
to, presented as secret, yet nonetheless constructed.72 Caroline Jones argues that, “In the works of 
Johns and Rauschenberg . . . the body is figured by absence—the phallus shut away (in its little 
‘closet’), the unmade bed emptied of the body(ies) that ravished its sheets.”73 It is important to 
note here, however, that the body remains “figured” in these works, even if the figuring is 
accomplished through its absence. Johnson eradicated the body, first by collapsing it in on itself, 
breaking apart and stacking pieces of the frame of Dimple/Wagstaff, and then “whiting out” and 
sanding away whatever traces that remained of Wagstaff’s physicality.  
Perhaps a better parallel with Johnson’s complete destruction of the coveted male figure 
can be found with Warhol’s 13 Most Wanted Men (Figure 2.9). Warhol’s 13 Most Wanted Men 
was a mural commissioned for the large public art project for the Philip Johnson-designed New 
York State Pavilion at the 1964 World’s Fair in Queens, New York. The mural featured the mug 
shots of the thirteen most wanted criminals from 1962, published in a booklet by the New York 
Police City Department. The work sparked a scandal upon its installation, many objecting to 
what they viewed as its blatant homoeroticism, a sentiment supported by the alternate 
interpretation of the mural’s title in which the featured men are wanted sexually, not only 
because they are dangerous criminals.74 Forty-eight hours after the mural’s unveiling, Governor 
Nelson Rockefeller ordered that it be covered over and Warhol used silver paint. When visitors 
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to the Worlds’ Fair arrived, all that was visible was a large silver square.75  
 In 2014, the Queens Museum organized an exhibition dedicated to 13 Most Wanted Men in 
recognition of its fiftieth anniversary. This show featured archival material that documented the 
mural’s creation and later destruction, including correspondence between Governor Nelson 
Rockefeller and the artist which records the Governor’s concern that seven of the thirteen men 
depicted had Italian-American names and Rockefeller, who was running for re-election, wanted 
no associations made between his heritage and criminality. Furthermore, Governor Rockefeller 
was trying to suppress the visible gay community before his city became the focus of the world’s 
attention. Also included in this archive is a letter from Warhol granting permission for the 
mural’s destruction, but insisted that they use silver paint (he was making his silver-walled 
Factory at the time).76 This mural, Warhol’s only public work, was intentionally provocative and 
quickly fell victim to political censore. Johnson censored his own work, transforming Dimple, 
whose references to Wagstaff’s physicality may have implicated him as a member of the 
underground homosexual community, into Balshazzar’s Feast (John Martin), which contained 
“no definitive image.” This public censorship or erasure of the gay male body helps to support 
readings of Johnson’s private work in this manner and underscores the reception that this 
practice would have had within Johnson’s circle. 
 To summarize, Johnson’s directive “please add to and send to” initiated a third person in 
his networking strategy which expanded its reach and allowed for the formation of a true 
community, which he christened the New York Correspondance School. Johnson capitalized on 
this expanding network and introduced mass-produced “template” mailers that allowed him to 
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collect his many correspondents’ different interpretations and associations around a particular 
theme. Johnson strove to gather like-minded individuals, or people connected to individuals or 
institutions that he desired as members of his social art network. Often, Johnson was drawn to 
these individuals not only because he felt that he could gain from their relationship, but also 
because he felt a connection with them on some level. The range of Johnson’s mail art practices 
were therefore broad, resulting in relationships of varying natures, and very different artworks 
inspired by those relationships. Balshazzar’s Feast (John Martin) is one example of an artwork 
that Johnson created from correspondence.  
 
From Mail Art to Artist’s Books 
 
Beginning in 1963, Johnson sent serialized mailers with titles such as: A Book About 
Death (which he alternatively called A Boop About Death or A Boom About Death), A Book 
About Modern Art, A Book About Cranky Ant, Moderately Successful Pop Art, and This 
Typewriter Needs a New Ribbon.77  These “books” were a continuation of two projects that the 
artist had produced in 1956–1957, BOO/K/OF/THE/MON/TH and 
P/EEK/A/BOOK/OFTHE/WEE/K, which were promotional books for his graphic design services 
that he self-published in editions of 500. Unlike these earlier promotional books, however, A 
Book About Death and the others were never bound volumes.78 They were individually mailed 
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pages to seemingly random people, the title being the only indication that they were to form a 
book, and occasionally, a cover letter that stated that they were part of a book.79 No one person 
ever received a full copy of any of these “books.”80 These projects are now considered seminal 
artist’s books, or works of art that use a book form. While artists had been involved in book 
production for centuries, the adoption of the book form for artistic purposes is a 20th century 
avant-garde development. Ed Ruscha’s Twentysix Gasoline Stations from 1963 is often credited 
as the first example of the modern conception of the artist’s book.81 Johnson, however, 
introduced his work as a book that same year, but it was drawn from work that he had produced 
years earlier.  
In effect, Johnson sought to blur the distinctions between literature or books and visual 
art. He did not, however, consider himself to be an author in the traditional sense of the word.  
Despite using the word “book” in his titles, the fact that they remained unbound and were sent as 
single sheets suggests that he considered each as an individual work of art but one associated 
with a larger project. He applied the term “book” in a metaphorical sense, in other words. 
Johnson’s “textual artworks,” however, resonated with some of his correspondents who were 
experimenting with similar ideas in their own work, particularly Fluxus artists whose “life-as-
art” mentality conformed to the foundations of Johnson’s artistic practice. Dick Higgins (a 
Fluxus artist, friend, and correspondent of Johnson’s) described the Fluxus relationship with 
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Johnson and his work: “The process of interrelationship of art and life, which we in Fluxus 
referred to as the ‘art/life dichotomy,’ found its own form in Johnson’s sendings and those whom 
he stimulated to act in a parallel manner.”82 Like Johnson, Fluxus artists saw the art in words and 
viewed Johnson’s mail art activities as coinciding with their own motivations in approaching 
words and language as art. Higgins spearheaded the movement to publish on a large scale to a 
mass audience the writings of his artist friends. He founded Something Else Press in 1963 (a year 
that appears to hold significant importance for artists’ books) to publish his and his friends’ 
“intermedia” texts and artworks; a book of Johnson’s mail art writings was his second publishing 
project.83  
Higgins and Johnson met in 1958 at the Living Theater’s new residence on Sixth Avenue 
and Fourteenth Street in New York City. Both were there to work; Johnson was there to paint a 
mural and Higgins to paint the ladies’ room purple. Higgins, who was a staple in the Fluxus 
community at the time and familiar with its participants, did not recognize Johnson, but had 
overheard many people whispering about an emerging artist named Jasper Johns; he assumed 
that Johns was the stranger.84 Higgins did not approach Johnson nor did he ask anyone if his 
supposition was correct. The two artists did not cross paths again until April 1959 at a concert at 
the Village Gate. Johns was well known and highly regarded by then, so Higgins approached the 
young man and asked if he was Jasper Johns. The man responded, “No, I’m Ray Johnson,” and, 
as Higgins later put it, “our conversation started from there, touching on Zen, the Living Theater 
and cabbages and kings.”85  
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A few weeks later, Higgins received a small wooden construction in the mail reminiscent 
of a Japanese flag with the caption “Are you angry?  Jasper Johns” (Figure 2.10).  Little did 
Higgins know that his misidentification of Johnson as Johns had captured Johnson’s notice. It 
warranted him an invitation into Johnson’s community of mail art correspondents, which 
Johnson would make an official network called the New York Correspondance School a few 
years later. By 1963, when Higgins started the Something Else Press, he had a countless 
collection of similarly enigmatic and playful miniature works of art from Johnson. His “filing 
cabinet needed a whole drawer for Ray Johnson things,” enough to warrant their own anthology 
of sorts. Higgins wanted to honor and preserve the documentation of his friendship with Johnson 
as a “love letter” or “time capsule.”  He stated that “to assemble into a suitable format a 
collection of these seemingly ephemeral pieces by Ray Johnson seemed like one of the most 
worthy statements I could make.” This statement was among the first artist’s book. 
The title of Higgins’ compilation of Johnson’s mail art is called The Paper Snake. The 
snake was one of Johnson’s alter egos, of which there were many.86 The first snake drawing to 
appear in connection with his signature was in 1962 in a letter to William S. Wilson’s wife Ann. 
It is possible, however, that Johnson identified with a snake as early as the early 1950s. 
Correspondence between Johnson and Henry Martin discusses Johnson’s creation of a “giant” 
paper snake.87 The composer Christian Wolff, who was friends with John Cage and Morton 
Feldman, and often visited them at the Boza Mansion in 1952, confirmed the existence of this 
enterprise. He recalls glimpsing through Johnson’s open door to see the artist seated on the floor, 
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attempting to construct a several feet-long snake out of paper. Wolff does not recall having seen 
the completed giant paper snake and does not believe that Johnson was successful in its 
creation.88 It is interesting that Higgins titled his anthology of Johnson’s mail art after this image; 
it does not appear once in the pages of the final volume. Higgins chose this title because it was 
most descriptive of what could be found inside of it. The Paper Snake is not a book in the 
traditional sense—there is no narrative, or even a connecting theme. 
In order to illustrate this point, the following are two examples from its selections: “April 
12th, 1962/Dear Max Ernst,/At the Central Park Zoo, a sign misidentifies a crow./Ray 
Johnson/176 Suffolk St./New York City 2” and “Dear Dick Higgins,/I am now/in my frog/legs 
frogs/leg period./Ray Johnson/P.S. I have 100 penguins in my bathtub (Figures 2.11 and 
2.12).”89  The mail art reproduced in The Paper Snake mirrors the persona that Johnson 
manufactured via the NYCS. He collected people as correspondents, suggested his connections 
to others by mentioning specific people in his correspondence, and further spread his presence by 
directing his correspondents to send his letters on to others. He “snaked” his way through the art 
world with his mail art. 
 Johnson is now recognized as an author or poet in his own right, even though he never 
sought that appellation. He once stated in an interview, 
Well, I shouldn’t call myself a poet but other people have. What I do is classify the words 
as poetry. Something Else Press published a book called The Paper Snake which is all my 
writings, rubbings, plays, things that I had given to the publisher, Dick Higgins, editor 
and publisher, which I mailed to him or brought to him in cardboard boxes or shoved 
under his door, or left in his sink, or whatever, over a period of years. He saved all these 
things and designed and published a book, and I simply as an artist did what I did without 
classification. So when the book appeared, the book stated, ‘Ray Johnson is a poet,’ but I 
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never said, ‘this is a poem,’ I simply wrote what I wrote and it later became classified.”90  
Scholars now acknowledge the poetic nature of much of Johnson’s mail art. Siglio Press, 
for example, reprinted The Paper Snake in 2014 with the release of a formal anthology of 
Johnson’s writings, Not Nothing: Selected Writings by Ray Johnson, 1954–1994.91 The 
anthology’s title is taken from a theme that pervades Johnson’s body of work: nothing. Johnson 
meditated on “nothingness” and, as a result, the concept recurs throughout his mail art, his 
collages, and his performances; he even referred to the subset of his performances related to his 
mail art activities as “nothings.” 
 
Nothing or Not Nothing: Ray Johnson’s Mail Art Performances 
  
 In 1968, the cultural critic John Gruen was invited to an event hosted by Ray Johnson and 
wrote about his experiences for Vogue magazine: 
 
Johnson sent out an invitation to his member-friends to attend “A Mysterious New York 
Correspondance School Meeting.” Although it was a sultry Saturday, many people 
showed up. Johnson was himself present, discounting the “other party” theory. But there 
were no like projections. Time passed. More time passed. Soon it became evident that 
Johnson had called a non-meeting. The object was simply to get people together—
somewhat in the Quaker tradition. No one addressed the audience. There were no 
announcements. There was no program. Rather than being a so-called put-on the meeting 
turned out to be a most pleasant event. People who did not know each other suddenly 
found themselves deep in conversation; those who did know each other took the 
opportunity to get re-acquainted. Through it all, a calm and smiling Ray Johnson 
wandered from group to group, exchanging pleasantries, or sat with those sitting on 
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chairs, offering more pleasantries.92 
The event described above was one of Johnson’s “Nothings,” or performances intended 
specifically for nothing to happen; the “Nothing” was over when something notable occurred. 
Johnson’s “Nothing” performances were his response to “Happenings,” a new experimental 
participatory event which blurred the distinctions between art and performance that emerged in 
the late 1950s and early 1960s. By the mid-1960s, Happenings solidly entered the art world 
discussion. The first documented use of the term was by Allan Kaprow to describe his 18 
Happenings in 6 Parts presented at the Reuben Gallery in New York City in 1959. Kaprow 
described Happenings as an extension of his “Environment” works that he previously created 
and showed at the artist-run Hansa Gallery until 1958.  The Happenings expanded the painterly 
and sculptural elements of these environmental works to include temporal aspects.93 Kaprow was 
attending John Cage’s Experimental Composition classes at the New School for Social Research 
and employed the avant-garde composer’s theories of “indeterminacy,” in which parameters 
were sketched out but not set, for the program for Happenings. Like Kaprow, Johnson was a 
follower of Cage, but as we can see from Kaprow’s description of a Happening, cited in full 
below, the two artists’ applications of Cage’s teachings in their performances were drastically 
different: 
Everybody is crowded into a downtown loft, milling about, like at an opening. It’s hot. 
There are lots of big cartons sitting all over the place. One by one they start to move, 
sliding and careening drunkenly in every direction, lunging into one another, 
accompanied by loud breathing sounds over four loudspeakers. Now it’s winter and cold 
and it’s dark, and all around little blue lights go on and off at their own speed while three 
large brown gunnysack constructions drag an enormous pile of ice and stones over 
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bumps, losing most of it, and blankets keep falling over everything from the ceiling. A 
hundred iron barrels and gallon wine jugs hanging on ropes swing back and forth, 
crashing like church bells, spewing glass all over. Suddenly, mushy shapes pop up from 
the floor and painters slash at curtains dripping with action. A wall of trees tied with 
colored rags advances on the crowd, scattering everybody, forcing them to leave. There 
are muslin telephone booths for all with a record player or microphone that tunes you in 
to everybody else. Coughing, you breathe in noxious fumes, or the smell of hospitals and 
lemon juice. A nude girl runs after the racing pool of a searchlight, throwing spinach 
greens into it. Slides and movies, projected over walls and people, depict hamburgers: big 
ones, huge ones, red ones, skinny ones, flat ones, etc. You come in as a spectator and 
maybe you discover you’re caught in it after all, as you push things around like so much 
furniture. Words rumble past, whispering, dee-daaa, broom, love me, love me; shadows 
joggle on screens; power saws and lawn mowers screech just like the I.R.T. at Union 
Square. Tin cans rattle and you stand up to see or change your seat or answer questions 
shouted at you by shoeshine boys and old ladies. Long silences when nothing happens, 
and you’re sore because you paid $1.50 contribution, when bang! there you are facing 
yourself in a mirror jammed at you. Listen. A cough from the alley. You giggle because 
you’re afraid, suffer claustrophobia, talk to someone nonchalantly, but all the time you’re 
there, getting into the act…  Electric fans start, gently wafting breezes of New-Car smell 
past your nose as leaves bury piles of a whining, burping, found pinky mess.94  
 
While both events began with a room crowded with people, the occurrences to which 
they were subjected—or lack thereof—reflect the two artists’ differing focuses on their mentor’s 
teachings. Kaprow was drawn to Cage’s in-the-moment decisions, and art (and music’s) gradual 
alignment with theater.95 Johnson, on the other hand, was drawn to Cage’s reliance on silence 
and his embrace of the possibilities that could emerge from nothingness.  
Johnson was part of a critical mass of artists in this generation that, following Cage’s 
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example, not only embraced nothingness, but also cultivated the endless possibilities of such a 
stance. Artists like Johnson, but also Rauschenberg, Robert Watts and his cohorts, and others 
drew attention to the fertility of the concept of nothing or emptiness. Johnson set in motion 
“Nothing” events intending to observe what chance participants could create in an environment 
without guidelines or instructions for their actions or interactions. Rauschenberg’s White 
Paintings of 1952 were not blank canvases devoid of content, but rather responded to and 
reflected the vagaries of the light and shadows of the room in which they were situated (Figure 
2.13). Rauschenberg’s choice of white—the blending of all colors—could not have been 
coincidental; as Rauschenberg himself stated, “a canvas is never empty.”96 Rauschenberg’s 
White Paintings were the “courage” or “permission,” as Cage put it, for his famous composition 
4’33’’, which instructs the pianist to sit at his instrument, open the lid, and present four minutes 
and thirty-three seconds of silence. This “pregnant silence” performed by the musician made 
obvious the incidental noises of the environment, such as the wind outside or members of the 
audience whispering and coughing.97 Moving forward to 1974, Fluxus artist Robert Watts, in 
collaboration with Bob Diamond (a video engineer and former NASA analyst) and the composer 
and experimental musician David Behrman, created a hybrid sound and video installation. This 
work transposed the clouds and moving light captured by a camera directed through a window of 
the Whitney Breuer building in the Upper East Side of Manhattan into musical notes. Titled 
American Sky, this electronic technology, invented before the age of the computer, both 
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transported the outside environment into the museum and invited viewers to “watch” sound. This 
materialized what before was dismissed as empty space.98 These works are three examples of 
many in which artists and musicians contemplated and capitalized on the rich potentialities 
within “nothing.”  Johnson’s application of “nothing” fits within this larger context of the time. 
 Ed Plunkett, acknowledged earlier for his titling of Johnson’s mail art network, describes 
an early nothing NYCS event: 
Ray’s propensity for empty space was echoed in one of his early meetings, a “nothing” 
event which took place in the late spring of 1962. It was sponsored by George Maciunas, 
and occurred at a gallery that was in the process of relocating and was empty of all but 
some construction materials, bags of plaster, and some boards and saw horses. There had 
been a notice in the Village Voice that Ray Johnson would be preforming a Nothing. This 
was at the high moment of Happenings. At Ray’s meeting nothing happened at all until 
the end when Ray took a large box full of wooden spindles that he had found somewhere 
and threw them down the staircase leading up to the gallery. These spindles covered the 
steps and made climbing up or down very precarious. But up to that time, visitors would 
enter the bleak gallery, look a little bewildered and finally ask what was happening, only 
go get a succinct reply, “Nothing!”99 
 
The meeting that Plunkett describes shows Johnson’s embrace of the ramifications of chance 
events on a group of people who are not restricted by guidelines of actions or behaviors. It was 
the introduction of an “event,” the release of spindles down the gallery’s stairs, that ended the 
nothing meeting. The nothingness, the group of people gathered together in a space with no 
preconceived purpose, and the connections and communications that nothing events inspired, 
amounted to a new form of meaning. 
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Elizabeth Zuba, the editor of Not Nothing, reflects on Johnson’s relationship to 
“nothingness” in her introduction. Zuba equates Johnson’s particular application of 
“nothingness” to the concept of “the void.” She explores how “the void” emerges in both his life 
and his work. Acknowledging his probable introduction to nothingness while living next door to 
Cage in the Boza Mansion in the early 1950s, Zuba identifies Johnson’s first documented 
allusion to the void in his 1954 statement “What is a Moticos?.”100   
Whether the train is standing still or speeding past you, a moticos. Don’t try to catch up 
with it. It wants to go its way. But have your camera ready to snap its picture. It likes 
those moments of being inside the box. When your film is printed and the moticos is 
finally seen, it will not be seen, unless you paste the photograph of the moticos on the 
side of a box car so someone can see the moticos or take its picture . . . Perhaps you are 
the moticos. Destroy this.101 
 
Zuba sees Johnson’s use of moticos as a metaphor for the emptiness of images and symbols, and 
traces how Johnson articulated the void in different ways throughout his body of work:  
the (hum), the (space), John Doe, Nothing, death, disruption, detachment, descriptions of 
space around words and images . . . It is the latent void in boundless, shifting voices, in 
multiplications and dispersion, in the beginning again and again/repetition, the latent void 
of language/symbol that is most palpable.”102  
For the anthology’s book jacket, Zuba reproduces two pieces of mail art that feature Johnson’s 
bunny head alter ego with the word “NOTHING” inscribed across their faces (Figure 2.14). We 
have already discussed how the bunny head image, in its use to represent everybody, in effect 
represents nobody. The “nothing” bunny heads recognize the emptiness of the symbolization. 
One of the two bunny heads on the front cover sports “nothing” with “thing” blacked out, 
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transforming it into the title, Not Nothing. This transformation suggests that once one rejects a 
definition of “thing,” nothing holds the possibility for everything. The three bunny heads labeled 
“Nothing” on the back cover reinforce nothing’s multiple nature. 
Johnson’s Nothing performances extended the nothing/void that Zuba sees as articulated 
throughout his work, in particular in his correspondence art. Johnson himself contemplated the 
void of meaning in his correspondence art in his oral history interview for the Smithsonian 
Archives of American Art conducted in the late 1960s: “It might be that [correspondence art’s] 
function is not to have meaning. I like the idea of nothingness. I begin with no plan. I face the 
void.”103 While it is likely he titled these performances “Nothings” as an ironic comment on 
Happenings—Johnson relished plays on words—he also wanted to emphasize how the lack of 
instructions (a void of guidance) allowed for the possibility of endless outcomes. Johnson was, in 
this manner, an early practitioner of performance art. Suzi Gablik’s Pop Art Redefined, states 
that Johnson’s moticos installations in Grand Central Station and the streets of New York in the 
early 1950s might be “the first informal Happening[s].”104 He was involved in many 
experimental dance events choreographed by James Waring, and beginning in 1957, organized 
several of his own events such as “Funeral Music for Elvis Presley” and the “Lecture on Modern 
Music.”105 He also took part in the “Yam Festival,” the proto-Fluxus event held at George 
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Segal’s farm in New Jersey in 1963.106 As Johnson developed his Nothing performances in the 
1960s, he perpetuated the indeterminate nature which the Fluxus artists sought in these events. 
He described them to William S. Wilson as “an attitude as opposed to a happening,” which 
parallels how Fluxus artists described their actions and restructured them to focus on the absence 
of action. 
Johnson’s Nothing performances often took the form of meetings of the New York 
Correspondence School. Johnson activated his correspondents as players in these performances. 
He sent members invitations to meetings, or announcements that a NYCS event would take 
place, much like John Gruen related in his description of the NYCS Nothing he attended. These 
gatherings served an important purpose; they afforded both Johnson and his correspondents the 
opportunity to see each other in person as opposed to a name or an address on paper. This face-
to-face interaction actualized the NYCS into a physical community as opposed to an abstract 
idea.107 The Nothing NYCS performances resulted in stronger bonds between the many 
correspondents, which allowed them to be more comfortable and more creative in their 
exchanges. Plunkett recognized the nothing meetings’ networking abilities for both him and the 
avant-garde art world at large:  
Through Ray’s meetings I was to meet numerous artists and characters. I recall that Ad 
Reinhardt was at the early Nothing, as was Robert Buecker. A number of these people 
were as yet unappreciated movers of the avant-guard [sic] of those days. One of these 
was Sari Dienes. Recently, when a young interviewer asked Jasper Johns if Rauschenberg 
hadn’t been a significant influence on his early years, Johns replied, “No, it was Sari 
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Dienes.” To which the interviewer, no doubt, replied “Sari Who?”108 
Johnson’s Nothing performances took many forms. Some were, as John Gruen described, 
people gathered together upon Johnson’s invitation with no intended agenda. Other times, 
Nothing performances were called under the guise of one of Johnson's many "clubs." Some were 
devoted to arcane objects such as the Spam Radio Club or the Spam Belt Club.109 Others were 
groups to honor specific characteristics such as the Blue Eyes Club, and then the subsequent 
Brown Eyes Club founded to appease those not included in the latter (and was rumored to 
include Willem de Kooning’s dog). Some of the clubs were purported fan clubs dedicated to 
other artists, Jean Dubuffet and Marcel Duchamp, for example, or various celebrities. These 
clubs follow from Johnson’s fascination with the notions of success and fame, which emerge at 
intervals in his work. The celebrity fan clubs functioned in similar coded ways to Johnson’s 
collages that featured celebrities (discussed in Chapter One of this work.)  Many of Johnson’s 
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celebrity fan clubs were for homosexual icons, such as the Chinese-American actress from the 
turn of the century, Anna May Wong.110  As Michael Bracewell noted, there is an 
“administration of democracy” in fan clubs evident in Johnson’s, with the artist serving the role 
as the representative figure governing the clubs’ members.111  These clubs, whether they actually 
convened or not, functioned as smaller subgroups within the larger New York Correspondance 
School network. 
 Johnson’s Nothing performances were not always limited to NYCS members. Johnson 
would place announcements in the newspaper for his Nothing events. These open Nothings were 
more regulated than his closed NYCS Nothing events, perhaps due to the possibility of a much 
larger group that included strangers. This semblance of regulation diminished neither the events’ 
spontaneity nor their whimsicality. Take for example the following announcement for a “Stilt 
Meeting” that Johnson placed in the Village Voice:  
A Halloween costume stilt walk will be held on the Central Park Mall on Saturday, 
October 26, from 2 to 4 p.m.  Among the events will be 1000-foot, two-headed, two-
stilted pink tissue paper man designed by James Lee Byars, who will be walked held 
down by 100 pounds of sugar. Sol Gordon will conduct a Virginia Reel on stilts. Stilt 
dancer Alvin Paul from St. Thomas will dance on 15-foot stilts to the “Upper Edge” steel 
band. A giant checkerboard will be painted on the Mall for a game of live checkers. Stilt 
historian Hannelore Hahn will discuss the supernatural powers of stilts and relate them to 
Halloween magic. Philip Corner, Ray Johnson, and the New York Correspondence 
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School will also participate.112 
Until recently, scholars had assumed that this event garnered little interest outside of a 
handful of devoted NYCS loyalists. The only documentation preserved in the Johnson Estate 
archives, aside from the original Village Voice announcement, is a single photograph of the artist 
May Wilson smiling while perched on top of a set of short stilts; Johnson stands by her side 
(Figure 2.15). Recently discovered archival footage found in Jonas Mekas’ Walden: Diaries, 
Notes, and Sketches reveals that the event was in fact well attended.113 In what appears to be the 
corner of Central Park near Columbus Circle, numerous people (the actual number is hard to 
discern due to the footage’s choppiness) are happily toiling on stilts of various heights.114 
Children are teetering alongside the elderly, most seeming to be visitors to the Park drawn to the 
unusual antics. Shiny silver streamers wave in the background, and a group of people stretch out 
a length of orange cloth through the trees, perhaps foreshadowing Christo’s The Gates 
installation from 2005.115 Note that the meeting Gruen describes, quoted above, was also 
announced in the Village Voice. It is possible Johnson used these announcements in the 
alternative newspaper to find new members for his network, pre-vetted by dint of being a reader 
of the publication. The footage of the Stilt Walk Meeting shows that he was successful in doing 
so in at least this instance. 
Johnson performed his “Nothings” throughout most of the 1960s. By the time of Sevim 
Feschi's interview for the Smithsonian Institute’s Oral History project in 1968, Johnson 
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considered his "Nothings" to be in the past: “Well, the ‘nothings’ are now pretty much in the 
past. I like the idea of ‘nothingness,’ but having done ‘nothings,’ I don’t have to re-do them. I’ve 
completed them.”116 Johnson’s “Nothings” had, in sum, served their purpose by the late 1960s. 
They afforded an opportunity for Johnson’s correspondents to meet and interact with one another 
apart from their letters and for Johnson to relish in the chance events created in these gatherings. 
The “Nothing” performances, particularly when functioning as the NYCS meetings, were 
manifestations of Johnson’s contrived social network. While Johnson discontinued his 
“Nothings,” he persisted in performance, drawing old and new members into his network for 
several more decades. His last documented performance took place in 1988 as part of an Al 
Hansen exhibition at the Gracie Mansion Gallery in New York, which also included Larry Poons 
and Vito Acconci, three individuals Johnson would have been keen to include in his social 
network’s roster.117 Importantly, Johnson’s performances both predated and outlasted the New 
York Correspondance School itself. 
 
The NYCS as Democracy and Microtopia 
 There is a persistent sense of community throughout accounts of the NYCS’s various 
outlets. The non-hierarchic nature is reflected in its meeting invitations, saved by Johnson’s close 
friend, the mathematician Toby R. Spiselman: “MEETING SEATING at Finch College, New 
York City––a seating chart for 77 women and one man, dead, alive, famous and unknown.”118 
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Everyone in the NYCS received the same mailer template to work on and return to Johnson or 
send to another correspondent. Also, everyone was depicted as an identical bunny head––as was 
Johnson himself––without any defining features. Indeed, NYCS members enjoyed relative 
equality amongst themselves, and even (ostensibly) with Johnson himself. Johnson conceivably 
courted this democratic culture, perhaps a consequence of his working class upbringing; Johnson 
was not from an elite social class, and therefore did not aspire to impose a class system in his 
network. From comments he made in interviews early in his career, it appears that he considered 
maintaining a “working class lifestyle” key to his artistic process. “To preserve his creative 
isolation,” critic Grace Glueck noted in 1965, “Johnson lives in ‘voluntary poverty’ on the Lower 
East Side.” She continues to quote the artist: “My apartment is absolutely bare––a table, a bed, a 
chair, a typewriter a coffee pot. I can’t stand works of art––they have too many associations. 
Living this way, I can do what I want––which is, to write letters.”119 
 Scholars have noted similar democratic tendencies in other postwar artists’ practices. 
Anthony Grudin argues that Andy Warhol’s working class background made him particularly 
aware of, and able to appropriate, advertising and visual strategies of popular culture. In Andy 
Warhol’s Working Class, Grudin looks at some of Warhol’s most iconic subjects––Campbell’s 
Soup, Brillo Pads, Coca-Cola––and shows how Warhol’s appropriation and reproduction of them 
both disseminated and interrogated the egalitarian messages they promoted.120  Like Warhol, 
Johnson also came from an immigrant, working class community, and strove to propel himself 
forward in the New York art world. It is likely that this shared background fueled the artists’ 
close friendship; indeed, the two worked together as graphic designers for book covers and 
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department store windows.  
 In addition to his appropriation of popular brand images, Grudin also discusses Warhol’s 
adoption of interactive artistic culture aimed at the middle and working classes, namely the 
paint-by-numbers and mail order art schools that exploded in popularity in the 1950s.121 Grudin 
notes that these kits and mail order services were purposefully associated with economic success 
by bringing “fine art” into the average home and bestowing “unnatural talent” on the average 
individual.122 Johnson’s mail art likewise brought art-making into the home. His templates were 
akin to the paint-by-numbers kits. Both provided outlines to be filled in (though the kits included 
significant instructions) and conferred a sense of artistic and creative achievement on 
individuals. 
 Gwen Allen also looks at the democratizing function of art in Artists’ Magazines: An 
Alternative Space for Art. Here, Allen focuses on artists’ use of ephemeral, mass-produced 
magazine publications as an alternative exhibition space in the 1960s and the 1970s. She draws 
heavily from Walter Benjamin’s canonical text “The Work of Art in the Age of its Mechanical 
Reproduction” in which the philosopher argues that through mass production, images change 
quality; namely, they lose their “aura.”123 Allen argues further that this mass-produced and 
distributed state opens the work of art for political and social possibilities.124 She sees artists’ 
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magazines as capable of shaping a utopian (or dystopian) space in which critique of arts’ 
institutions and audiences can occur, and moreover, artists’ magazines construct distinct material 
conditions and social relationships. “To publish art,” Allen contends, “to literally make it public–
–was a political act, one that challenged the art world and the world at large.”125 Here, Allen’s 
assertions dovetail with Lucy R. Lippard’s ideas concerning the “dematerialization” of the art 
object as artists’ solution to the problem of being bought and sold so easily in the traditional art 
economic system.126 Artists’ magazines defined themselves against the mainstream media and 
commercial art magazines, comparable to Johnson’s disavowal of the art market via mail art. As 
Allen notes, artists participated in the discourse surrounding their work within the pages of the 
alternative magazines, eschewing the historical hierarchy of critics, taste, and quality.127 The 
artists’ magazines, therefore, fostered and maintained a non-hierarchic community of artists. But 
is a community without hierarchies necessarily democratic? Allen concedes that Artforum, 
founded as a renegade publication in 1962, became more powerful in defining taste than either 
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galleries or museums.128 Allen highlights Lynda Benglis’ now canonical advertisement in 
Artforum’s November 1974 issue as an example of an artist’s need to subvert what was once 
subversive itself (Figure 2.16).129 Johnson, too, used advertisements as renegade performance 
spaces. Katherine J. Wright looks specifically at Johnson’s conceptual “Robin Gallery” whose 
exhibitions he announced in publications like the Village Voice.130 Allen alludes to the difficulty 
in claiming a democratic structure for unstable artistic frameworks; I believe that Johnson’s mail 
art and New York Correspondance School is similarly problematic in this regard.131 
 Claire Bishop’s critique of the 1990s artistic tendencies generally known as Relational 
Aesthetics provides a precedent for my questions concerning the democratic nature of Johnson’s 
project. Like Johnson’s NYCS, Relational Aesthetics is often understood as practices that create 
communities by establishing interactive encounters between individuals or groups of people. In 
“Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics,” Bishop questions the democracy typically assumed of 
these communities.132 She is largely responding to Nicolas Bourriaud’s conception of the various 
practices; he sees a structure to the artworks that produces social relationships.133 Indeed, in his 
compilation of writings on the subject, Bourriaud seems to understand these artists’ practices as 
constructing small utopias—or “microtopias” as he calls them—rather than representing them.134 
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For Bourriaud, the participatory turn in art in the 1990s follows the Fluxus theorization of 
“spectator participation” and is also a “hangover” of mail art; these practices develop a 
“friendship culture,” which he assumes equates with a democratic culture.135 Bishop particularly 
challenges the structure that Bourriaud sees in the practices of Relational Aesthetics; she calls it 
“erratic.”136 Bishop asks: what kinds of social models do relational aesthetics produce? She 
focuses on the projects of two artists, Rirkrit Tiravanija and Liam Gillick, in her answer to this 
question. Here, I focus only on her discussion of Tiravanija’s work for brevity.  
 For Tiravanija, the involvement of the audience is his artwork. In 1992, he made pad thai 
for gallery visitors at the 303 Gallery in New York, called Untitled (Free). He expanded this 
project in Untitled (Tomorrow is Another Day) at the Kölnischer Kunstverein in 1996, where he 
transformed the gallery space into a replica of his New York apartment; here, gallery visitors 
could use the kitchen, lounge on the couch, and go about other banal activities. These works 
erode the distinctions between institutional and social space, and between the artist and the 
viewer. Indeed, “lots of people” are typically included in Tiravanija’s materials lists.137 Bishop 
acknowledges that a community is formed in these works; she concedes that his work is “good 
because it permits networking.”138 Yet, Bishop sees this community as too comfortable within its 
idea of togetherness, that there is neither debate nor antagonism: “there is no inherent friction 
since the situation is what Bourriaud calls ‘microtopian’: it produces a community whose 
members identify with each other, because they have something in common.”139 She cites at 
length Jerry Saltz’ review of the show in Art in America to support her contention; I do so here 
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At 303 Gallery I regularly sat with or was joined by a stranger, and it was nice. The gallery 
became a place for sharing, jocularity and frank talk. I had an amazing run of meals with 
art dealers. Once I ate with Paula Cooper who recounted a long, complicated bit of 
professional gossip. Another day, Lisa Spellman related in hilarious detail a story of 
intrigue about a fellow dealer trying, unsuccessfully, to woo one of her artists. About a 
week later I ate with David Zwirner. I bumped into him on the street, and he said, 
“nothing’s going right today, let’s go to Rirkrit’s.” We did, and he talked about a lack of 
excitement in the New York art world. Another time I ate with Gavin Brown, the artist and 
dealer . . . who talked about the collapse of SoHo—only he welcomed it, felt it was about 
time, that the galleries had been showing too much mediocre art. Later in the show’s run, I 
was joined by an unidentified woman and a curious flirtation filled the air. Another time I 
chatted with a young artist who lived in Brooklyn who had real insights about the shows 
he’d just seen.140 
 
Saltz’ review of Tiravanija’s exhibition is eerily similar to John Gruen’s review of a Johnson 
Nothing event previously cited. Both critics stress the sociability of the experience; they note the 
acquaintances both old and new that they met through the machinations of the respective artists’ 
projects. Plunkett’s recollections, however, are more similar to Saltz’ recounting of Tiravanija’s 
exhibition, for like the critic, Plunkett is specific in the individuals he saw and connected with at 
the Nothing event. Plunkett names artists, and Saltz names dealers; both suggest membership 
within each group through the evocation of those names. Here, we have two instances of the 
“microtopia” Bourriaud identifies in his text; moreover, the microtopias can be traced back to 
their artist progenitors. 
 Drawing from Rosalyn Deutsche’s work on the function of art in the public sphere, Bishop 
asserts that a community remains democratic insofar as its exclusions are acknowledged and 
taken into account, which thereby opens the group to contestation;141 I will do so for Johnson’s 
NYCS here. First, membership into the NYCS was “invite-only” and often extended via indirect 
means. Take for example Christopher Andreae’s perplexing, yet typical, invitation: 
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I mean, what would you do? I am certain only of my own uncertainty. I am now a member 
of the New York Correspondence School. I know this because it says so on the postcard: 
“April 29, 1969/Dear John, Mr. Andreae is now a member of the New York 
Correpondence School./Ray Johnson.” You observe that Mr. Johnson is not writing to me. 
He is writing to John. Further evidence on the same card suggests that the said John, who 
may or may not have seen Mr. Johnson’s note, is John Willenbecher. I know this because 
Mr. Willenbecher sent a brief note to Mr. Johnson––on the same side of the card.142 
 
Andreae’s invitation arrived to him via a circuitous route; he spends the rest of his column 
deciding upon an appropriate response, an exercise that proves to be almost existential in its 
possibilities. Indeed, Andreae’s membership was neither complete nor guaranteed, for Johnson 
maintained and often exercised his right as the founder and organizer of the NYCS to remove 
anyone from its membership at will. He often included membership terminations in his mailers, 
complete with the individual’s offense.143  
 Moreover, Johnson was protective of the mail art and its possible exhibition once it was in 
his possession. During the 1970 Whitney New York Correspondance School exhibition, for 
example, Johnson visited the museum daily, and left Tucker notes on his various complaints on 
its current state: “M. Tucker––The Maria Herscovitz’ post card is coming loose and should 
probably be stapled. Is it Sam Wiener who has rubber stamped little wieners on at least five or 
six different places on various letters? R. Johnson (frowning bunny head).”144 Also: 
Dear Marcia, Toby and I were in to peek again at the Exhibition and I noticed that the tops 
of the glass cases hadn’t been cleaned off of drippy glass marks from the cock tail [sic.] 
party of last week really! Also little wieners have appeared in tongue and tail of my snakes 
also on the large Secunda WIENERS also in a lot of places and I tried to telephone Sam 
Wiener to discuss this but he was not inprobably [sic.] off on his yacht to Buzzard Bay and 
if Sam has official permission to deface things in the show, I would like also to have 
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official permission come in and plonk things on his art works.145 
 
Johnson allowed neither disrespect nor correspondents who overstepped their bounds. Though 
the NYCS was a community, it is important to acknowledge that it was centered on Johnson and 
was entirely dependent on his desires and directions. Johnson’s role in the NYCS is akin to that 
of a choreographer of a ballet, essential to the creation and direction of the production by 
manipulating its actors behind the scenes to tell a story of his own making. 
 At this juncture, it is important to note the distinction between democratic membership and 
democratic practices. Bishop seems to conflate the two, though she questions if Tiravanija’s pad 
thai would continue to be served with equal openness if those “seeking genuine asylum” walked 
into the gallery.146 Johnson’s practice of mail art, namely its ability to bypass traditional art 
institutions in its distribution, remains steadfastly democratic. The long-established alignment of 
Johnson’s practice as entirely democratic, however, must be seriously qualified to acknowledge 
that he was working within a group that was already homogenous in its ideas and ideals. 
  
The Death of the New York Correspondance School 
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 The New York Correspondence School, described by critic Thomas Albright in 
“Rolling Stone” as the “oldest and most influential” died this afternoon before sunset on a 
beach where a large Canadian goose had settled down on it’s [sic.] Happy Hunting 
Ground, was sitting there obviously very tired and ill and I said to it “Oh, you poor 
thing.”  It mustered up whatever strength it had and waddled away from me. “How 
beautiful!” I thought. “How like a bird—about to die and yet having some courage to try 
to go on”. And then it lifted it’s [sic.] legs and wings and shit out some black shit it was 
such a large heavy bird it flapped it’s [sic.] wings and I studied the curve of the wings I 
thought Anne Wilson would like to see them. It just wanted to be alone to die without a 
human standing there talking to it. I felt so bad. So it flew off and soon I was aware I 
couldn’t see it anymore it had gone. Maybe if I go back there tomorrow, the tide will 
have washed up it’s [sic.] feathery body. 
 
 Ruth Ford died her black hair blonde. 
 
 I telephoned her. “Breeze from the Gulf”. 
 
 The stars look very different today. Ground Control to Major Tom. Time to leave the 
Capsule. I’m stepping through the door. Tell my wife I love her very much. 
 
Most sincerely yours, 
Buddha University147 
 
Eleven years after it was founded, Johnson “killed off” his New York Correspondance 
School with only a cryptic metaphor of a dying Canadian goose provided as explanation. 
Immense and indomitable, Johnson’s dying Canadian goose struggles to continue, but surrenders 
to its exhaustion and wants to expire alone and with dignity. The symbolism is clear. Johnson’s 
New York Correspondance School was like the goose, elegant but burdened by its size, flying 
messages all over the world without rest. The time had come for it to end with quiet ceremony.148 
The New York Correspondance School had exhausted itself. 
It can only be surmised why Johnson abandoned his mail art endeavors. The 1970s were 
witness to his burgeoning success in solo exhibitions (which will be the focus of the next chapter 
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of this work.)  Perhaps he experienced a moment of crisis in the midst of the sudden demand for 
his collages and felt that he could not spilt his attention between the two endeavors and produce 
work of the quality he desired. Whatever the reason, the New York Correspondance School’s 
“death” was short-lived.149 Johnson resurrected it exactly two months later by sending out a 
single sentence mailer that read: “The New York Correspondence School did not die.”150 The 
NYCS still operated in the interim under the guise of other names such as his various clubs, 
including the Buddha University, the author of the NYCS’ obituary. The NYCS was too valuable 
as a source of material. It was a conceptual medium that served as an entrance into his social 
network, from which Johnson mined the people, things, and events that formed the contents of 
his collages. The two branches of his art were intertwined, dependent on one another.  
 The connection between Johnson’s mail art practice and his collages becomes even more 
apparent in the 1970s. The abundance of source material provided by the NYCS resulted in an 
explosion of collages centered on specific themes that informed his work for the rest of his 
career. His compositions became denser, replete with the people, objects, and events culled from 
the mass of correspondence that he sent and received under the auspices of his mail art network. 
This change was most likely triggered by the 1970 Whitney Museum of American Art’s 
exhibition, Ray Johnson: New York Correspondance School. The analogous dates between the 
two cannot be a coincidence. In the final section of this chapter, I argue that the Whitney show 
served a dual function. First, it granted Johnson’s mail art project a degree of institutional 
approval, which permitted Johnson to incorporate content gleaned from the NYCS into his 
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commercially viable work. Second, it was the first time that Johnson could view the expanse of 
the NYCS in a single showing which made apparent the potential for integrating his ephemeral 
material into collage production through game strategies. Johnson’s mail art likewise brought 
art-making into people’s homes, namely the templates that encouraged his correspondents to 
imaginatively decorate the minimal outlines he had provided. 
  
One Large Inside Joke: The NYCS at the Whitney Museum of American Art 
 
Humor was a major formative element of Johnson’s mail art.151 Both Johnson and his 
correspondents employed humor to confront personal, social, political, and art-world issues. 
Their intent was to engage with one another in a non-combative manner with the goal of 
challenging beliefs and attitudes in ways that were both personally meaningful and socially 
relevant.152 Comic art often works on a subconscious level; a viewer may not intellectually 
engage with it, but the message is still absorbed—subtly, but unequivocally.153 Examining the 
humor in Johnson’s mail art in its full complexity not only uncovers witty manipulations of 
language and images, but also a sophisticated agenda communicated through layers of meaning 
that warrant attention. 
Johnson was far from the first artist to use humor in his work; one can look toward the 
French satirist Honoré Daumier as an earlier proponent of this strategy, but artists contemporary 
to Johnson were also cultivating humor and absurdity in their work without sacrificing the 
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152 Sheri R. Klein examines how feminist artists specifically employ humor to confront and 
understand various personal, professional, and social issues.  Sheri R. Klein, “Comic Liberation: 
The Feminist Face of Humor in Contemporary Art,” Art Education 61 (March, 2008): 47–52. 







seriousness with which they viewed it. Sol LeWitt, for example, knew of the absurdity behind 
many of his more complex wall drawings, but did not think of them as trivial.154 Eva Hesse also 
courted the absurd in her work, saying of sculptures such as Hang-Up (Figure 2.18), “It is so 
extreme and that is why I like it and don’t like it. It is so absurd…It’s the most ridiculous 
structure I have ever made and that is why it is really good… It is very surreal, very strange. It is 
weird.”155 One must also cite 1960s artists’ adoption of comic book iconography when 
considering humor in art, such as Philip Guston’s transformation to comic abstraction. Guston’s 
indebtedness to comic book imagery is well documented, particularly the one-eyed head derived 
from the comic strip by R. Crumb. The recent exhibition of his “Poor Richard” series at Hauser 
and Wirth, a group of drawings in which he made male genitalia look remarkably like Richard 
Nixon’s head, shows that the artist used humor as satire (Figure 2.19).156 Johnson’s use of 
humor, however, is arguably derived from the Fluxus tradition of humorous performance. A 
notable example is Flux Divorce (1971), during which Fluxus artists Bici Forbes and Geoff 
Hendricks “celebrated” their divorce by ritually dividing in half, using a chainsaw and other 
																																																						
154 For example, the directions for Wall Drawing 47: “A wall divided into fifteen equal parts, 
each with a different line direction, all combinations.”  Janet Passehl in conversation with the 
author, January 2010. 
155 Eva Hesse cited in Cindy Nemser, ed., Art Talk: Conversations with 15 Women Artists (New 
York: Icon Editions, 1995, 2nd. and Enl. Ed.,), 180. 
156 This exhibition, Philip Guston: Laughter in the Dark, Drawings from 1971 and 1975 (Hauser 
& Wirth, New York, November 1, 2016–January 28, 2017) was the first time Guston’s “Poor 
Richard” drawing series, which total over 170, was shown in its entirety. The exhibition 
purposefully opened a week before the 2016 election with the hope that (according to the 
exhibition’s curators, Sally Radic and Guston’s daughter, Musa Guston) the works would offer a 
“case study” in how to confront and artistically overcome a disturbing political situation. Indeed, 
Hyperallergic titled its review of the show “In Philip Guston’s Nixon Drawings, a Tool Kit for 
Satirizing Loathsome Presidents.” Sally Radic in conversation with the author, November 1, 
2016; Benjamin Sutton, “In Philip Guston’s Nixon Drawings, a Tool Kit for Satirizing 








implements, all of their shared property.157 Unlike these artists, however, Johnson organized 
humor through the New York Correspondance School into what can only be described as a 
performative game. 
The artist and game designer, Professor Mary Flanagan, provides a parallel between 
subversive art and subversive game play, terming the hybrid of activities “critical play.” 
Throughout her book Critical Play: Radical Game Design, Flanagan explores the historical 
context and social implications of “critical play,” and defines the phenomena as “a means to 
create or occupy play environments and activities that represent one or more questions about 
aspects of human life…Critical play is characterized by a careful examination of social, cultural, 
political, or even personal themes that function as alternates to popular play spaces.”158 I locate 
Johnson’s mail art activities—not only his “Nothing” performances, but also all the practices 
described above that fall under the umbrella of the NYCS—as “performative games.” All games 
incorporate some performance in that they require action from its players, whether thinking, 
running, or guessing. As Flanagan notes, performance “constitutes a spectrum of cultural 
practices including theater, dance, music, event making, ritual, and spectacle.”159 A performative 
game, therefore, accomplishes critical play when it uses an element of performance to influence 
society, or offer a playful or utopian version of the world. 
At every level of the NYCS, Johnson staged various forms of participation and created 
interactive events; he gave preference to the performance of his mail art activities over the 
objects themselves, as he once explained to David Bourdon: “The contents is the contents; the 
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Rothfuss (Minneapolis: The Walker Art Center, 1993), 123–139. 
158 Mary Flanagan, Critical Play: Radical Game Design (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 2009), 6. 






address are [sic.] the address. It is very clear. Your question ‘Is this an art form’ is the art 
form.”160 I have argued that one purpose of his practice was to collect “social capital,” or people, 
places, and events, to construct a social network. I now propose a second motivation behind his 
mail art activities: that Johnson sought to create an egalitarian society though his social network, 
and in so doing critique the institutions—social, political, and artistic—that opposed such an 
endeavor. The 1970 Whitney exhibition of the New York Correspondance School operates as a 
framework in which to explore Johnson’s “critical play” operations. The Whitney show is a key 
moment for Johnson as he executed his critique within the system he was critiquing.  
The correspondence preserved in the Ray Johnson Estate archives reveals that the artist 
turned the proposal and organization of the Whitney’s NYCS exhibition into a performative 
game. By the time Johnson sent this proposal to Tucker, the NYCS was already well-known and 
receiving considerable coverage in the art press. When Tucker did not “play the game” by 
responding to Johnson’s letter, he sent her a terse, one sentence follow-up a few months later: 
“You never answered my letter of November 1st in which I proposed an exhibition of the New 
York Correspondance School…”161 Johnson’s persistence in his exchange with Tucker 
succeeded; Tucker responded to Johnson’s second attempt and returned to him a letter that was 
lighthearted and playful in tone: “I think it’s a STUPENDOUS idea and hope everyone else does 
too,” and ends her chummy note with a series of three questions: “Where are you? Where the 
hell is Locust Valley?  How are you?”  She signed off with “A kiss” and a comical drawing of a 
																																																						
160 Ray Johnson cited in David Bourdon, “An Interview with nosnhoJ yaR,” Artforum 3 
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smiling creature that resembles something between a mouse and a flower.162 Tucker entered 
herself and the Whitney Museum into Johnson’s mail art game with this reply. In this manner 
she welcomed its performance inside the museum’s walls, and unknowingly became an 
accomplice to Johnson’s larger agenda. 
Johnson’s NYCS has long been understood as a form of institutional critique, an art 
practice that challenged the instrumentalization of art and particularly the hegemonic dominance 
of the New York art scene.163 As early as 1969, David Bourdon wrote, “The most radical aspect 
of the NYCS is the attempted overturning of the American art market through the free 
distribution of art. Johnson’s mail-away art can’t be bought or sold but only received—whether 
the recipient wants it or not.”164 By using the postal service as a means of distribution, Johnson 
bypassed the typical gallery and museum system to circulate his work. Johnson designed the 
NYCS to incite participation, but he set no restrictions as to the form of that participation; his 
correspondents’ mail art could take almost any form, as long as it could be sent via post. Johnson 
relinquished control when he granted his correspondents this agency, a particularly activist 
stance that challenged the traditional notion of artistic genius upon which the established gallery 
and museum system relied. An exhibition of the New York Correspondance School in any 
institutionalized setting, and particularly within a museum—a public authority of cultural taste—
situated Johnson’s critique within the system that it was addressing. 
The exhibition of the NYCS inside the Whitney also challenged the notion that a work of 
art became a dead or dying object once it entered a museum. In his essay “On the Museum’s 
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Ruins,” Douglas Crimp uses writings by Theodor W. Adorno and Hilton Kramer to examine the 
perception of death and decay in art and museums. He ultimately argues that museums no longer 
serve as storehouses for art, but are now the inspirations or intentions for it.165 Crimp opens his 
essay with the following passage from Adorno’s “Valéry Proust Museum”: 
The German word museal [museumlike] has unpleasant undertones. It describes objects 
to which the observer no longer has a vital relationship and which are in the process of 
dying. They owe their preservation more to historical respect than to the needs of the 
present. Museum and mausoleum are connected by more than phonetic association. 
Museums are family sepulchers of works of art.166 
Allan Kaprow expressed similar opinions to Adorno’s in a conversation with Robert 
Smithson in 1967: “There was once an art which was conceived for the museums, and the fact 
that the museums look like mausolea may actually reveal to us the attitude we’ve had to art in the 
past. It was a form of paying respect to the dead.”167 The NYCS, however, was a living organism 
for which Johnson served as both the brain and heart. He sent ideas and energy that powered the 
network to grow in membership and motivation. Unlike other exhibitions of a more conventional 
nature, Ray Johnson: New York Correspondance School did not signal the demise of mail art. 
Instead, it highlighted its ongoing process—one that would outlive the Whitney’s exhibition.168 
Moreover, Johnson’s choice of the Whitney formed a pointed critique of that particular 
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museum that challenged its founding principles. Gertrude Vanderbilt founded the Whitney 
Museum in 1930 to support living American artists unable to compete with the dominance of 
European artists at the beginning of the twentieth century.169 Like the artists that formed the 
museum’s original collection, Johnson was an American artist whose work did not comply with 
mainstream art market values. Johnson chose the Whitney as the venue for his NYCS exhibition 
because he could remind the museum and the public of its founding mission and draw attention 
to how it had veered from that course.170     
Correspondence in the Ray Johnson Estate Archives, the Whitney Museum’s Archives, 
and comments Tucker made during her interview for the Smithsonian’s Oral History Project 
suggest that the museum was reluctant to accept Johnson’s proposal. The museum administration 
only did so because they had already received large quantities of mail art, leaving the museum no 
choice but to proceed.171 The timeline of events recorded in the correspondence between Johnson 
and Tucker supports this conjecture; Tucker sent Johnson the official acceptance of his proposal 
in early July and informed him that the show would run from September 9 through October 12 of 
that year.172 This left Johnson two months to collect materials from his correspondents. There is 
																																																						
169 Vanderbilt first opened the Whitney Studio in Greenwich in 1914, where she exhibited 
contemporary American art, and often bought the work of the artists she exhibited.  By 1929, she 
had amassed a collection of over 500 works, which she offered to the Metropolitan Museum of 
Art as a gift. When the Metropolitan refused her offer, she founded the Whitney Museum of 
American Art.  
170 Johnson’s motivations are similar to those of Marcel Duchamp when he surreptitiously 
submitted an inverted urinal which he signed under the false name “R. Mutt” to the first 
exhibition of the Society of Independent Artists in 1917 to test their mandate that all works 
submitted would be accepted.  
171 “Oral History Interview with Marcia Tucker,” interviewed by Paul Cummings, 1978 August 
11–September 8. Smithsonian Institution, Washington D.C. 
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closed a day early, on October 5, to make room for an exhibition on Georgia O’Keeffe. Marcia 
Tucker to Ray Johnson, July 9, 1970.  Box 48: Personal Correspondence, “Whitney 1970.”  Ray 






a copy of the mailer Johnson sent to his members, a simple printed black rectangle with the 
direction “Send letters, post cards, drawings and objects to Marcia Tucker, New York 
Correspondance School Exhibition, Whitney Museum Madison Ave.  And 75 St., N.Y.C. 
10021,” in the Ray Johnson Estate archives. It is, however, addressed to a NYCS member named 
John and dated June 12, a month before Tucker sent Johnson an official acceptance of his 
proposal.173 While carried out in a playful, lighthearted manner, Johnson had very serious 
motivations behind his determined insistence of an exhibition of the NYCS at the Whitney. To 
return to the notion of critical play, the exhibition can be viewed as a performance of his larger 
mail art project/game that sought to manipulate the dominant museum culture by introducing a 
utopian, participatory art game that was neither reliant on its preference nor its approval. By 
locating this performance within the museum, Johnson coerced the Whitney into conceding 
institutional acceptance, and perhaps even encouragement, to continue in activities that 
undermined its authority.174  
 The negative reviews published in response to the exhibition indicate that Johnson made 
those who decide and rely on the dominance of the status quo in the art world uncomfortable and 
defensive. Hilton Kramer provided a vehement example of this antagonism in a review he wrote 
for the New York Times, of which the passage below provides an example:  
																																																																																																																																																																														
Weil, Mrs. Tucker Mr. Monte, Mr. Doty, Mr. Levine, August 26, 1970, Folder 24: RAY 
JOHNSON: NEW YORK CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL EXHIBITION, Sept.2–Oct. 6,1970, 
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American Art Archives, New York. 
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three men.  Ray Johnson to John, June 12, 1970. Ray Johnson Estate and Archive, New York, 
New York. 
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Certain artists retain an “underground” reputation because their work is too powerful, too 
disruptive, too original and troubling to fit comfortably into our conventional categories 
of appreciation. But others retain their underground status simply because their work is 
too slight—too perishable and inconsequential—to survive the clear light of day. What 
may be amusing as the private sport of a happy few often looks merely inane when 
mounted as a museum exhibition for the public at large. Ray Johnson is an underground 
artist of the latter type. For years he has been sending people little drawings, collages and 
other visual ephemera through the mail, and—I gather—receiving similar items in reply. 
I’ve received a sizable number of these “communications” myself over the years, but I’ve 
never been tempted to keep them. They are always good for 10 seconds of amusement 
amid the more solemn messages that generally clutter one’s morning mail, but the 
wastebasket has always seemed their proper resting place…As something to receive in 
the mail, a Ray Johnson work is often a delight—a very, very brief delight. But the 
current show at the Whitney doesn’t persuade me that the ultimate home for this work is 
a museum. The wastebasket still seems just about right.175   
Kramer’s review is in keeping with his reputation as an unapologetically conservative 
and bombastic critic. He believed that he was a defender of high art against the influx of popular 
culture and the Whitney Museum was one of his favorite battlegrounds.176 This review seems 
exceptionally harsh for a small show in the lobby of a museum that he considered “not so much 
an art exhibition as a display of various junk that a group of like-minded artists and associates 
agree to find amusing.”177 Superficially, Kramer attacks Johnson’s mail art exhibition because he 
classifies the work displayed as ephemera intended to provide momentary entertainment before 
being discarded. The critic, however, was responding to the transgressive motivations that he 
sensed were behind its appearance inside a museum. Memoranda preserved in the Whitney 
Museum’s archives suggest that many staff members shared Kramer’s lack of respect and 
suspicion towards the exhibition. They were eager to take down the show. It was de-installed a 
day early to make room for an upcoming exhibition on Georgia O’Keeffe, and Tucker saved it 
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from the garbage heap. She insisted that all the mail artworks be sent back to Johnson.178 The 
exhibition of Johnson’s mail art network in a prominent New York art institution transformed his 
activities from fleeting amusements among a select group of individuals to an event received by 
thousands imbued with the seriousness of the museum’s authority.  
 Johnson’s brief statement in the exhibition brochure is as follows:  
 
Make love letters not war. 
 
Meet “Dear Ruth” 
Whose love letters should have been mailed 
In asbestos envelopes . . . Whose sister got 
Her engaged to five men at once! Broadway 
Roared at her for 680 performances, Chicago 
Laughed for 15 months, Los Angeles hugged her 
For 252 days. Now it’s a wonderful movie and 
The whole wide world can love “Ruth,” too. 
Make love letters not war.179 
 
At this juncture, I want to add to the discourse on Johnson a rumination on his connection 
to current political events.180 I believe Johnson’s statement for the Whitney Museum exhibition, 
when considered in the context of contemporary political events, is germane: the Vietnam War. 
As Flanagan notes, changes in larger social or cultural situations often incite changes in games 
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played during that time.181 While Johnson was neither a vocal political activist nor activist 
artist—the only existing documentation of any comments that could be construed as political are 
a few letters in which he expressed his dislike and distrust of President Nixon—his statement 
intertwines several anti-war themes and endows his mail art project with significance relevant to 
greater societal happenings.182 
 US combat troops first entered Vietnam in 1965, five years before the Whitney Museum 
exhibition of Johnson’s work. American involvement escalated in 1968 with the Tet Offensive, 
and with it came an escalation of anti-war sentiment stateside. The first line of Johnson’s 
statement satirizes the anti-war slogan of the 1960s counter culture “Make love, not war,” that 
expressed the belief among American youth that marriage was a tool for those who supported the 
war and therefore practiced “free love” to rebel against the governing status quo. Johnson 
inserted the word “letter” into the slogan to form the first line of his statement. While the artist 
may have merely appropriated a well-known statement of the time to promote his work, which 
would have depoliticized the slogan, perhaps the opposite occurs: Johnson’s adoption of the 
slogan starts to politicize the New York Correspondance School. The fact that Johnson used his 
version of the slogan to introduce the rest of his statement, which also relates to war, supports 
this latter assertion. The body of Johnson’s brief statement relates to the plot of the popular play 
and film Dear Ruth.183 The story is a comedy of errors. A young woman named Ruth Wilkins 
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discovers that her younger, politically active sister Miriam used her name and picture when she 
wrote to a soldier stationed overseas to boost his morale. Trouble and humor begin when the 
soldier arrives at the Wilkins’ house during his 2-day leave in search of his pen pal, and Ruth 
agrees to continue the charade although she is recently engaged to another man. 
 When considered within this context, Johnson’s mail art activities resonate with those of 
Chilean artist Eugenio Dittborn, who makes paintings disguised as letters which he folds and 
sends in packages through the international postal system. Initiated during the Chilean coup 
d’état of 1973, and developed further during the country’s economic boom in the late 1980s and 
early 1990s, Dittborn’s Airmail Paintings are overtly political whereas Johnson’s are 
ambiguously political. Both artists, however, employ the postal system in operations of artistic 
infiltration and capitalize on the mail’s inherent furtive nature to circulate during a time of 
censorship and narrow perimeters of artistic expression.184 Though Dittborn’s work largely 
comprises silkscreen images of printed sources collaged onto his supports, he and Johnson’s 
mailed work shares similar traces of production and history, most evident in the stamps used to 
move the works through the postal system from one location to the next. Indeed, the envelopes 
used to deliver NYCS mail art often matched the contents in complexity and creativity. Take, for 
example, the envelope sent to Johnson from mail artist Mike Dyar (Figure 2.19).185 Stamped 
with “EAT ART,” Dyar’s mail art name, and postmarked and stamped numerous times, the 
envelope visually records its journey from coast to coast. While Dittborn’s Airmail Paintings 
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openly delivered visual documentation of political and cultural events like a Trojan Horse,186 
Johnson conveyed veiled imagery, largely in communication with his fellow homosexual 
community, but also brought together large groups of people when the country was fracturing 
over the strife wrought by the Vietnam War. 
 Johnson dedicated his lone statement for the first major exhibition of his New York 
Correspondance School to efforts to forge human connections through written letters in the face 
of war. The significance of this cannot go unrecognized. At its core, the New York 
Correspondance School was about connecting people to one another in an arena of freedom and 
resistance. The NYCS’s insistent and unrestricted presence in the Whitney Museum of American 
Art was an instance of resistance to the hegemonic dominance of the prevailing art institutions of 
the time and an advocacy for the importance of the egalitarian and the ephemeral at a moment 
when the art world valued the power of sublime expressivity in paintings. It was a powerful 
display of art’s ability to nourish relationships throughout a large and heterogeneous group of 
people. The NYCS show at the Whitney can be considered a single act within a larger, extended 
performance that attempted to influence society by creating a Utopian community in which 
nurturing and playful relationships were fostered despite the violent reality of the war and the 
protests against it. The anti-war movement, which had its origins in peaceful demonstrations by 
peace activists and liberal intellectuals on college campuses, had escalated to national levels 
marked with violence. The Kent State shootings had occurred only a few months before and 
unrest was now finding a voice inside a major cultural institution in which diverse communities 
came together for a common purpose. 
Johnson’s mail art network employed tactics of humor and games to create a Utopian 
																																																						






community that fostered personal contacts to negate the elitist and violent aspects of the larger 
art institutions and political situations that it sought to critique.187 Besides this motivation, the 
NYCS also served a utilitarian purpose: the collection of ready material for later use in his larger 
collages. We do not know if any of the mail art sent to the Whitney for the 1970 exhibition 
survived. According memoranda kept in the Whitney Museum’s archives, all the materials 
displayed in the exhibition were returned to Johnson two weeks after the show was taken 
down.188 There is no documentation that relates whether this took place, and if so, Johnson left 
no sign as to whether he kept the mail art once it arrived, threw it away himself, or reused it in 
more mail art or in his collages. The only remaining documentation of the works included are 
cursory checklists with objects listed such as “Stone and photo and one drawing with clips” and 
“Small carton with empty matches, film, post-card, etc. and also 1 letter.”189 
 While the mail art materials included in the Whitney may not have survived, the show 
itself had lasting ramifications for Johnson’s collage practice. The collages that Johnson 
produced following this show have busier compositions, densely populated with the social 
capital that he collected through the NYCS. I contend that this aesthetic transformation was 
instigated by a revision of his artistic intent. Prior to the 1970 NYCS show, Johnson was 
employing imagery infused with personal meaning in his collages, as already established here; 
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this personal imagery is more defined in later collages. It is clearer, repetitive, and somewhat 
more systematized. There is no definitive documentation that states that the 1970 Whitney show 
was the inspiration for this change, but the timing between the two events cannot be a 
coincidence. Why did the Whitney serve as a catalyst for the evolution in Johnson’s collages? 
We can only speculate. Perhaps the show gave him confidence in his work, and he felt secure 
enough to alter his style. Alternatively, he may have seen the mail art on the walls, which 
inspired him to translate them from the field of the wall to that of his collage board. Johnson’s 
collages maintained much of the ludic and spontaneous qualities that are notable in his mail art 
activities. Gerrit Henry noted the humorous bridge between the mail art and collages in his 
review of Johnson’s 1984 exhibition at the Nassau County Museum of Fine Art: “This does not 
mean, however, that Johnson’s Xeroxed Correspondence School ephemera and his unique wall-
works are completely disparate types of art. No, the wit, at least, is the same in both; it’s a lot 
more cryptic in the more ‘serious’ collages, but still recognizably Johnson’s wit––full of verbal 
and visual puns, often loony and rather loud.”190 Grace Glueck similarly noted the playfulness in 
the collages in the same exhibition, but did not make the connection with Johnson’s mail art as 
Henry did: “More intriguing are those collages composed of funny, freely associative verbal and 
visual play that make the fullest possible use of serendipity. They involve sight gags, put-ons, 
sendups of other artists, obsessive lists of names, homages to celebrities, calligraphy, private 
jokes and bits of concrete poetry.”191 Like Henry, I see reciprocity between Johnson’s mail art 
and collages. In the next chapter, I will address Johnson’s collages from the 1970s and show how 
he incorporated the material he collected from the NYCS into his compositions for the purposes 
																																																						
190 Gerrit Henry, “Ray Johnson: Collage Jester,” Art in America 72, no. 12 (December 1984): 
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Collages of the 1970s 
 
 The 1970s proved to be a vital decade for Ray Johnson’s career. He was an established 
artist under Richard Feigen’s representation and reaped the benefits of that association; the 
Whitney Museum’s Ray Johnson: New York Correspondance School exhibition, discussed in the 
previous chapter, resulted from this affiliation. To celebrate this success (and perhaps to 
capitalize on the press generated by the Whitney show), Feigen held two Ray Johnson solo 
exhibitions at his Chicago and New York Galleries, concurrently with the Whitney’s. The show 
in New York was called I Shot an Arrow Into the Air and It Fell to Earth in the Ear of an Artist 
Living in Flushing, New York Tit Show.1 The “Tit Show” of the title refers to Johnson’s “Tit 
Girls” chart, a persistent motif throughout his body of work. They are the prominent feature in 
this exhibition. The collage, Mark (Figure 3.1), included in the show, will serve as an entry into 
the complex motivations and themes that drove Johnson's collage practice in this decade. 
Various Tit Girls are sprinkled throughout the composition, labeled “Sweet Potatoes,” 
“Cranberries,” “Oranges,” etc. The eponymous Mark is located in the near-center of the work on 
a raised cardboard tessera. It is surrounded by four more “Tit Girls,” a series of duck heads 
(another Ray Johnson character, similar to the bunny head), and other biomorphic moticos that 
recall his earlier work. Johnson scrawled a tiny caption under Mark’s picture, accompanied by an 
arrow that reads: “Please send to: Mark Lancaster, 13 Bath St., London EC 1 England.”  
Mark Lancaster was a British painter who worked contemporaneously with Johnson. He 
studied under Richard Hamilton in the early 1960s and was Andy Warhol’s assistant in 1964. On 
																																																						
1 The other was Dollar Bills, at Feigen’s Chicago location. I will discuss this exhibition later in 
this chapter, as well as a similarly themed show held in New York the following spring: Dollar 






his return to England, he brought with him many ideas about American abstract art, particularly 
those inspired by Frank Stella’s grids and overlapping paint applications. He returned to America 
in 1972, a few years after Johnson made this collage, and soon became Jasper Johns’ private 
secretary and served as the principal designer and artistic adviser for Merce Cunningham’s dance 
company.2 
Lancaster first met Johnson a few weeks after he arrived in New York in 1964 while he 
was Warhol’s assistant. Johnson had recently been diagnosed with hepatitis and was a patient at 
Bellevue Hospital in Kips Bay, Manhattan.3 Lancaster shared the following recollections of 
Johnson in an interview in 2004: 
Andy heard he was in Bellevue Hospital with hepatitis and asked me if I would go visit 
him as a “get-well present” from him. This would have been the end of July 1964. It 
seemed an amusing idea and off I went, with flowers. It was not until later that I realized 
Andy would not go near a hospital or anybody sick if he could help it. 
Bellevue was Dickensian, endless gloomy brick and tiled corridors and so vast. I found 
Ray, in his bed in a large ward, by the window with a little view of the East River. I went 
twice. The second time there was another visitor, an amazing old lady with frizzy white 
hair. This was Sari Dienes, an artist and collage-maker, who had, she told me, studied 
with Ozenfant, come from Hungary to New York in 1939, and she lived in a commune of 
artists at Stony Point, where John Cage also lived. 
Ray started mailing me things, even addressed to the East 47th Street Factory. I gave him 
a photograph of me, wearing a t shirt with MARK across the chest. I guess two or three 
																																																						
2 Marco Livingstone, "Lancaster, Mark." Grove Art Online.  Oxford Art Online. Oxford 
University Press, accessed August 14, 2015, http://0-
www.oxfordartonline.com.library.metmuseum.org/subscriber/article/grove/art/T048964. 
3 The art critic and Johnson’s friend David Bourdon also went along on this trip to visit Johnson 
in the hospital.  He recounted the experience in his eulogy-like article in Art in America after 
Johnson’s suicide: “One of the most memorable was your Village Voice ad (July 30, 1964) for an 
“8 man show” by George Brecht, George Herms, and you at the bogus Robin Gallery. Shortly 
afterward, you came down with hepatitis and ended up in a men’s ward with 19 beds on each 
side of the center aisle at Bellevue Hospital. Andy and I thought you were turning your life into 
an art work, so we took out a Village Voice ad (Sept. 17, 1964) that announced: ‘Ray Johnson 
and other Living Americans in 38-man show at Robin Gallery, Section B2.’”  (B2 was the ward 






years later he used it in a collage for a show he had at the Feigen Gallery. This had to 
have been 1966 at the earliest as the London address he added was not mine until summer 
1966. He made me a beautiful drawing of a Brick Snake as well. He lived near me on the 
Lower East Side in the 70s, and we would see each other on the street and at openings. 
He was sweet and odd and distant really. He got mugged in the neighborhood and moved 
out to Locust Valley on Long Island. His work is exquisitely beautiful, crazy and very 
entertaining. He established various “Fan Clubs” to meetings of which one would be 
invited. One was for Shelley Duvall; another was the Dead Pan Club, as well as the New 
York Correspondance School, his main outlet for mail art. 
The strangest piece of mail I have from him I had forgotten about until you asked me 
about him. In an envelope mailed to me in New York dated August 12, 1972, is a 
postcard written to me September 15, 1964, and not mailed for eight years. This is what it 
says, typed: 
“When I left Bellevue in the rain under John Daley’s umbrella, I had stolen a pair of blue 
pajamas you admired that I intended to get to you as soon as I was sprung but the weather 
got cold and I have had to wear them to keep warm. I do not usually wear pajamas. I have 
for you my identidication [sic.] plastic left wrist band also your England address courtesy 
Billy Linich. Ray Johnson”4 
Lancaster explained the significance of the “MARK” tee shirt: 
Yes, the t-shirt was printed with my name, and of course that has a story. Richard 
Hamilton commuted to Newcastle every week from London where he lived with his 
family. His wife, Terry, and he had become my friends by the end of my first year at 
Newcastle. 
In summer of 1962 Terry told me she had seen David Hockney at a party, and he had on a 
t-shirt with DAVID printed on it. She asked him about it and he told her he had made it at 
the Royal College of Art, where he was a student, using old wooden letter blocks. She 
asked him if he would make one for her friend Mark, and he said he would, if she 
supplied him with a t-shirt with the position of Mark's nipples marked on it, so that he 
could print the name between them. I sent a new white t-shirt to Terry, via Richard, and 
eventually it got back to me. I think the photograph was probably taken in 1962 by 
Richard or Terry Hamilton. I know I got it in 1962 because Terry Hamilton was killed in 
a tragic automobile accident in November of '62. I still have the t-shirt.5 
Lancaster piqued Johnson’s interest and earned membership into the fledgling New York 
Correspondance School. While his visits with Johnson in the hospital alone may have warranted 
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this invitation—Lancaster’s recollection of Johnson’s later mailing shows that he remembered 
and appreciate it years later—something else may have provoked his interest. During this time, 
Lancaster made several photographic series, including one that featured the recognizable 
imagery of the Howard Johnson’s restaurants. These photographs most likely caught Johnson’s 
attention because the chain of restaurants that shared his last name intrigued him. William S. 
Wilson took his own photograph of Johnson in front of one the following year (Figure 3.2). 
 There are many other images scattered throughout this collage, some penned directly 
onto the support’s surface in black ink and others raised to various levels on sanded cardboard 
tesserae. Some images are his strange biomorphic moticos creatures, many with identifying 
names. Some are known, others not: Frank Stella, Claes Oldenburg, John Cage, Bruce Glaser, 
and “The Beautiful Karla Munger.” There are names listed by number in no apparent order, with 
some form of qualifier: “61 Stephan Wewerka (Dress-hanger with joint),” “3 Robert 
Filliou/Optimistic Box No.3 (Wooden Box in Chessboard-Design),” “66 Dick Higgins/This is 
not an art work by me (Lettering-label to be ironed) [Dieses ist kein Kunstwerk von mir]. This is 
not an art work by me].” Three toes drawn in red marker emerge from a tesserae group in the top 
center of the work, an image that presages one highlight in Johnson’s other series of shows at 
Feigen, Dollar Bills (1970) and Dollar Bills and Famous People Memorials. Henry Fonda Foot 
Dollar Bill, a collage that most scholars consider to be among his finest, was a highlight of the 
former exhibition and will be discussed later in this chapter.   
Mark is a labyrinth of esoteric visual and verbal connections that send the viewer to 
unexpected places with each examination. The strategies Johnson used in this collage anticipate 
those that he would use in his work throughout the 1970s. It is a prime example for which 






foundation of his collages. In what follows, key examples of collages from Johnson’s exhibitions 
throughout the decade will show that Johnson’s mail art network and his collages informed one 
another in a symbiotic relationship; as one grew in complexity, the other adapted to reflect its 
expanded parameters. Many artists worked in collage or other similar media in the 1970s and 
consequently it was the focus of much critical discourse. My readings of Johnson’s collages from 
the decade often align with the general thrust of this discourse, but differ from it in a crucial way. 
Namely, I recognize informal gossip as a possible narrative force within Johnson’s collages that 
may provide insight into both the work and its subjects not readily accessible on the surface. 
Because it operates on the fringes of accepted discourse, gossip can often reveal truths that 
cannot or will not be broached in traditional historical narratives. As such, close readings of the 
possible informal narratives embedded within Johnson’s imagery may destabilize the accepted 
historiography of Modernism, and even perhaps offer alternate narratives themselves. 
 
 
The Post-Modern Collage: Insight and Hindsight 
 
Collage, and the discourse surrounding it, morphed in the 1970s as postmodernist thinking 
overrode the prevailing formalist ideology put forth by those like Clement Greenberg. Leo 
Steinberg initiated this repudiation. Steinberg’s arguments, however, remained focused on 
collage’s physical characteristics. He cites Robert Rauschenberg’s work as the impetus for the 
“flatbed” reorientation of the picture that he identifies as the revolutionary characteristic of 
advanced modern collage. Like Greenberg, Steinberg eschewed discussion of the contents and 
context of the works’ images. Inspired once again by Rauschenberg’s Combines, theorists that 






uncover the larger implications connected with them. Rosalind Krauss and Charles F. Stuckey 
were two voices in this debate. The former denied the existence of a grand narrative amongst 
Rauschenberg’s diverse images; the latter determined a specific narrative embedded in the 
work’s disparate imagery. Decades later, Branden W. Joseph presented a compromise between 
the two opposing contentions with the assertion that Rauschenberg’s Combines form 
“continuous multiplicities,” or in their denial of a grand narrative, enable multiple narratives 
contingent on the perspective from which they are viewed. 
Johnson’s collage practice reached its maturity in the 1970s amidst this discussion 
concerning the medium. It is probable that Johnson knew of these arguments; he certainly knew 
of the work that inspired them. I contend, however, Johnson’s project was driven by different 
motivations than Rauschenberg’s. Namely, Johnson’s collages were documents of the social 
network that he generated through his mail art and therefore warrant consideration in their own 
right. With this approach, I am following the lead of scholars who have interpreted the work of 
Johnson’s contemporaries in terms of their personal histories. Jill Johnston’s writing is an 
example of this social turn in critical analysis. She exposes the personal and social aspects of 
Jasper Johns’ work that critical analysis had largely avoided. Jill Johnston traces specific 
imagery throughout much of Johns’ work to demonstrate that his art and biography are 
inextricably linked and asserts that what had previously been considered “privileged 
information” is in fact the core of the artwork.6  
As the initiators of an autobiographical interpretation of collage in the postmodern era, 
Krauss and Stuckey’s observations serve as catalysts for my own readings of Johnson’s collages 
from the 1970s. There are parallels between Rauschenberg’s collages––particularly his early 
																																																						






Combines when he still worked on a relatively small scale––and Johnson’s, beyond a shared 
medium, that permits slippage between comments on their work.7 Both artists constantly 
recycled their works and motifs as materials for subsequent ones. Also, the monumental 
achievement of both artists can only be grasped fully when one considers the minutiae in their 
Combines and collages, respectively. Each takes the small details of life and arranges them on 
their supports like a dance of life that reveals a canny understanding of society. Therefore, close 
reading of both artists’ iconography can prove to be highly informative. 
My commentary on Johnson’s collages will similarly draw from their iconography in relation 
to Johnson’s biography, but will be modified in light of the social networks Johnson’s forged 
most actively in his mail art network. Johnson’s subtle, yet nearly systematic, use of information 
gleaned from his constructed social network will become evident, as will the form that the 
communication takes and its subsequent representation in his artwork. Namely, the “gossipy” 
nature of Johnson’s collages will come to the fore. My discussion of these collages will suggest 
that, rather than being an unsubstantiated narrative responsible scholarship should dismiss, the 
gossip gathered by Johnson and documented in his collages can reveal connections that might 
otherwise remain unrecognized, and which may even dare to challenge accepted historical 
narratives. In doing so, I build upon a growing number of scholars who are similarly looking to 
gossip to construct a more comprehensive and nuanced understanding of their subjects begun by 
postmodern theorists before them.  
 
																																																						
7 Interestingly, Stuckey claims that a fuller understanding of Rauschenberg’s development in 
collage and the Combines is handicapped by the loss of Johnson’s early collages, which indicates 
that he believes Rauschenberg may be indebted to Johnson’s early work. Stuckey, “Minutiae and 






Collage and the Postmodern State 
 
Rosalind Krauss published her essay “Rauschenberg and the Materialized Image” in 
Artforum in 1974, two years after Steinberg published his rebuttal of Greenberg in the same 
periodical.8 “Rauschenberg and the Materialized Image” is Krauss’ response to Steinberg in 
which she supports his pronouncement of Rauschenberg as the figure that best represents the 
emerging postmodernist direction of contemporary art and who also undermines Greenberg’s 
prevailing formalism. Krauss, however, takes issue with Steinberg’s choice of Rauschenberg’s 
Bed (Figure 1.3) and his establishment of the “flatbed picture plane” he found within it as the 
optimal example of the paradigmatic shift initiated by the artist’s revolutionary body of work 
from the 1950s and 1960s.9 Krauss sees Bed as an anomaly in the artist’s oeuvre and instead 
directs her reader toward his unique use of collage, which required the viewer to experience it 
image by image in an act similar to reading and language.10 
 Krauss explains the implications of Rauschenberg’s use of collage: 
In the particular way that Rauschenberg enforced a part-by-part, image-by-image reading 
of his work, he guaranteed that the experience of it would share with language some of its 
character of discourse. The encounter with one image after another would, that is, 
demand an attention to a kind of temporal unfolding that was like that of hearing or 
reading of a sentence. And though the syntactic connections between Rauschenberg’s 
images never presupposed the grammatical logic of a known language, they implied that 
the modality of discursiveness was one aspect of the artist’s medium. What 
Rauschenberg was insisting upon was a model for art that was not involved with what 
																																																						
8 Like Steinberg’s essay, Krauss’ article has been republished several times.  All of my citations 
are pulled from Joseph’s edited volume of writings on Rauschenberg.  Rosalind Krauss, 
“Rauschenberg and the Materialized Image,” in Branden W. Joseph, ed. Robert Rauschenberg 
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 2002), 39–55. 
9 Krauss claims that Bed complies with the “single image” pictures that were dominant during 
the time of its creation.  She states that it “assimilated into the mode of perception by which 
objects in the world are recognized as unitary, unbroken Gestalts.”  Krauss, “Rauschenberg and 
the Materialized Image,” 40. 






might be called the cognitive moment (as in single-image painting) but instead was tied 
to the duré—to the kind of extended temporality that is involved in experiences like 
memory, reflection, narration, proposition.11 
Krauss sees Rauschenberg’s adoption of collage as the catalyst that transformed the art 
object’s inherent function from that of a commodity to that of an Idea.12 Krauss argues that the 
devaluing of ownership allows for the materials found in Rauschenberg’s Combines to degrade 
to “common junk objects.” Their worth within the matrix of the work is neither measured by its 
monetary value nor its proprietary function.13 Through collage, Rauschenberg layered “common 
junk” items (such as snapshots, comic strips, and poster fragments) “within the pictorial matrix 
like biological specimens floating in fluid under glass,”14 a process of materializing images 
within the picture surface that he first practiced in materializing color in the Black Paintings in 
1952 and then again in the Red Paintings of 1953.15 
Krauss asserts that the “materialization” of the image is unique to Rauschenberg and that 
in doing so, Rauschenberg’s images are not transformed from the three-dimensional world of 
reality to the two-dimensional surface of the picture plane, but rather transferred from the real 
world to the picture plane without sacrificing its presence as material—a situation that remains 
the same whether the object is something mundane or something with more inherent cultural 
value. This transference is Krauss’ interpretation of the reorientation that Steinberg had 
previously noted. Krauss invokes Rauschenberg’s Small Rebus (Figure 3.3), listing the work’s 
																																																						
11 Krauss, “Rauschenberg and the Materialized Image,” 40–41. 
12 Krauss capitalizes the word “Idea” to communicate its primacy in the art object’s value. She 
locates the beginning of this transformation with the Abstract Expressionists who believed that 
the greatest purpose of a work of art was understanding and not ownership. She also 
acknowledges Jasper Johns’s role in this transformation. Krauss, “Rauschenberg and the 
Materialized Image,” 42. 
13 Krauss notes the irony that for much of Minimal and Post-Minimal Art, the concept of idea has 
become a kind of commodity. Krauss, “Rauschenberg and the Materialized Image,” 43. 
14 Krauss, “Rauschenberg and the Materialized Image,” 43. 






various images, “magazine photos of sporting events, a map section showing the north central 
United States, a snapshot of a family, postage stamps, a child’s drawing of a clock face, and a 
reproduction of Titian’s Rape of Europa.”16 She notes that within the surface of this work, all of 
these disparate images, from the magazine clippings to the Titian reproduction, are given equal 
density and prominence; Rauschenberg’s work is the site of this equalization and it is this 
leveling that is the reorientation inaugurated by Rauschenberg’s art. 
As a conclusion to her essay, Krauss poses an analogy between the suspended, equalized 
materiality of Rauschenberg’s images and that of the space of memory, claiming that all 
elements or experiences “possess an equal degree of density.”17 Akin to how she described the 
equal terrain of Rauschenberg’s work, Krauss describes memory as a place of equalization of 
experience despite the import or truth of the experience transferred to it. By materializing and 
suspending his images in space and time,  
the field of memory itself is changed from something that is internal to something that is 
external; from something that is private to something that is collective insofar as it arises 
from the shared communality of culture. This is not culture with a capital C but rather a 
profusion of facts, some exalted but most banal, each of which leaves its imprint as it 
burrows into and forms experience.18  
Krauss perceives Rauschenberg’s Combines as materialized fields of memory in which each 
image acts as an individual experience that is represented with equal importance and 
prominence. 
 I noted previously the parallels between Rauschenberg’s work and Johnson’s that allow for 
slippage between approaches to their work; I see those parallels happening in Krauss’ reading of 
Rauschenberg, particularly when one views Johnson’s collages as a manifestation of the social 
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network built through the NYCS. Each element within Johnson’s collages carries some sort of 
symbolic value, likely associated with a specific experience or interaction, that reveals itself the 
longer one considers that work as a whole. Also, Johnson’s transference of those symbols from 
mail art to collage serves to move them from a private encounter between him and his 
correspondent to an experience that can be shared with a wider audience. 
The general tenor of Krauss’ essay echoes the postmodern thinking prevalent among the 
intellectual community at that time. Art historians, soon to be followed by philosophers and other 
intellectuals, defined the postmodern condition as the end of grand narratives, and reading 
Rauschenberg’s work, as a suspension of images not only in time but also in hierarchy, removed 
from any reliance on logic, conforms to this view.19 Art historians who followed, however, found 
it difficult to deny that there was a narrative embedded within Rauschenberg’s work, no matter 
how enigmatic. Charles F. Stuckey initiated this turn in “Reading Rauschenberg,” his review of 
the artist’s retrospective exhibition at the National Collection of Fine Arts in Washington D.C. in 
1976.20 
Stuckey expands upon a branch of Krauss’ argument that is briefly touched upon in the 
penultimate paragraph of “Rauschenberg and the Materialized Image.” Krauss posits that the 
artist’s unique suspension of images within the matrix of his canvas and that their similar 
function as that of the space of memory may be modeled after a personal history. Perhaps aware 
that this supposition contradicts the larger import of her argument, she negates Rauschenberg’s 
personal history by insisting that the experiences he transfers into his work do not originate from 
																																																						
19 Jean-François Lyotard, The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge, trans. Geoff 
Bennington and Brian Massumi (Minneapolis: University of Minneapolis Press, 1984), xxiv. 
20 This exhibition opened at the National Collection of Fine Arts, Washington, D.C. in October, 
1976, and subsequently traveled to the Museum of Modern Art, New York; San Francisco 
Museum of Modern Art; Albright-Knox Gallery, Buffalo; and the Art Institute of Chicago.  






within him but rather are pulled from the external world.21   
 For Krauss, Rauschenberg’s personal associations with the elements he included in his 
work are no longer important once they become materialized images in the “space of his art.” 
Stuckey, however, maintains that the personal associations within Rauschenberg’s Combines are 
their greatest significance. With assertions that challenge the main tenets of the postmodern 
thinking that shaped Krauss’ interpretations of Rauschenberg’s art, Stuckey states that:  
[s]ince the constituent materials of his art were often chosen for their personal 
associations, Rauschenberg’s works encouraged a frankly narrative content as appropriate 
subject matter for art, and focused the narrative upon his own autobiography. By 
stressing the artist’s own processes of finding inspiration and means of expression, the 
works of art themselves debated the nature of the creative act.22  
Like Steinberg and Krauss before him, Stuckey notes the revolutionary nature of Rauschenberg’s 
art and how it has facilitated a debate over the nature of the creative act. Yet, he bravely places 
that importance in Rauschenberg’s reintroduction of a frankly autobiographical narrative as an 
acceptable—indeed, as an admirable—subject of art. 
Stuckey dissects several of Rauschenberg’s Combines as an exercise in “reading” their 
autobiographical narrative.23 He analyzes the possible formal and thematic associations present 
in the Combines to uncover the story embedded in their layers of newspaper clippings, 
photographs, and other material appropriated from the outside world. In doing so, Stuckey 
																																																						
21 Krauss states: “Even when they are incorporated into the space of his art they remain external.  
By insisting on their own external character, they suggest that the nature of his feelings and the 
space of his art, and his personal history, are the product of the material world.” Krauss, 
“Rauschenberg and the Materialized Image,” 54. 
22 Stuckey, “Reading Rauschenberg,” 74. 
23 Stuckey was inspired to “read” the “texts” in Rauschenberg’s Combines by Robert 
Rosenblum’s similar exercise for Cubist collages published 1973. See Robert Rosenblum, 
“Picasso and the Typography of Cubism,” in Picasso 1881/1973, eds. Sir Roland Penrose and 
Dr. John Golding (London: Paul Elek, 1973): 49–76; Charles Stuckey, “Minutiae and 
Rauschenberg’s Combine Mode,” in Robert Rauschenberg: Combines (Los Angeles: Museum of 






identifies three aspects of Rauschenberg’s art that allow it to work as narratives: 
1) the utilization of every detail to carry both formal and thematic significance within the 
work in as many ways as it can; 2) the stress upon the activity of making and seeing 
rather than upon what has been made to be seen, upon the resonances between the images 
(a necessary characteristic of narrative art) rather than upon the images themselves; and 
3) the evocation of constant distractions which displace thought as perception is shifted 
and enriched by memory and anticipation.24 
Stuckey moves through Combines such as Rebus (Figure 3.4) image by image, turning 
what at first may appear to be a chaotic assortment of images and objects into a cleverly relayed 
message intended for those interested in interpreting it.25 Stuckey assigns each major image in 
Rebus a corresponding word, which results in a specific narrative, akin to discovering the cipher 
for a secret message: “That reproduces sundry cases of childish and comic coincidences to be 
read by eyes opened finally to a pattern of abstract problems.”26 
 
 Stuckey understands Rauschenberg’s Combines as an internal monologue. He addresses 
																																																						
24 Stuckey, “Reading Rauschenberg,” 78. 
25 Stuckey, “Reading Rauschenberg,” 81–83. 
26The full quote is: Proceeding from left to right in Rebus we find a torn poster on which is 
printed “THAT REPRE,” which both looks and sounds like “that report.” Next, the photo of two 
runners superimposed on a second torn poster identical to the first encourages us to think of 
“twos,” or “deuces,” which sounds like “duces.” The large red letters S U N (appropriately 
painted yellow) combine with the kitchen towel immediately below them which we should read 
as “dry,” since that is what towels do, to make the word “sundry.” Then, the pillowcase, and 
some others further along to the right, supply the next word—“cases.” The child’s red and blue 
scribbles stand for “childish,” just as the page of comic strips does for “comic.” 
	 The photo of a flying insect pasted over the comic strips, the fabric pasted over the comic 
strips, the fabric pasted over a page for an article about Dürer, the reproduction of Botticelli’s 
Venus, and so forth are related images (which will become clearer shortly) which occupy the 
same space and, therefore, are “coincidences.” The large mark of red paint means “read.” Next, a 
photo of the eyes of a fly is for “eyes”; a woman with her blouse opened looking at a door is for 
“opened.” The second photo of two runners shows them at the end of a race, which can be 
transposed to mean “finally.” The patch of patterned fabric is a “pattern,” and lastly the sheet of 
geometry homework makes us think of “abstract problems.” So the picture reads approximately: 
“That reproduces sundry cases of childish and comic coincidences to be read by eyes opened 






the visual and linguistic games embedded in this enigmatic sentence fragment and identifies 
Rauschenberg’s ability to guide his viewers to this specific message as the artist’s defining 
achievement.27 
 Throughout her essay, Krauss avoids examining the individual materials present in 
Rauschenberg’s work in favor of presenting them all as a unified, balanced whole in accordance 
with postmodernist thinking. She lists the individual images included in Rauschenberg’s 
Combines as a means with which to demonstrate the equality of images materialized within the 
space of the work, separate from the importance from which they were pulled. Stuckey treats 
each image like a word whose meaning is essential to reading the narrative of the work. He folds 
the meanings of the images into the events of Rauschenberg’s life, which not only turns 
Rauschenberg’s work into something of an autobiographical exercise, but also into an acceptable 
subject of Postwar art—a controversial stance in the wake of Clement Greenberg’s pervasive 
formalism. As the decades passed and the literature on Rauschenberg and his work evolved, the 
acceptance of a meaning ensconced within the layers of images in Rauschenberg’s Combines 
remained contested but constant.  
 I likewise see the content of Johnson’s collages as suggestive of narrative reflective of his 
personal experiences and associations. However, though I find Stuckey’s ability to reduce 
Rauschenberg’s imagery to a sentence admirable, I find it limiting for the work’s greater 
meaning. I therefore read Johnson’s collages as relating a general message that can be interpreted 
in many ways; those that I present here are but one possibility. Stuckey’s later discussion of 
Rauschenberg more aligns with my more generalized approach. 
 Indeed, Stuckey reversed his strict narrative interpretation in his essay for the catalogue 
																																																						






that accompanied the Guggenheim Museum’s 1997 retrospective of the artist’s work. Here, 
Stuckey stresses that Rauschenberg reconceived and reconfigured the concept of collage, as he 
did in “Reading Rauschenberg,” but in stark contrast to his earlier article, asserts that the 
combines “harbor no specific meaning.”28 Stuckey maintains that Rauschenberg’s combines 
invite interpretation, but concedes that interpretation is arrived at through collaboration with the 
viewer. He makes similar claims in his short essay for Richard L. Feigen’s 2010 Johnson 
exhibition, Dear Ray Johnson; in fact, Stuckey draws parallels between Rauschenberg and 
Johnson in his Guggenheim essay, and identifies Johnson as the “master of collage on a portable 
scale.”29 Stuckey notes a marked, purposive simulation of disorder in both artists’ work, which 
he sees as fundamental to the Combines’ and collages’ ability to contain multiple 
interpretations.30 
 Branden W. Joseph also tackles the question of narrative in Rauschenberg’s Combines in 
Random Order: Robert Rauschenberg and the Neo-Avant-Garde. Here, he regrets Stuckey’s 
repudiation of “Reading Rauschenberg,” and offers a compromise between Krauss’ narrative-
free interpretation of Rauschenberg’s work and Stuckey’s earlier, specific narrative reading.31 
Joseph’s primary concern is the implications of the Combines’ evolution in content and 
																																																						
28 Charles F. Stuckey, “Rauschenberg’s Everything, Everywhere Era,” in Robert Rauschenberg: 
A Retrospective, eds. Walter Hopps and Susan Davidson (New York: Solomon R. Guggenheim 
Museum, 1997), 32, 34.  
29 Stuckey, “Rauschenberg’s Everything,” 34. 
30 Stuckey, Dear Ray Johnson, not paginated; Stuckey, “Rauschenberg’s Everything,” 38. 
31 Joseph states, “It is somewhat unfortunate, however, that Charles Stuckey changed his mind 
about ‘Reading Rauschenberg,’ all but repudiating the earlier article in a more recent 
contribution to the Guggenheim’s Rauschenberg retrospective catalogue. In one sense, Stuckey’s 
earlier process of reading proved exemplary. After having succeeded in reducing the 
multivalence of Rebus to a single line, Stuckey chose to pursue his reading further rather than 
immediately explaining the meaning of his decipherment. Quickly, however, he found himself 
confronted with a proliferation of associative signifying chains that began to move out beyond 
his control . . .” Branden W. Joseph, Random Order: Robert Rauschenberg and the Neo-Avant-






composition for the figuration of memory and the subject’s experiential relationship to the past. 
First, he notes that history, as references to and inclusions of reproductions of “old master” 
paintings, plays a key role in both the creation and interpretation of Rauschenberg’s Combines. 
Second, he underscores that the equal representation of the “old master” paintings in relation to 
banal materials in the Combines transforms memory from a subjective, private relationship to the 
past to a space experienced as objective and external. Also, Joseph notes past scholars’ isolation 
from the artist’s voice, and models his argument around statements Rauschenberg made in 
various interviews and other outlets throughout his career, including a story about an afternoon 
that he spent in Rome: 
It was one of those places you can go in an afternoon outside Rome. I was among the 
marble stumps and there was a soft thing, a mole, creeping along. I never saw a mole 
before. I want beautiful things and he looked so soft and beautiful (but creepy), I could 
have picked him up. I watched him burrow and as he burrowed down he turned over 
these marvelous fragments. I guess he was an archeologist.32 
Joseph uses this story as a lens through which to focus his analysis of Rauschenberg’s 
relationship to history as reflected in the images and compositions of his Combines. He relates 
how the fragments that the mole unearthed became part of Rauschenberg’s personal 
kunstkammer that traveled with him from studio to studio. This action, Joseph asserts, 
transformed these fragments into artifacts displaced from their original settings and purposes, 
and therefore stripped of their intended meaning. Joseph assigns the images in Rauschenberg’s 
Combines with a similar fate:  
Like the fragments turned up by the mole, the images within Rauschenberg’s Combines 
are ruins. They have been disembedded [sic.] from their existence in a particular 
historical place and time, and as reproductions (or reproductions of reproductions), the 
images, even those of old master paintings, have been emptied of the integrity of their 
																																																						







Joseph carries the implications of Rauschenberg’s mole further, claiming that both the 
artist and the small animal are blind to the objects themselves and insensible to their historical 
connection, and only use them to pull themselves forward.34 
Like Krauss, Joseph views Rauschenberg’s Combines as nonhierarchical pilings of 
fragments grouped together in seemingly random combinations. This thesis leads Joseph to 
equate the Combines, and their allegorical relationship to the past, to an archive. Though facets 
of the archive and archival theory will inform the greater part of the conclusion of this work, a 
brief summary of Joseph’s application of it is necessary here.35 Joseph adopts a Foucauldian 
approach to the concept of the archive, which defines it as an entity disassociated from the 
subjective space of memory. According to Joseph, the archive functions as an arena for objective 
discourse removed from the personal experience of knowledge. He notes that interpreting the 
Combines correlates with Steinberg’s description of the artist’s transformation of painting from 
acting like a vertical window to instead serving as a horizontal “receptor surface on which 
objects are scattered, on which data is entered, on which information may be received, printed, 
impressed—whether coherently or in confusion.”36 Like Stuckey, Joseph observes that 
Rauschenberg’s early Combines include images with personal significance that act like a 
“personal scrapbook.”37 He also acknowledges, however, that these images are distributed 
amongst random imagery appropriated from the mass media in a nonhierarchical manner, an 
																																																						
33 Joseph, Random Order: Robert Rauschenberg and the Neo-Avant-Garde, 136. 
34 Joseph, Random Order: Robert Rauschenberg and the Neo-Avant-Garde, 138. 
35 Joseph interprets the archive through a postmodern lens in which everything is represented in a 
neutral manner and nothing is discarded.  I will contradict this claim and argue that an archive is 
a subjective entity that reflects the desires of its creator.  Joseph, Random Order: Robert 
Rauschenberg and the Neo-Avant-Garde 138. 
36 Steinberg, “Reflections on the State of Criticism,” 28. 






observation in line with Krauss’ position.38 In his effort to synthesize these two arguments, 
Joseph focuses on the Combines compositional evolution from a grid structure to a solidified 
plane in which materials exist independently from one another. 
Joseph contends that the Combines’ later single-plane composition frees the viewer’s eye 
to travel from image to image without restriction, and encourages connections between images 
based on their materials, colors, shapes, or subjects, not just by their approximation to one 
another. Joseph argues that this movement and the agency it grants to viewers makes up the 
primary objective of the Combines.39 He concedes that the Combines foster a narrative reading. 
However, unlike Stuckey’s specific narrative, he argues that the images’ neutral placement 
within the Combines' compositions and their freedom from a grid structure as noted by Krauss 
allows for multiple readings contingent on the viewer and the context in which they are 
experienced.40 As Joseph states, Combines form  
continuous multiplicities—contingent multiplicitous arrangements that shift and change 
through the nonrepeatable [sic.] transformations of time. Before a Rauschenberg 
Combine…the viewer finds him-or herself involved in a process of continually differing 
perception…[A]n attentive viewer can never see the same Combine twice.”41   
Joseph acknowledges that an iconographic reading of Rauschenberg’s Combines is 
possible, but asserts that, “searching for iconography in Rauschenberg is useless not because it 
cannot exist but because it can be made to exist anywhere.”42 Joseph’s assertions demonstrate 
that Stuckey’s and Krauss’ previous analyses do not contradict one another; rather, Joseph shows 
																																																						
38 Joseph evokes John Cage’s assertion that “There is no more subject in a combine than there is 
in a page from a newspaper. Each thing that is there is a subject.”  John Cage quoted in Joseph, 
Random Order: Robert Rauschenberg and the Neo-Avant-Garde, 141. 
39 Joseph, Random Order: Robert Rauschenberg and the Neo-Avant-Garde,152. 
40 Joseph, Random Order: Robert Rauschenberg and the Neo-Avant-Garde, 152. 
41 Joseph, Random Order: Robert Rauschenberg and the Neo-Avant-Garde ,158. 
42 Joseph cites John Cage’s description of the Combines as “poetry of infinite possibilities.”  






that the nonhierarchical representation of Rauschenberg’s images noted by Krauss encourages 
the “plays within plays” that Stuckey identifies in “Reading Rauschenberg.” 
I agree with some of Joseph’s statements, and disagree with others. The assertion I 
quoted above best represents my ambivalence. During my study of both Johnson’s and 
Rauschenberg’s work for this dissertation, I often found myself reminded of Joseph’s subtle 
warning that iconography can be made to exist anywhere. Furthermore, I observed my thinking 
of Johnson’s collages was continuously evolving as I noticed more elements within their 
compositions. However, I disagree that the search for it is useless. As my work here 
demonstrates, the search for and discovery of iconography and its meaning in an artist’s work is 
particularly revealing of both the artist him-or herself and of the times in which it was conceived. 
Joseph actively distances his reading of Rauschenberg’s work from his biography, a move 
symbolized in his evocation of Rauschenberg’s archaeologist mole. The mole was blindly 
unearthing fragments of the past that had no connection to itself. That Joseph equates 
Rauschenberg’s practice to the mole’s activity suggests to me that he is lacking (or perhaps 
avoiding) a very fruitful avenue of exploration. Johnson’s collages are inextricably related to his 
biography. I believe Rauschenberg’s are as well.  
Several other scholars have contributed to the debate around iconography in 
Rauschenberg’s collages that Krauss and Stuckey initiated.43 They have expanded it to include 
other artists working in a similar vein. Jasper Johns was often the subject of comparable analysis. 
Jonathan Katz looks at the relationship between Rauschenberg and Johns, and explores how it 
influenced the direction of their work. Katz was among the first scholars to give credence to the 
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“Rauschenberg and the Vernacular Glance,” Art in America 61 (September–October 1973): 82–







coded references to homosexuality in Rauschenberg’s and Johns’ work in “The Art of Code: 
Jasper Johns and Robert Rauschenberg.”44 Katz notes that veiled references to homosexuality 
and their relationship emerge in each artist’s work at the beginning of their relationship in 
1954—which also coincides with profound changes in their artistic development—and disappear 
when they severe ties in 1961; he also stresses that these references were necessarily coded 
because of the homophobic sentiment pervasive during the Cold War era.45 Katz reiterates this 
position in a later article, “Committing the Perfect Crime: Sexuality, Assemblage, and the 
Postmodern Turn.” Here, Katz adds that the inherent instability and plurality of meanings 
allowed the artists to “commit the perfect crime”; namely, they could hide references to their 
relationship in plain sight.46 Katz engages with Krauss’ and Joseph’s recent writings (discussed 
above) in which they stress the neutrality of content and multiplicity of possible meanings in 
Rauschenberg’s work, but is critical of their dismissal of the artist’s sexuality as a key factor in 
his aesthetic choices; indeed, Katz calls this denial a “new homophobia.”47 Katz maintains that 
coded references to sexuality, and in particular their relationship, is key to understanding both 
Rauschenberg’s and Johns’ work. As I have discussed previously, and as I will show later in this 
chapter, coded references to homosexuality played key roles in Johnson’s mail art and collages. 
I, therefore, agree with Katz’ statements, particularly in their opposition to Joseph’s anti-
biographical stance. 
 In his Figuring Jasper Johns, Fred Orton analyzes three pivotal works from Johns’ 
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(London: Thames and Hudson, 1993), 190, 202. 
45 Katz, “The Art of Code,” 195, 199, 206. 
46 Jonathan D. Katz, “Committing the Perfect Crime: Sexuality, Assemblage, and the 
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oeuvre, Untitled (1992), Flag, and Painted Bronze (Savarin), in an exercise that combines 
formal, theoretical, and historical analysis to ultimately realize that the content and context of the 
pictures are inextricably entwined.48 In his book, Orton shows how various theories can produce 
new interpretations of artworks, and upset old ones. He is careful, however, to be clear in his 
distinction between the real Jasper Johns and the “Jasper Johns” the artist constructed in his 
artwork.49 Similarly in Jasper Johns: Privileged Information, Jill Johnston unearths Johns’ 
biography buried in recurrent iconography throughout his body of work. Beginning with a search 
for the source of a figure she notes in numerous paintings, discovered to be the St. Anthony 
figure from Grünewald’s Isenheim Altarpiece, she proceeds to uncover and explain the hidden 
autobiographical content the serves as the core of Johns’ work; indeed, she labels him as a 
“secret autobiographer.”50 Both authors’ exercises expose not only the presence of 
autobiographical content in Johns’ collages and assemblages, but also propose that it determines 
the course of his oeuvre, a position that each author notes has previously been purposefully 
avoided in academia. In the beginning statements of his book, Orton explains the motivations for 
his research:  
Thirty years later, I’m still fascinated by and interested in Johns’s work. I mention this at 
the outset by way of indicating that this book has not been written to generate another 
academically suitable “Jasper Johns” to illustrate a preconceived thesis about Johns’s art, 
but as a way of getting on terms with a body of work that matters to me, approaching it, 
and making sense of it in ways that seem relevant not only to it but to a lot of American-
type painting of the 1950s to the present.51   
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Jill Johnston recognizes the academically controversial position in her title, and 
acknowledges that her discoveries were previously considered to be “privileged information” 
unsuitable to scholarly scrutiny, an attitude that Johns attempted to perpetuate when he refused to 
grant permission to reproduce his work in the book.52 However, it is Orton who is likely correct; 
exploring the potential autobiographical content present in artworks, particularly those executed 
in the Postwar period to the present, offers a glimpse of how we might see and understand the 
artists’ works. 
My analysis here aligns with Katz, Orton and Jill Johnston. Ray Johnson’s 
autobiographical concerns focused on his position within a specific community—a social 
network—that he constructed through the agency of the NYCS. The currency of this network, 
however, was gossip, and the social connections it produced are recorded within the iconography 
of Johnson’s collages. Orton alludes to the importance of gossip in his understanding of Johns’ 
work, and consequently Orton relegates his writings to a place outside accepted academic 
discourse.53 My research on Johnson and his collages, however, has encouraged me to give 
credence to meanings uncovered by acknowledging gossip’s role in art and art history. I am not 
alone in my embrace of gossip as an object of study and a form of knowledge. In the wake of 
sociological studies addressing gossip’s role in culture and everyday life,54 scholars have 
acknowledged the possible significance of gossip as a legitimate discourse in art history. These 
scholars are largely concerned with rectifying categories of artists previously marginalized in the 
historical canon. Feminist historian Irit Rogoff enlists gossip in her projects to narrate the lives of 
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women artists in bohemian circles in Munich before the First World War and to reframe the 
sensationalized death of Ana Mendieta in 1985.55 Queer theorists, however, are most active in 
this pursuit. Kenneth E. Silver examines how homosexual artists used coded references in their 
work to help shape and divulge their sexual identity in the early years of the Pop art movement.56 
Reva Wolf offers evidence that Andy Warhol’s involvement with New York’s underground 
literary circles greatly informed his work and rectifies the artist’s reputation as an impersonal 
intellectual to show that he was deeply immersed in the interpersonal relationships of the gay 
community in the 1950s and 1960s.57 Situating his focus in the decades immediately preceding 
the Stonewall riots (when Cold War politics demonized homosexuality), Gavin Butt in Between 
You and Me: Queer Disclosures in the New York Art World, 1948–1963 exposes how artists such 
as Larry Rivers and Andy Warhol incorporated the gossip of the homosexual community to 
which they belonged into their work.58 Like the investigations of these scholars before me, my 
commentary relies on a speculative analysis to propose a form of parallel historical research 
founded upon gossip. As the subjects of Butt’s and others’ work, Johnson was likewise a 
member of an oppressed group—the homosexual community—and he also had to live with the 
necessity of concealing this essential aspect of his identity. For this reason, gossip can serve an 
important role in revealing both Johnson’s and his subject’s secrets; it provides a forum in which 
he could speak openly without fear of interference or repercussion. 
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In Andy Warhol, Poetry, and Gossip in the 1960s, Reva Wolf aims to recuperate 
Warhol’s reputation as an impersonal voyeur and show that he was highly involved and cared 
deeply about various communities with which he was connected. Accordingly, Wolf contends 
that Warhol’s artworks often functioned as parts of conversations and that his feelings towards 
the individuals addressed are expressed within the compositions. She not only acknowledges 
gossip’s significant role in Warhol’s visual conversations, she also identifies it as a major 
component of daily life, as recognized by anthropologists, sociologists, and psychologists. Wolf 
believes art history’s disregard of gossip’s role in shaping how art and art criticism are written 
results in the field’s failure to see the “fullness of relations between people that makes art a vital, 
human thing.”59 Wolf’s study examines the points at which Warhol’s art and his social relations 
converge and, in so doing, she provides an alternative to and enrichment of the existing 
conceptions of both the art and the artist.60 Edward D. Powers also looks at Warhol’s love of 
gossip and its possible connection to homosexual sociality. Powers relates Warhol’s activities to 
those performed by Gertrude Stein in her memoirs, which he notes are filled with “gossipy tid 
bits.”61 Focusing specifically on the similarities between Stein’s The Autobiography of Alice B. 
Toklas and Warhol’s Popism, Powers fashions gossip as a common measure of queer sociality 
that is reclaimed as a means to publicize queer desire.62 
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 Gavin Butt, in Between You and Me: Queer Disclosures in the New York Art World, 
1948–1963, takes on gossip as his subject in a more direct manner. Butt focuses on the 
homosexual art community in pre-Stonewall New York City when that identity, and expressions 
of it, were taboo and necessarily circulated via gossip and rumor. Butt contends that giving 
credence to gossip will not only offer a fuller understanding of the artist and his work, but may 
also provide an alternative history than that put forward through traditional historical research. 
Butt notes that gossip, and particularly gossip about and traded in the underground homosexual 
community, affected artists’ lives and work. Consequently, he argues that gossip may offer “an 
invaluable resource for discovering sexual meanings which might otherwise be passed over in 
silence by the discursive proprieties of art history.”63 As a queer theorist, Butt wishes to queer 
the traditional historical cannon by directly engaging with gossip in a speculative form of 
analysis that may lead to connections not documented in conventional archival research.  
 Wolf, Butt, and Powers open methodological channels for the current analysis of 
Johnson’s collages. Similar to both scholars’ readings, I employ a combination of 
iconographical, formal, and biographical analysis in an effort to obtain the fullest understanding 
of both Johnson and his work. My application of network theory aims to provide a sound 
theoretical framework for conjectural readings of Johnson’s collages. Like these scholars, I hope 
to present a richer understanding of Johnson and his art than has hitherto been put forward in 
scholarship. As Wolf asserts for Warhol’s art, I believe that Johnson’s collages not only 
documented people, but also communicated with them, and vice versa, and therefore 
speculations into the “gossipy” social interactions revealed within their compositions may also 
provide insights into the larger artistic community with which Johnson was involved. 
																																																						






Johnson’s collages, particularly from the 1970s, can be viewed on one level as 
documentation of the gossip he collected and distributed through his mail art and other avenues. 
Gossip is a social activity that produces social connections and was a key form of how artists 
forged communities and conducted business.64 As such, Johnson’s collage can be approached as 
sociograms. Sociograms are graphs or diagrams used to describe social networks.65 I deploy a 
combination of iconographical and biographical analysis, but unlike Stuckey’s reading and akin 
to Joseph’s sentiments about the possible narrative in Rauschenberg’s works, I recognize that my 
readings are but one possibility, not the definitive interpretation. Gossip reflects the dynamic 
relationships between the object of the gossip and those gossiping.66 Once again, sociograms 
allow for this ambiguous perspective. As Charles Kadushin explains about complex sociograms, 
“Sociograms that contain more than ten nodes are hard to grasp and subject to different 
interpretations depending on who is ‘watching.’”67 I again select key works from four of 
Johnson’s pivotal exhibitions: Dollar Bills at the Richard Feigen Gallery (1970); Famous 
People’s Mother’s Potato Mashers at Galleria Schwarz (1972); Ray Johnson’s History of the 
Betty Parson’s Gallery at the Betty Parsons Gallery (1974); and Silhouettes at the Elaine Benson 
Gallery (1977).  Each of these shows either centers on or introduces significant themes and 
motifs that occur throughout his oeuvre. I contend that this repeated imagery is a means of 
cataloguing various elements of his social network forged through gossip, and is a channel for 
disclosing information about him and others. 
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Johnson’s Dollar Bills exhibition opened at the Richard Feigen Gallery in Chicago on 
September 16, 1970, two weeks after his New York Correspondance School Exhibition opened at 
the Whitney Museum in New York.68 This show was the first to exhibit Johnson’s new aesthetic; 
unlike his collages from the previous decade—collages with minimal compositions of two or 
three major elements—these collages were complex, heavily inked, and densely filled with both 
images and text. Henry Fonda Foot Dollar Bill (Figure 3.5) will serve as a representative 
example from this show. 
In Henry Fonda Foot Dollar Bill, the background is almost entirely black, a rarity in 
Johnson’s work; most of Johnson’s collages have a white background, with the original support 
surface untouched. Here, both the surface and the affixed tesserae are black with ink, which the 
artist sanded to give the surface an abraded look and feel. A large “foot” constructed of many 
tesserae is in the middle of the composition. This footprint is part of what Johnson called 
“feetings,” pictures that featured flat, cartoon-like drawings of the human foot. Johnson stated 
once that he drew feet flat because they are most useful when flat on the ground.69 Considering 
the time when he made these images, however, it could also be a critical nod toward the flatness 
of the picture plane, as manifested in the work of the Abstract Expressionists and acclaimed by 
Greenberg. 
The tesserae that comprise the foot bear many Johnsonian references. There are a few of 
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the infamous Tit Girls present (“Cucumbers,” “Watermelons,” Cranberries,” and “Honeydews”), 
for example. Several snakes also slither their way up the composition. Johnson inscribed names 
around the foot’s edges: Marisol, Snow White, Yves Tanguy, and Kay Sage, among others. 
Swirls mark the toenails and heel.70 On the majority of tesserae, however, are duck heads with 
various names written underneath to identify the people that they represent. In Ellen Levy’s 
What’s in a Name? Ray Johnson’s Free Associations, an exhibition held at Richard L. Feigen & 
Co. in New York in 2011, Levy views these names as a network of associations that Johnson 
shuffles about in collage after collage: 
And at the center of these associations is the net of names, which as usual in Johnson’s 
work juxtaposes Hollywood and the art world, the famous and the not-so: Metropolitan 
Museum curator Henry Geldzahler is paired with another Henry, Fonda, and Helen 
Gurley Brown with Warhol Factory house photographer Billy Name, whose moniker 
was, of course, irresistible to the name-loving Johnson. All the names here have in fact 
been subjected to a double process of recombination, first pulled from their respective 
worlds of association and charted according to Johnson’s private logic; then the chart has 
been copied multiple times, cut into pieces, pasted on wooden blocks which were then 
sanded and finally, fitted into the overall design of the collage.71 
As Levy points out, these names are of both the famous and “not-so,” a combination of 
Hollywood and the art world, arranged according to Johnson’s “private logic.”  
 Johnson’s foot image is placed on top of other images, trampling them into the 
background. One of these is a dollar bill, the connecting element of the collages shown in the 
exhibition. Johnson cut this dollar bill and placed one piece on each side of the foot, taking care 
to make sure George Washington’s face is still visible but also stretching it far beyond its real 
length. In fact, Johnson worried that he would face legal retribution for defacement of United 
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Schwarz in Milan in 1972. 






States currency and voiced his concerns in correspondence to Richard Feigen: 
 
March 11, 1970 
 
  Dear Richard, 
 
I have been working on new paintings each one 
finished has a dollar bill glued down in the 
composition sometimes patina-crayoned and spoke 
to Michael quite some time ago about the legal 
problem which doesn’t seem to exist at this time but 
to exhibit twenty paintings featuring dollar bills, I 
do not want to have any trouble in Chicago with the 
Mayor or the American Legion Daughters etc. so 
please assure me that since three dollar bill works of 
mine have been sold and the article in Life 
magazine established the fact that such works are 
art please assure me if you can consult one of your 






P.S. I think a catalogue with actual size reality 
dollar bill details would be in order. I will be 
bringing a batch of “museum” large-size 
compositions into the gallery beginning of April to 
show to Lotte and you all.72  
 
Additionally, the foot tramples four panels from the classic cartoon strip, “Nancy.” In this 
cartoon, the precocious little girl drops a pail of water on a puppy. Johnson cut the four panels 
apart and arranged them counter-clockwise, with Nancy pulled out from her panel in the lower 
left and given this dialogue in the typical cartoon bubble “Oh, dear - - - I gave my dog her 
medicine, but I forgot to shake the bottle first.” When put back in the right order, it seems the 
cartoon relates how Nancy poured water on her dog to get it to shake, and therefore shake the 
																																																						







medicine inside of her. 
Small tesserae are placed in a grid-like fashion over the foot in a pseudo-skeletal 
structure. The majority of these tesserae picture small duck heads, separated from one another by 
a small black triangle. The uniformity of these duck head images suggests that Johnson drew 
them on a single sheet of paper in a formal chart, which he then cut up and affixed to the 
cardboard tesserae. Each duck head is labeled with a name and is comprised of the members of 
the specific network that Johnson identified within this collage. These names pull from celebrity 
circles of Hollywood and the New York art scene, from Roman Polanski to Jasper Johns, and 
interpretation of the collage can begin with any of these names as a nucleus.73 Johnson titled this 
collage, however, Henry Fonda Foot Dollar Bill and placed tesserae labeled with Henry Fonda’s 
name at the top of what is best described as the foot’s big and little toes (and three other times), 
which suggests that Johnson desired the collage to be interpreted from Fonda’s perspective. This 
analysis will proceed accordingly. 
 In 2005, the United States Postal Service dedicated the eleventh stamp in its Legends Of 
Hollywood series to Henry Fonda to celebrate what would have been the actor’s one-hundredth 
birthday. The press release issued summarized Fonda’s significance to American popular culture: 
Henry Fonda typically played thoughtful men of integrity, and was indelibly associated 
with the American characters he portrayed, among them young Abe Lincoln, lawyer 
Clarence Darrow, marshal Wyatt Earp and, in what many consider his finest 
performance, the dispossessed farmer Tom Joad in The Grapes of Wrath. As an actor, 
Fonda was noted for his seeming naturalness and ease, an illusion he worked hard to 
																																																						
73 Richard Feigen is afforded a duck head, a nod towards Johnson’s representative. The 
groupings of names often have no obvious connection, such as the tesserae containing Bob 
Dylan, Rene Magritte, and Mama Case duck heads, while others do logically belong together, 







convey, and his distinctively Midwestern accent.74 
Henry Fonda was a mainstay of American popular culture for almost six decades. After 
first appearing on Broadway, Fonda debuted on screen in 1935 in The Farmer Takes a Wife, in 
which he applied his stage training to the new “talkies” that soon dominated the film industry. 
Fonda moved into the space left by the stars of the silent film era, which relied on movement and 
expression; Fonda, and many of his contemporaries, was defined by his voice.75 Besides 
appearing in almost ninety films, Fonda was also a major presence on the American stage, 
television, and radio; indeed, Fonda was a constant presence in American popular culture.76 His 
multitude of characters helped America mold its identity in a united American psyche. Through 
his roles, Fonda cultivated a reputation as the quintessential American hero, steadfast in his 
morality and integrity.    
The reality of Henry Fonda the man contradicted this image and rumor often revealed a 
conflicted individual who craved solitude while he sought recognition through a public art.77 
Fonda’s personal life and career was defined by rage and struggle. He was born into a strict 
family of Christian Scientists; his father did not consider acting a suitable profession for an 
honest, hardworking man. Consequently, Fonda strove to exemplify these characteristics 
throughout his career in both financial and artistic terms. This two-pronged desire often proved 
to be oppositional. It is possible to read this conflicting situation in Johnson's Henry Fonda Foot 
Dollar Bill. Johnson’s collage is dominated by a large image of a foot that is ambiguously 
																																																						
74 “‘Henry Fonda’: United States Postal Service, Stamp News Release No. 05–025,” cited in 
Devin McKinney, The Man Who Saw a Ghost: The Life and Work of Henry Fonda (New York: 
St. Martin’s Press, 2012), 343. 
75 Sound had been an element of film for eight years by 1935. McKinney, The Man Who Saw a 
Ghost, 65. 
76 McKinney, The Man Who Saw a Ghost, 389–405. 






labeled with Fonda’s name, near to which two halves of a split, one-dollar bill are affixed. This 
effect suggests that the force of the stamping foot wrenched the dollar bill in two, violence 
inflicted on the currency could be read as a comment on Fonda's struggle between financial 
success and artistic integrity.   
 This struggle began as early as Fonda's first major film, The Grapes of Wrath, which is 
still considered one of the greatest American movies ever made. Produced in 1940, it is an 
adaption of John Steinbeck’s Pulitzer Prize winning novel published a year earlier. It tells the 
story of the Joads, a family that resorted to migrant work in California after losing their farm in 
Oklahoma during the Great Depression. While the Great Depression was deemed over when 
Steinbeck debuted the novel, and rumors of war in Europe were becoming the focus of mass 
worry, the general populous was still recovering from its effects. President Roosevelt told the 
attendees of a White House Conference in January 1940 that he had recently read a book “called 
The Grapes of Wrath and there are five hundred thousand Americans that live in the covers of 
that book.”78 Henry Fonda intended to play the role of Tom Joad, the eldest son of the family. It 
is an epic part, and Fonda was ideal for it. However, having only begun in film five years prior, 
Fonda had the promise of an emerging star but not the experience necessary for such a 
considerable role. Darryl Zanuck, the movie’s producer for Twentieth Century Fox, therefore 
manufactured a deal that ensured Fonda’s performance in the movie and capitalized on his status 
as a rising star; Fonda’s contract for The Grapes of Wrath demanded that he star in any role that 
Fox and Zannuck required of him for seven years.79 The author of Henry Fonda’s biography 
refers to this period as a “stretch of mediocrity,”80 and forced Fonda to perform in roles for 
																																																						
78 President Franklin Delano Roosevelt cited in McKinney, The Man Who Saw a Ghost, 84. 
79 McKinney, The Man Who Saw a Ghost, 100. 






purely commercial reasons, many of which floundered and are largely forgotten today.81  
 While it is not possible to confirm that Johnson knew of this contract, one can assume that 
he knew of the importance of The Grapes of Wrath for the American people and recognized the 
difference in artistic merit between this film and Fonda’s subsequent pictures. Perhaps Johnson 
ascribed this situation to Fonda’s desire for wealth; indeed, by this time, Fonda was well known 
for his commercial endorsements for items such as shirts, shoes, razors, beer, and cigarettes, 
about which he stated, “I am an actor and this is part of acting. Yes, I am being very commercial, 
and for commercial reasons. I am getting more money for this than I would for a movie.”82 By 
1970, when Johnson constructed his collage, Fonda was both an iconic American figure, and a 
familiar face for commercial products. Perhaps this disparate image, driven by monetary reasons, 
accounts for the dominating foot weighing down the dollar bill in Johnson’s collage.  
The other identified subjects of the Dollar Bills collages reveal similar tensions between 
creative dignity and commercial success. Johnson would have sympathized with this dissonance. 
The Dollar Bills exhibition, following closely his museum debut at the Whitney, marked his 
place as a considerable player in the New York art scene, a position which he desired and for 
which he strove. On the other hand, Johnson physically removed himself from that same art 
scene when he abandoned New York City in favor of the quiet towns of Long Island two years 
earlier. As the decade progressed, and his commercial recognition increased, Johnson withdrew, 
both physically and professionally. By the end of the decade, he refused all public exhibitions 
with only a few exceptions, both in galleries and museums.83 Chuck Close is keenly aware of the 
																																																						
81 This contract also forced him to take a leave from the Navy, for which he had signed up after 
Pearl Harbor. McKinney, The Man Who Saw a Ghost, 101. 
82 Henry Fonda cited in McKinney, The Man Who Saw a Ghost, 180. 
83 The Nassau County Museum of Art in Roslyn, New York mounted Works by Ray Johnson, the 






ambiguity that characterized Johnson: “Ray had profound ambivalence about everything—even 
about living—from the looks of it. He wore his outsider status both as a badge of honor, and he 
also was incredibly pissed-off. He made things difficult, and yet he wanted attention 
desperately.”84 Johnson was apprehensive about commercial success, the seeds of which were 
planted in these early years of explosive visibility. Like Henry Fonda, the other subjects of 
collages in this exhibition paid some kind of price for their stardom. Some, like Marilyn Monroe 
and Mark Rothko, ultimately succumbed to fame with their suicides, an action that Johnson 
would perform himself a quarter century later. 
While there are ample examples of Fonda’s turbulent career (it spanned nearly six 
decades) Fonda’s troubled personal life would have also interested Johnson. By the time he 
constructed this collage in 1970, Fonda was on his fifth (and final) wife. His marital life was a 
string of failed marriages to unstable starlets or socialites many years younger than himself: 
Margaret Sullivan (married 1931, divorced 1933), Frances Seymour Brokaw (married 1936, died 
1950), Susan Blanchard (married 1950, divorced 1956), Afdera Franchetti (married 1957, 
divorced 1961), and finally Shirlee Fonda, whom he married in 1965 and stayed with until his 
death in 1982. While this long record suggests chronic marital distress, Fonda’s second wife, 
Frances Seymour, inflicted a nearly persistent emotional toll. Seymour was the direct relative of 
the Tudor King Henry VIII’s third wife, Jane Seymour, who died from postnatal complications 
after giving birth to Henry’s only son.85 Despite their relatively long marriage, and the birth of 
their two children Jane and Peter, Henry and Frances Fonda’s marriage was not a happy one, 
																																																																																																																																																																														
museum for the show, he refused to enter the museum; he remained in the parking lot. While 
some insist that this behavior was a performance, Johnson’s anxiety about the exhibition was 
certainly a motivation for it. 
84 Chuck Close in “A Tribute to Ray Johnson,” radio recording on WBAI-FM, 1995. 






marked by affairs, separation, and Frances’ eventual institutionalization and suicide.86 His first 
wife had died from a probable suicide a few months prior by overdosing on pills.87 Fonda’s life 
would after be “peppered with suicides,” as he succinctly described it in an interview.88 Many of 
his following roles would tackle the issue, perhaps most pointedly in the 1957 film adaptation of 
Lael Tucker Wertenbaker’s Death of a Man, the chronicle of her husband’s final days after a 
rapid decline from terminal intestinal cancer, and her aid in his suicide.89  
Johnson would certainly have been sympathetic to Fonda’s repeated encounter with 
suicide, which will be addressed fully in the conclusion of this work. More concurrent with the 
time that Henry Fonda Foot Dollar Bill was made, however, is not only suicide’s constant 
presence in Fonda’s life, but death generally.90 We can see evidence of Johnson’s preoccupation 
with death in the next iteration of the Dollar Bills exhibition held at Feigen the following year, 
Dollar Bills and Famous People Memorials. The following review of this latter show appeared 
in Art News:  
Ray Johnson’s [Feigen; to May 5] “Dollar Bill” collages are giddily “tragic” works that 
embrace notations of obituary, funny florals and other designs, photos of movie stars and 
artists, names of famous “friends” and semi-“famous” friends, and anything else the artist 
																																																						
86 Frances left four notes: two to her children, one to her mother, and one to her doctor; Henry’s 
note was notably absent. Frances’ chosen method of self-destruction was to slit her own throat, a 
particularly gruesome ending. Hours after his estranged wife killed herself in such a bloody way 
Henry took the stage to perform in one of his most successful plays, Mr. Roberts. McKinney, 
The Man Who Saw a Ghost, 152–153. 
87 McKinney, The Man Who Saw a Ghost, 49. 
88 Indeed, it is suspected that Fonda attempted suicide once himself, a month after the death of 
his father in 1935 left him an orphan. He was found unconscious from carbon monoxide 
poisoning; he had been running his car in a closed garage. His statement said that he simply 
wanted to listen to the radio, and did not realize the danger. Henry Fonda quoted in McKinney, 
The Man Who Saw a Ghost, 214. 
89 McKinney, The Man Who Saw a Ghost, 209. 
90 Fonda biographer Devin McKinney locates the beginning of this involvement to the lynching 
of a black man that Fonda witnessed as a child in Omaha in 1919. McKinney, The Man Who Saw 






comes up with. The obituary element in each of them (Carmen Miranda’s is a particularly 
unnerving one) seems to be helping the rest of the work to take heart, stay healthy and 
keep busy; any negative associations the viewer may have with the real dollar-bill basis 
of these collages are, Johnson seems to be saying, kind of positive, with the inclusion of 
serialized, funny-figure “pecking orders” (Johnson writes in under each of the repeated 
images the names of his art world friends, movie stars and art-world stars) providing for a 
kind of social commentary so built-in that it is whimsical. If the viewer doesn’t know the 
people that he could know, then he knows the people (Joan Crawford, Montgomery Clift) 
that he can’t; in these devilishly good-natured homages to the famed and fabled, it is as if 
Johnson were turning the knives in everybody’s backs by pulling them out, and 
proffering to his friends and to himself some kind of mutual congratulations for their 
having remained so marvelously unaffected.91 
This reviewer noted the morbid qualities present underneath these collages’ outward 
humor, a characteristic that will persist throughout Johnson’s body of work. The reviewer also 
notes the web of social connections that organize these collages, but he confuses Johnson’s 
esotericism for whimsicality. Johnson’s collages were abstruse, but systematic. He populated his 
collages with people and places he wished and sought to have in his personal social network. 
Often, the NYCS was the means with which he accomplished this feat; while the celebrities may 
not have been members of the NYCS, he manipulated their presence by either contacting those 
who perhaps knew them, or suggesting their friendship through various references in his mailers 
or theoretical fan clubs. He was once successful in drawing at least one celebrity into the NYCS 
web: he sent Shelly Duvall a letter in which he informed her he had sold a collage that featured 
her name, to which she replied with a kind note of thanks.92  
Johnson’s collages were means of documentation for both factual and fictional social 
networks organized according to his eccentric rubric. Johnson used a common motif, the dollar 
																																																						
91 Gerrit Henry, Art News, 70, no. 5 (May 1971): 57. 
92 Duval was friends with Gerry Ayres, Johnson’s friend and member of the NYCS. They sent 
Johnson a letter that they wrote together, thanking him for forming the fan club. Shelly Duval 
and Gerry Ayres to Ray Johnson, February 29, 1976, Box 48, Ray Johnson Estate and Archives, 






bill, to expand his reach to celebrities.93 Though Johnson’s interest in celebrity never rivaled 
Warhol’s, he maintained a marked fascination with the famous from all walks of life, which 
materialized in his art. The collages featuring Elvis and other cultural icons from the 1950s and 
Henry Fonda Foot Dollar Bill from 1970 are evidence that Johnson’s fascination with celebrity 
spanned his career. Gossip, particularly of scandalous nature, often defines relations amongst a 
community, and a way to gain entry into a community is to be privy to its scandals.94 Johnson’s 
motives for seeking membership to celebrity circles can only be surmised. Although aspirations 
for fame are common, attraction to it is often associated with camp, and in turn, the homosexual 
community, as discussed earlier. Fonda, however, embodies a classic rugged male persona not 
typically associated with homosexual attention. Johnson’s use of Fonda suggests that his interest 
in celebrity has additional or alternative motivations. Perhaps Johnson was inspired by Fonda’s 
importance to American culture despite his flaws. Attending to the possible gossip Johnson 
disclosed in his collages opens up speculation such as this. Johnson used other motifs throughout 
the decade to similarly achieve entry to other social communities; the exhibition Famous 
People’s Mother’s Potato Mashers was the next instance of the use of this theme in Johnson’s 
work. 
 
Famous People’s Mother’s Potato Mashers 
 
 
Arturo Schwarz organized Famous People’s Mother’s Potato Mashers at his eponymous 
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Pop artist first produced in 1961. Perhaps Johnson was responding to or offering his own version 
of Warhol’s appropriation of American currency. 






gallery in Milan in 1972; it was Johnson’s first European one-man exhibition. Schwarz was a 
respected art collector and dealer, most known for his exhibitions and scholarship on the 
Dadaists and Surrealists.95 It is likely Johnson’s similarity to the Dada and Surrealist artists, and 
his representation at Feigen, that brought Johnson to Schwarz’s attention. This show and the 
international critical attention it received is evidence of the acclaim Johnson enjoyed at the time.  
Henry Martin, writing for Art International, reviewed the exhibition: 
The twenty-four collages in this show…have been conceived not only as individual 
entities, but also as parts of a continuous situation that constantly comments upon itself, 
and in some cases two separate works can even be taken for complementary halves of a 
larger work. Each individual work is both complete and incomplete.96  
Martin observed the interconnected nature of the collages in the show to one another and the 
connections amongst the abundance of references within the individual collages themselves. 
Johnson used the potato masher as another means with which to connect the various players in 
his social network. Again, select examples of these collages will reveal the significance of the 
potato masher and the sperm, another key motif in this exhibition, and illuminate the various 
social networks and other contexts in which they can be placed. 
 The potato masher is one of Johnson’s more unique motifs, an old-fashioned, wooden-
handled potato masher with a looped wire top. He owned the actual kitchen utensil; it was a gift 
from his friend and fellow artist, May Wilson. In his potato masher collages, Johnson flattened 
the three-dimensional object into a two-dimensional image; the handle and wire top are in the 
same plane, flat on the image’s support. This two-dimensionality was perhaps a nod towards 
																																																						
95 Schwarz turned his personal library in Milan into an art gallery in 1954. He put on numerous 
exhibitions of Dada and Surrealist work, as well as other preeminent post-war artists, until he 
closed the gallery in 1975. In addition to these exhibitions, Schwarz also produced major 
scholarly works on Marcel Duchamp (with whom he was close friends), Breton, and Man Ray.  






Pablo Picasso, Henri Matisse, and other European moderns who flattened objects such as 
tabletops in their works. This exhibition was not the inaugural use this motif; recall that it 
featured in Roscoe Arbuckle (Figure 1.14), which Johnson made in 1968. William S. Wilson has 
posited that there is a psychosexual aspect to Johnson’s flattening of images; he equated them 
with flattened bodies, with one body “mashed” on top of another.97 The potato masher points to, 
perhaps, a more literal or humorous meaning: Johnson used the potato masher to “mash” 
together the many images and references that populated his collages. 
 Johnson’s potato masher can be likened to Stuart Davis’ Egg Beater works, a series of four 
still-life paintings that feature an egg beater, rubber glove, and fan, depicted in increasingly 
abstracted compositions. Davis chose unrelated objects as a means to disengage with their 
utilitarian purposes and instead focus on relationships of color and shape. Moreover, Mariea 
Caudill Dennison argues that Davis’ Egg Beater paintings participate in a larger Dada discourse; 
she traces Davis’ inspiration to Man Ray’s photograph of an egg beater, titled L’Homme.98 The 
parallels between Johnson’s potato masher and Davis’ egg beater may be larger than simply a 
shared purpose as kitchen utensils. Perhaps Johnson similarly saw the Potato Masher collages as 
part of a larger Dada tradition, situating a commonplace object in an unexpected context. 
 The collages in Famous People’s Mother’s Potato Mashers have a specific topic: famous 
people. This specificity in topic is rare in Johnson’s work; it only occurs when he created 
collages for an individual show. Another example of this occurrence is his Ray Johnson: Dollar 
Bill Show at the Richard L. Feigen & Co. Gallery in Chicago in 1970, discussed above. The 
																																																						
97 Wilson has explored Johnson and sexuality extensively. While sexual images and references 
are pervasive throughout Johnson’s work, I believe there is more of a childish interest in the 
images than something more psychological. The implications of Johnson’s homosexuality have 
yet to be explored in depth.  Wilson, “Ray Johnson’s First ‘Please Send To,” 10. 
98 Mariea Caudill Dennison, “Stuart Davis’s Sources for ‘Egg Beater’ and ‘Odol’”, The 






subjects of Johnson’s potato masher collages are not only famous, but also have a particular 
interest for Johnson. While most of the famous persons in Johnson’s artwork of this period are 
members of the art world, such as Richard Pousette-Dart and Saul Steinberg, there are others 
who are not, like Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis. These collages are complex, with many 
references filling the entire support. Unlike Johnson’s earlier collages, these works sprawl across 
the support and contain multiple layers of both objects and references, most of which do not 
seem connected in any way other than being combined in the work. The potato masher image 
always figures somewhere in the collage in a key place, stretching up and “mashing” the 
disparate images and references made within the collages. 
Richard Pousette-Dart Masher (Figure 3.6) is as an example of a collage included in the 
1972 exhibition. It is replete with images and text, bombarding viewers with visual and verbal 
information. The eponymous potato masher is positioned in the middle of the bottom register of 
the work. Its black handle divides the two sides while the masher reaches upward, and 
culminates in a swirl of lines that opens the composition above it. Johnson’s moticos are 
speckled throughout the collage. The humanoid moticos are labeled with various names such as 
“Clyfford Still,” “Agnes Martin,” “Ellsworth Kelly,” “Kenzo Okada,” and “Richard Tuttle,” 
among others. To the left of the potato masher, sandwiched between Jean Jones Jackson and 
John Walker, is the name “Richard Pousette-Dart,” under which Johnson scrawled the word 
“masher” in child-like calligraphic script.  
Richard Pousette-Dart was the youngest of what is now known as the Abstract 
Expressionists, or the New York School, a heterogeneous group of artists concentrated around 
New York City that came together as a general avant-garde movement in the late 1940s. 






neo-pointillist canvases that play with light and color. Here, Pousette-Dart is at the bottom of the 
composition and is "mashed" through the collage by the potato masher. This image pulls 
Pousette-Dart through a chart of other avant-garde figures, most of which are fellow artists like 
Clyfford Still, Agnes Martin, and Ellsworth Kelly. There are also references to literary and film 
figures, such as the large cut-out page from John Giorno's book of poetry pasted on the right side 
of the potato masher. Additionally, there is a note Johnson "wrote" to Ruth Roman.99 Johnson 
uses his potato masher to integrate this young artist into the avant-garde milieu depicted above 
him, and includes himself in the process. Johnson has pasted a close-up photograph of his face, 
which appears often throughout his work, in the middle of the collage.100 Although he obscures it 
by inking some of his moticos and pasting a drawing of a yellow chick over his face, he was still 
careful to connect himself to Abstract Expressionism’s growth through the rest of the collage.101 
Johnson set down names and gave them a face, recording them for posterity. It is with this 
naming that Johnson allows for what Jacques Rancière calls “the entrance of the people from 
anonymity into the universe of speakers,” and makes these figures of the past available in the 
present.102 While Johnson’s collages are cryptic, they are also literal. He neither masks nor twists 
his various elements. The images remain intact and the words are legible. It is only the many 
elements’ connections to each other that remain enigmatic. An investigation into another 
prominent motif throughout this exhibition, the sperm, the silhouettes of which are scattered 
throughout many of the collages in Famous People’s Mother’s Potato Mashers, may enlighten 
																																																						
99 This pink wig will surface again in another of Johnson’s shows from that year, “Ray Johnson’s 
History of the Betty Parsons Gallery,” mounted at the famous dealer’s gallery in celebration of 
its 25th anniversary.  
100 We have already seen this photograph is Mask I and Mask II, discussed in the previous 
chapter of this work. 
101 As a young bird, perhaps this chick is another reference to Pousette-Dart as a fledgling artist. 
102 Jacques Rancière, The Names of History: On the Poetics of Knowledge, trans. Hassan Melehy 






us as to some of their more obscure references. 
The sperm became a common motif throughout Johnson’s work after this exhibition; an 
earlier instance of it could not be found. While the sperm fits into Johnson’s sometimes juvenile 
humor,103 the sperm’s origin can be traced back to a specific artistic source: Edward Munch. 
Johnson saw the Museum of Modern Art’s 1950 retrospective of the Norwegian symbolist 
artist’s work, which included his Madonna lithograph (Figure 3.7).104  Munch framed his 
sexualized depiction of the Virgin Mary with embryonic and spermatic marginalia.105 Johnson 
appropriated Munch’s spermatic additions to his mother image into his own “mother” collages in 
Famous People’s Mother’s Potato Mashers.106 This juxtaposition of maternal and paternal 
connections can also be traced back to the potato masher. May Wilson, who was a mother figure 
to Johnson when he moved to New York, gave the model kitchen utensil to Johnson. This 
example of an individual subject, the sperm, is depicted with no prevalence in the collages, but 
its presence throughout this exhibition suggests that it carries a specific meaning and that it is not 
an arbitrary element within a composition.  
 The recurrence of specific motifs throughout Famous People’s Mother’s Potato Mashers, 
however, suggests that they carry more significance than individual subjects within a greater 
composition. In fact, their inclusion suggests that they are part of a specific network, as with the 
																																																						
103 Recall Johnson’s “Tit Girls.” Additionally, he often drew penises and figures urinating in his 
work. 
104 Stuckey, Dear Ray Johnson, not paginated. 
105 Jay A. Clarke argues that Munch’s depiction of sperm reflects his fear of disseminating his 
own “seed” into the world, which is connected to his fear of women. She also suggests that the 
sperm motif reflects his interest in current medical science; their presence in this work coincides 
with the first visual depictions of sperm as seen under a microscope. Jay A. Clarke, Becoming 
Edvard Munch: Influence, Anxiety, and Myth (Chicago: The Art Institute of Chicago, 2009), 
127–128. 
106 Some examples of these collages are Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis’ Mother’s Potato Masher 






dollar bill in the earlier Dollar Bills exhibition. Not only Johnson’s potato masher, but also his 
sperm images, hints at more profound associations. To be "mashed" is to be inextricably 
entwined with a separate object. The Potato Masher collages exemplify the diverse fragments of 
information Johnson brought together to define individuals in terms of his associations with 
them. The sperm shifts this to a familial association, whether intellectual, cultural, or biological. 
An analysis of an additional collage in the exhibition, Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis’ Mother’s 
Potato Masher (Figure 3.8), will provide an example in which Johnson posited all possible 
familial associations. 
Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis’ Mother’s Potato Masher is among the more sparsely 
populated collages in the exhibition. Along with the label “Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis’ Potato 
Masher” on the left side of the work, there is a square tesserae in the middle of the collage on 
which Johnson inked a group of black moticos and sperm. Above this group, Johnson wrote in 
uppercase block letters “MARCEL DUCHAMP 1887–1968.” There is also a drawing of Mickey 
Mouse with a square tesserae on top of his head. Mickey’s bodiless head appears three times in 
the collage, twice on the right of the work and once next to the potato masher. They are labeled 
“Etta Cone,” “Mabel Dodge,” and “Virginia Woolf.” In between the “Etta Cone” and “Mabel 
Dodge” Mickey heads is a crude depiction of a color wheel labeled only pink, green, red, and 
blue. “Marilyn Monroe 1926–1962” is written in cursive in the bottom right corner and the top 
half of six Mickey heads line the bottom of the collage.107 
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other images line up, but it suggests these two are to be viewed in conversation with one another.  
Any of the same images occur in Marilyn Monroe that are in Jacqueline Kennedy Onasiss’ 
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There are two possible readings of this collage. The first revolves around the art world in 
all its facets. This trajectory begins with Marcel Duchamp, the Dadaist father of the readymade. 
Next, Marilyn Monroe’s cinematic fame can be paired with Virginia Woolf’s literary acclaim. 
Mickey Mouse is one of the most recognizable animated figures in popular culture. Both as First 
Lady and after the assassination of her husband, Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis was a well-known 
patron of the arts. In addition to politicians and world leaders, Jackie Kennedy invited leading 
writers, artists, and musicians to events at the White House and pushed her husband to make 
culture a national objective.108 The National Endowment for the Arts was founded under the 
Johnson Administration in 1965, following Kennedy’s legacy.109 Like Jacqueline Kennedy 
Onassis, Mabel Dodge and Etta Cone were well-known patrons of the arts. Dodge is associated 
with the Taos art community, where she held Gertrude Stein-like salons at her house attended by 
Georgia O’Keeffe, Marsden Hartley, Ansel Adams, Martha Graham, Willa Cather, and Carl 
Jung, among others.110 Etta Cone, along with her sister Claribel, assembled one of the major art 
collections of the twentieth century. Johnson further emphasized Cone’s connection to the art 
world by writing the word “blue” next to her name; this perhaps refers to one of the most famous 
paintings in the Cone sisters’ collection: Henri Matisse’s Blue Nude (1907).111 The only outlier 
in this analysis is the tesserae of sperm (unless we trace them back to the image’s first artistic 
																																																						
108 It is also likely Johnson knew of Andy Warhol’s series of silkscreens taken from photographs 
of Kennedy from before and after her husband’s assassination. Perhaps Johnson was responding 
to or offering his own version of Kennedy in this work. 
109 Donna M. Binkiewicz, Federalizing the Muse: United States Art Policy and the National 
Endowment for the Arts, 1965-1980 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2004), 34–
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appearance in Munch’s Madonna lithograph). 
The second interpretation involves Johnson’s homosexuality. The sperm tesserae direct 
one’s thinking towards sex and male sexuality. Kennedy Onassis, along with being a style icon, 
was also a gay icon. Duchamp had a female alter ego, Rrose Sélavy, as whom he would appear 
dressed in female garb—an act of cross-dressing with which the homosexual community 
sympathized. Both Etta Cone and Mabel Dodge were lesbians. Cone wrote about her lesbian 
relationships to Gertrude Stein. Dodge, who was also a close friend of Stein, was bisexual and 
many of her salons were Sapphic.112 The Mickey Mouse character is perhaps the most subversive 
image in the collage. Johnson depicted the beloved cartoon character numerous times in his 
work. He also owned (at least) two jackets with Mickey’s face embroidered in the back.113 
Mickey Mouse’s origins in minstrelsy and, by association, blackface are well documented, but as 
Benjamin Kahan has recently noted (following cinema historian Nicholas Sammond’s work), 
Mickey is also a figure of sadomasochism.114 Sammond argues that “the vibrancy and magic 
associated with the [Mickey Mouse] cartoons . . . depend on a sadomasochistic racial fantasy of 
encounter and resistance that is played out again and again.”115 Johnson’s fascination with 
sadomasochism is similarly well-documented. In conversation with Henry Martin concerning 
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Gertrude Stein’s The Making of Americans, Johnson notes the presence of sadomasochism in his 
work: “Yes, and my portrait work is subtitled ‘The Snaking of Americans,’ which is a very 
oblique S & M reference, Sade in Japan. Made in Japan. Making and Snaking, S & M, and M & 
S.”116 Also, Peter Schuyff recounted in How to Draw a Bunny a night during which Johnson 
brought him to Mineshaft, a members-only BDSM gay bar and sex club in New York City.117 
Johnson’s use of certain motifs functioned as secret passwords into a particular social 
world.  The potato masher was Johnson's tool for "mashing" together figures with which he 
sought intellectual, social, and perhaps biological familial connection. Visual imagery can be a 
powerful agent of gossip and Johnson depended on this capability to insert himself within the 
social world he described in this, and other, collages.118 The fragments of information he selected 
to define the individuals represented in the collages acted as entries for Johnson's presence 
among them. For perhaps one of the most important meanings for gaining membership to a 
social group is to participate in its gossip and become knowledgeable about its scandals.119 
Indeed, scandal drove the social foundations of the New York art world during Johnson’s 
lifetime, as it does today. Johnson and his art engaged in this dialogue. His collages, therefore, 
often reveal the social dynamics at play and illustrate the subtext of the art and art criticism of 
the time. This is perhaps most readily seen in the collages he made for an exhibition at the Betty 
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Ray Johnson’s History of the Betty Parsons Gallery 
 
The Betty Parsons Gallery celebrated its twenty-fifth anniversary in 1973. Parsons' 
gallery at 15 East Fifty-Seventh Street became a major epicenter of contemporary art after Peggy 
Guggenheim closed her gallery, Art of This Century, in 1947. Parsons adopted many of 
Guggenheim’s orphaned artists to her stable120, resulting in a roster that includes numerous 
canonical names of postwar American art such as Clyfford Still, Jackson Pollock, Barnett 
Newman, Mark Rothko, Ellsworth Kelly, and Ad Reinhardt, among others.121 Parsons organized 
an exhibition to commemorate the anniversary and commissioned Ray Johnson to create work 
that told the story of her gallery, artist by artist. That show was Ray Johnson’s History of the 
Betty Parsons Gallery.  
This exhibition was Johnson’s first and only solo show at the Betty Parson’s Gallery; 
more than this, he was not an official artist in her stable. Parson’s choice of Johnson, however, 
was not arbitrary. Correspondence and documents in the Betty Parsons papers housed at the 
Archives of American Art suggest that she was introduced to Johnson through Arturo Schwarz, 
and that together, Parsons and Schwarz worked closely with Johnson in the early 1970s. They 
arranged an exhibition of Johnson’s collages at the Angela Flowers Gallery in London in 1972, 
and also negotiated with Harald Szeemann Johnson’s possible participation in documenta V.122 
Though Johnson remained under Feigen’s representation, these documents suggest that he was 
also closely involved with Parsons’ gallery.  
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Furthermore, Parsons owned some of his work.123 Parsons was known for her prophetic 
but at times personal taste in art and Johnson’s presence in her collection shows that she admired 
his work. Johnson’s collages offered Parsons something that the artists that she represented could 
not; they could document the complex networks involved with Betty Parson’s Gallery. There is 
no full checklist for Ray Johnson’s History of the Betty Parsons Gallery; the Ray Johnson Estate 
does not have a record in its exhibition history. Neither is there a catalogue, brochure, nor 
checklist preserved in the Betty Parsons Gallery papers in the Archives of American Art. There 
is only a typed exhibition schedule that lists Ray Johnson for January 9 through February 3, 
1973,124 and a list of received works from Johnson dated January 9, 1973 (the day of the show’s 
opening).125 A handful of the names of artists in the exhibition are known, also, from Lawrence 
Campbell's review of the show in Art News, in which he mentions collages for Jackson Pollock, 
Barnett Newman, Ad Reinhardt, Paul Feely, Bradley Walker Tomlin, and Joseph Cornell. 
Additionally, there is also a single installation photo in the Betty Parsons Gallery papers at the 
Archives of American Art (Figure 3.9). Comparing dates and subjects from this list allows us to 
deduce which of Johnson’s collages were included in the exhibition. Furthermore, Campbell 
reproduced two of the collages in his article, Barnettn and Dear Ruth Szowie.126  This latter 
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collage is a key example of how Johnson exposed art world gossip and used it to structure the 
social networks that comprise his collages. The particular situation this collage references 
reflects gossip’s importance for understanding art history. It reveals a sexual scandal that, while 
well known today, was only whispered about in the art community at the time. Disguised within 
the imagery and words used in his collages, Johnson was able to speak freely about the scandal, 
which further served to show his membership in the community associated with it.127  
Dear Ruth Szowie (Figure 3.10) is a horizontal, rectangular collage. Its composition is 
split into two somewhat symmetrical sides with a gray-inked bar running down the middle of a 
centrally placed white rectangle to create side-by-side rectangles. At the top of these rectangles 
are two images reminiscent of Johnson’s potato mashers, but condensed with a triangular 
tesserae on which a phallic-like image is drawn in place of the handle. Below these potato 
mashers are two human-like images made from a composite of tesserae; the one on the right 
comprises a single, black tessera for the body and a group of abraded white tesserae forms the 
head. The right human-figure comprises a similar large black tessera for the body, but the head is 
made from part of a response card for an exhibition of paintings by Florence Zlowe, with the 
artist’s last name printed in all capital letters. Underneath this, printed on a multi-layered, pink-
tinged tessera, is “JACKSON POLLOCK 1912–1956,” below which Johnson wrote, “Sept. 12, 
1972 / Dear Ruth Szowie, I wore my pink wig today.  Ray Johnson”.128 The entire composition is 
framed with black-ink moticos coated with a pink wash.  
Johnson titled the collage after the woman addressed in the message, Ruth Szowie, not to 
the artist named in the memorial plaque-like tesserae, Jackson Pollock (who had been part of the 
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Betty Parsons Gallery stable).129 The entire collage is a play on words and has a circular 
meaning. The collage is, in fact, dedicated to Ruth Kligman, Pollock’s mistress and the sole 
survivor of the car accident that killed the artist and Kligman's friend, Edith Metzger, in 1956.130 
After Pollock, Kligman began an intimate relationship with Willem de Kooning that lasted for 
several years. The two traveled together to such places as Cuba and Italy. Some critics suggested 
de Kooning began a relationship with Kligman because he was still competing with Pollock.131 
Allegedly, Kligman once yelled out “Zowie!” in response to a blue and yellow abstract painting 
on his easel. De Kooning, who had an immigrant’s love of slang, enjoyed this spontaneous piece 
of art criticism and later named the painting Ruth’s Zowie (1957) to immortalize her exclamation 
of admiration. Johnson suggested “Zowie” a second time in the printed exhibition card above the 
“letter;” the font of “Zlowe” is such that, with a quick glance, one’s eye transposes the letters to 
read “Zowie.” Dear Ruth Szowie documents the social connections and events that defined her 
notoriety in the art world: Jackson Pollock and his life and death dates, Ruth Kligman and her 
involvement with his fatal car accident, and her relationship with de Kooning. Every figure in 
Johnson’s collage is connected to Ruth Kligman. Beyond the two textual suggestions of her 
name, the human-like moticos, the main elements of the composition, suggest two people, or a 
couple. Kligman was most known for her infamous “couplings” with two of Postwar American 
art’s leading figures. The composition is washed in a light pink tone, which might suggest 
femininity. The two spearheaded potato mashers at the top of the work are phallic-shaped and 
suggest the classical male symbol and, perhaps in an interpretative stretch, represent the two 
male influences that defined her life. The dual symmetry of the collage also works to enforce this 
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sense of controlling “twoness,” or the two artists, Pollock and de Kooning. The composition and 
the specific images and words chosen force the viewer to find a thread of connection between 
them. Johnson’s work slipped between abstraction and realism, just as it toggled between 
spontaneity and control. While I do not want to over determine his process, neither do I want to 
overlook the networks of connection they suggest. The understanding of Johnson’s collages 
involves a nuanced dance between reading and playing.  
The memory of the two artists, and the role Kligman played in their lives, links them in a 
network of acquaintance, incident, and consequence that remains a prominent aspect of their 
respective histories. Human networks arise because of acts by individuals. These networks 
created by those acts produce other networks that have consequences for other individuals.132 
Networks founded upon gossip reveal details, sometimes exaggerated, of personal lives.133 Ruth 
Kligman’s actions, whether directly or indirectly, had consequences that rippled throughout the 
American postwar Abstract Expressionists, a group that was itself a tight network of friends 
bonded through shared ideas and aims. One can even venture to claim by affecting Abstract 
Expressionism, an artistic movement that altered the course of American art, Kligman’s actions 
endure today. Johnson’s exposure of this intrigue for an exhibition intended to commemorate the 
gallery to which many of the artists affected owe their success was pointed commentary on 
machinations by which it was formed. Johnson’s collage disclosed the rumor circulating about 
the nature of de Kooning’s and Kligman’s relationship—which had morphed from rumor to fact. 
Indeed, gossip often contains some kernel of truth and is therefore important for disseminating 
certain facts that perhaps lay outside accepted forms of communication and documentation. 
Gossip, therefore, operates as a parallel form of history that can offer insights into its subjects 
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that may have otherwise remained unrecognized.134 Dear Ruth Szowie functions as an alternate 
form of historical documentation. Johnson elevated gossip’s informal communication to artistic 
expression, which served to both ensure its survival in the event that its oral communication 
faded, and to ascertain his affiliation with the Abstract Expressionist community involved in its 
scandal. 
Johnson was not a part of this specific network. He was born a generation removed from 
the Abstract Expressionists and socialized more with the early Pop artists. The exhibition’s title, 
Ray Johnson’s History of the Betty Parsons Gallery, suggests that he desired to be a member of 
this specific network of artists. A conduit between Johnson’s immediate network and the one 
described in Dear Ruth Szowie may be traced back to his time at Black Mountain College. As a 
student, Johnson met and became close with de Kooning while he was a guest instructor. The 
two artists, along with de Kooning’s wife Elaine, were together when news reached the school of 
Arshile Gorky’s death; the three went on a walk together to contemplate the passing of their 
friend and colleague.135 Johnson continued his acquaintance with and admiration for de Kooning, 
as evidenced by one of his most popular and prevalent mailers for the NYCS, a blank bicycle 
seat titled “Bill de Kooning’s Bicycle Seat.”136 Johnson often wrote de Kooning’s name on his 
collages, most times as a bunny head portrait.137 Johnson’s association with this network, 
therefore, was convoluted and shows the lengths to which he went to contrive a situation in 
which he was included in Betty Parsons’ legacy. Campbell noted this discrepancy between the 
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factual players in the history of the Betty Parsons Gallery and the one represented in the show: 
Some of Johnson’s collages consist largely of lists of names. Others are “portraits” of 
people such as Jackson Pollock, Barnett Newman, Ad Reinhardt, Paul Feely, Bradley 
Walker Tomlin, Joseph Cornell. (But where is Mark Rothko? asked one visitor). 
Although some names are missing, this does not take away from the enigmatic version of 
Ray Johnson’s history. It simply makes people look and search with greater 
thoroughness…Diane Arbus is in the show, although she never exhibited at the Betty 
Parsons Gallery.138 
Ray Johnson was not concerned so much with accuracy when documenting the history of 
the Betty Parsons Gallery as he was with recording his own version of it, including artists he 
perhaps thought should have been a part of that history and excluding others.139 This was not the 
first instance of Johnson fabricating history; he constructed many “histories” throughout his 
career, and included what are most likely fictional events in his own autobiographies (such as 
burning his early work in Cy Twombly’s fireplace, an event we now know was impossible 
because Twombly did not have a fireplace).140 Other “histories” Johnson wrote include “Ray 
Johnson’s History of Lucy Lippard,” “Ray Johnson’s History of Art News,” the performance “A 
History of John and Yoko Ono,” and a mailer for the NYCS: “Ray Johnson’s History of Video 
Art,” which resembles Alfred Barr, Jr.’s diagram illustrating the development of modern art.141  
 Johnson was tasked with telling the story of the Betty Parsons Gallery, an institution that 
had a profound influence on the art world in which he lived and worked. He was an outsider, but 
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one with privileged information learned through association. Parsons was a noted patron who 
evinced prophetic vision in choosing artists like Mark Rothko and Pollock, but also as a noted 
figure in the gay community herself, often used her gallery to support the women artists of this 
marginalized group. She too cemented community. 
 Parsons exhibited artists of varying genders and sexualities; she represented Agnes Martin, 
Ellsworth Kelly, Jasper Johns, and Robert Rauschenberg, among others—lesbian, bisexual, or 
gay artists.142 Today, her reputation is largely focused on her early championing of her “four 
horsemen of the apocalypse”––her affectionate nickname for the (all white and all male) 
Abstract Expressionists Jackson Pollock, Mark Rothko, Barnett Newman, and Clyfford Still. 
Parsons herself first gained recognition, however, as a young and lively member of Paris’ elite 
expatriate lesbian community. Though she publicly retreated into the closet when she returned to 
New York City in the 1950s during the height of McCarthyism and the Lavender Scare, she 
continued to promote women, lesbians, and openly gay artists at her gallery.143 Ann Gibson in 
“Lesbian Identity and the Politics of Representation in Betty Parson’s Gallery” posits that 
“difference” in both the art and the artists was the quality Parsons most highly valued, and that 
“difference” often superseded what the art world deemed “quality” art.144 Indeed, Parson’s 
refusal to drop her lesser-known artists spurred the “four horsemen” to leave her stable.145 For 
Gibson, the Betty Parsons Gallery is notable as an example of a gay activist’s political agency 
during the Cold War.  
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 Johnson understood that the art world was fueled by gossip. These intrigues, however, 
were only discussed in private behind closed doors, not in public, open to full disclosure and 
scrutiny. Gossip is both known and surreptitious—and in that sense fits Johnson’s illusive and 
humorous practice. One had to know the story behind the infamous threesome to understand the 
messages. Johnson’s title, and the work’s inclusion in the Betty Parsons show, acknowledges—
and perhaps exposes—Kligman’s crucial role in the members of Betty Parson’s stable. Could he 
have brought Kligman into the mix to draw attention to the problematic nature of these artist’s 
lives, or the problematic nature of celebrity? Though it is accepted that both men were 
troubled—they suffered from alcoholism, among other problems—Kligman’s identification as a 
single, mutual transgression further destabilizes the pedestal upon which art history has placed 
them.  
 Though little is known of Parsons’ reaction to Johnson’s exhibition, documents in her 
papers at the Archives of American Art suggest that she was happy with the outcome. 
Considering she was familiar with Johnson’s work and methods prior to the show, she likely 
expected an interpretation of her gallery’s history rather than direct documentation of it. The 
show received widespread good reviews,146 and she sold several works; indeed, four works were 
sold before the exhibition opened.147 Though correspondence does indicate that Johnson was 
difficult during the exhibition’s planning,148 Parsons continued to work with Johnson for several 
years following the show’s closing. For example, she sold a series of Johnson’s collages, 
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Jackson Pollock (Marie Wilson Rimbaud).149 Parsons was likely accustomed to working with 
difficult artists (Jackson Pollock, for example, was infamously problematic) and was not troubled 
by Johnson’s particularities. Furthermore, if she was unhappy with Johnson and the exhibition, it 
is unlikely she would have continued involvement with him. Indeed, she may have felt an 
affinity for Johnson’s large project, as both the artist and the gallerist worked to destabilize the 
cannon and promote the work and people that they thought important.  
 
Ray Johnson’s Silhouette University 
 
On April 20, 1976, Ray Johnson traced Andy Warhol’s silhouette onto a large, white 
sheet of paper tacked onto a wall.150 In the previous chapter, the artistic and homosexual contexts 
and associations between Warhol and Johnson were discussed; in this chapter, their personal 
relationship will offer us a portal through which to view Johnson’s Silhouette University. Warhol 
became its first “student” with this silhouette portrait. Every person represented in Johnson’s 
Silhouette University is related to him in some fashion—he knew them, they sparked his interest, 
or the connection was intellectual and the silhouette manufactured from a secondary source. 
Johnson created a relationship via these silhouettes and Warhol’s, done first and as a close friend 
of Johnson’s, is a quintessential entrance to the personal, yet abstruse, world within Johnson’s 
silhouette collages. 
Ray Johnson and Andy Warhol met around 1956, early in both of their careers.151 They 
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worked as graphic designers as a means to support themselves when they first arrived in New 
York, creating covers for New Directions publications (of which Johnson’s cover for Rimbaud’s 
Illuminations is most well-known) (Figure 3.11), and crafting window displays for the 
department store, Bonwitt Teller. Also during this time, Johnson produced artists' books, 
including BOO/K/OF/THE/MO/NTH (1956) and P/EEK/A/BOO/K/OF THE/WEE/K (1957), 
which he self-published with Pernet Printing, whom Warhol recommended. The two remained 
close until Warhol' s death in 1987 and each had a profound impact on the other's life and work. 
Johnson introduced Warhol to Billy Name, who would later become a fixture at Warhol’s 
Factory and was the one responsible for covering its walls with silver. Also, Johnson brought 
Dorothy Podber to The Factory, where she shot a stack of four Marilyn silkscreens between the 
eyes (Podber was subsequently barred from The Factory for life, although Warhol went on to sell 
the four canvases titled as The Shot Marilyns). Furthermore, the two artists were friends who 
enjoyed each other’s company and at times made jokes at each other’s expense. Recall when 
Johnson fell ill with hepatitis in 1964, Warhol placed an advertisement in The Village Voice 
announcing a fictitious group exhibition in Johnson’s room at the Bellevue Hospital. Johnson 
and Warhol were such close friends that Valerie Solanas’s assassination attempt on Warhol on 
June 3, 1968 (the same day Johnson was unrelatedly mugged at knifepoint and only days before 
the attempt on Robert F. Kennedy’s life) instigated Johnson’s move from New York City to 
Long Island, New York. Additionally, Warhol makes appearances in many of Johnson’s works 
across multiple media, mostly using the silhouette created in April 1976. Artistic inspiration and 
support flowed both ways, however. In an interview for High Times in 1977, when asked who he 
																																																																																																																																																																														






thought was the world’s greatest living artist, Warhol included Johnson in his diverse list.152 The 
importance of Warhol to Johnson (and vice versa) was great and emerges throughout both artists’ 
oeuvres. Warhol’s appearance as the first subject in Johnson’s silhouette project is evidence of 
this close relationship.153 
Johnson was inspired to start his Silhouette University after art dealer Holly Solomon 
sent him a small silhouette self-portrait she had done in Disneyland. While this silhouette portrait 
was exact down to individual eyelashes, Johnson was drawn to its inherent ambiguity; the 
silhouette can capture one’s essence without being explicit.154 Johnson continued making 
silhouette portraits for almost two decades after completing Warhol’s in April 1976. The 
archives of the Ray Johnson Estate have in their possession the silhouette drawings in Johnson’s 
house at the time of his death in 1995—294 persons. Archivists for the estate determined the 
majority of their identities.155 Most of Johnson’s subjects were artists, writers, critics, curators, 
and gallery owners connected to the New York Art world of the 1970s and 1980s. A few 
examples of Johnson’s subjects will give the reader a general idea as to the typical nature of 
Johnson’s subjects.  
The writers and editors depicted include Edward Albee, John Ashbury, and William S. 
Wilson; the artists include Ruth Asawa, Arman, Chuck Close, Willem de Kooning, David 
Hockney, Louise Nevelson, Alfonso Ossorio, Nam June Paik, Larry Rivers, James Rosenquist, 
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Leon Polk Smith, and Hedda Sterne; examples of art historians and critics are Dore Ashton, 
David Bourdon, Suzi Gablik, Harold Rosenberg, and Irving Sandler; among the gallerists are 
Frances Beatty, Leo Castelli, Paula Cooper, Richard Feigen, Holly Solomon, and Arturo 
Schwartz.156 It is important to note that many of these names have already been mentioned here; 
Johnson maintained (and evolved) a fascination with certain figures throughout his career, which 
is evidenced in their constant reappearance in his work across media. 
The drawings are mostly on large white sheets of paper and traced in pencil. Johnson 
would tape the paper to the wall and have his subject stand next to it, with his or her profile 
facing left.157 Johnson then traced the subject’s silhouette onto the paper in a process that 
evolved into a performance; he approached and backed away from the subject, dancing as he 
went. Art critic Nina ffrench-frazier describes the process with insight that could only have come 
from witnessing the operation:  
Making the silhouette was originally a complex undertaking which Johnson has 
simplified to the point where all he needs is a dark corner, a wall, and a 40-watt bulb. His 
initial drawing is very tentative, a light tracing. The first line is like a psychic recording, 
an emotional cardiogram, fragile and apprehensive as he begins to slowly feel out and 
delineate the person.158  
Once the drawing was complete, he would clean the lines and then transfer the image to black 
construction paper. Johnson reduced these black silhouettes to use as templates for collages. The 
artist often noted the subject’s name and the date of the sitting in the bottom right corner of the 
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drawings. This entire project involved an intricate combination of art, documentation, and the 
creation of archival material, which allows for researchers to reconstruct the social milieu in 
which he operated.  
 During the summer of 2018, the National Portrait Gallery in Washington D.C. presented 
Black Out: Silhouettes Then and Now. This show examined the history of silhouette portraiture 
in America from before the introduction of photography in 1839 to the present day, from 
itinerant silhouette-cutters to Kara Walker. In her introduction to the catalogue, curator Asma 
Naeem stresses the democratic principles underlying silhouette portraiture, noting that people 
from all walks of life had their profiles traced and cut, from “Presidents to laborers to slaves;”159 
the work included in the show, the subjects of which was equally broad, supports her contention. 
Conservator Penelope Knipe, in her contribution to the catalogue, also noted that silhouettes 
allowed people from all social statuses to have their portrait taken, a luxury that traditionally was 
reserved for royalty or the wealthy.160 Moreover, Knipe shows that silhouettes were not only 
democratic in their subjects, but also in their creators; through analyses of methods and 
materials, she reveals that many people, from trained silhouette-cutters to amateurs and slaves to 
wealthy politicians, tried their hand at the craft.161 Naeem, however, also seeks to contextualize 
silhouettes within the portraiture genre. She contends that the process of capturing a person’s 
shadow is perhaps more symbolic of memorialization than traditional portraiture in that it is a 
physical testament to someone’s presence.162  
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 I see Johnson’s Silhouette University as fitting within this historical projection.163 I believe 
that Johnson was likely aware of the fundamental characteristics of silhouette portraiture, and 
employed them for his own purposes, particularly the silhouette’s symbolic use for 
memorialization. Johnson’s subjects were from all walks of life, not only the art world 
luminaries listed above, but also his neighbors and others whose names are not well known. Like 
his chain letters, and Warhol’s paint by numbers kits, silhouettes were rooted in a culture of the 
masses. Furthermore, Johnson’s silhouettes functioned as proof of presence and association. As 
such, I view Johnson’s silhouette collages as the perfect melding of his mail art and collage 
practices. The slippage of subjects between the two memorializes his correspondents as artworks 
in a far more permanent and accessible manner than his limited and ephemeral mail art.  
The Elaine Benson Gallery in Bridgehampton, New York, organized an exhibition of 
these silhouette collages, called Silhouettes, from August 20–30, 1977. Although a short run, 
Silhouettes introduced this extended project to the public. Johnson’s silhouettes became the 
foundation of his collages for the rest of his career. The Ray Johnson Estate does not have a 
record of which collages were exhibited in this show, but they have been able to deduce from 
various materials in their collections that it included fifty collages and that some of the subjects 
were Marcel Duchamp, Amei Wallach, Saul Steinberg, Peter Beard, Richard Brown Baker, 
Craig Claiborne, and Lou Reed. This small group represents a diverse mix of artists, musicians, 
critics and collectors associated with the New York art world—individuals who were included in 
Johnson’s ideal social community. The silhouette collages push further the connections Johnson 
could possibly acquire through his mail art and various avenues of communication and gossip 
because it inherently implies personal acquaintance with the sitter. The silhouette collages, 
																																																						






therefore, do not merely imply association with the subject of the collage, but conspicuously 
show it; indeed, the silhouette, as it functions as a portrait, is proof that Johnson gained intimacy 
with his sitter.164  
While we cannot be certain which collages were shown in Silhouettes, it is possible to 
deduce a few probable works when we cross-reference known subjects with collages dated from 
1976–1977. Amei Wallach (Figure 3.12) fits these requirements, so it is likely that this collage 
was in the 1977 Silhouettes exhibition. Wallach’s silhouette forms the foundation of this collage; 
Johnson identified the subject by writing her name in cursive in black ink in the bottom right 
corner of the work.165 He then filled in her face, forehead, and the back of her head with matte 
black ink, sprinkled with white dots.166 The resultant shapes are random; one’s eye strives to find 
images between the positive and negative space, but none can be discerned. Johnson pasted a 
different silhouette, cut out from a sheet of paper, on top of Wallach’s. We know it is of a 
different sitter because the nose is more sloped and the chin less pronounced than Wallach’s. It is 
impossible to determine who this second subject is since Johnson did not identify him as he did 
with Wallach. However, through comparison to the silhouette drawings and to descriptions in 
reviews of the show, it is almost certain that it is of Marcel Duchamp.167 As with Wallach’s 
silhouette, Johnson covered Duchamp’s silhouette with black ink. Yet, instead of the white dot 
pattern, he abraded the surface, most likely with sandpaper.168 Johnson etched white lines into 
the black area to create a series of shapes, some angular like stairs, others curved like a rope. A 
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multi-layered tessera covers Duchamp’s forehead. It is shaped like a truncated triangle, with an 
image that resembles a stepped pyramid drawn in black ink on top. Johnson attached another 
square tessera on top of the truncated triangle, on which he drew a picture of a rabbit; sticking 
out from the bottom of this tessera on the left side is a flaccid phallus, washed with purple ink, as 
is the majority of this tesserae block. The overall effect of this group of images is architectural; 
the tesserae over Duchamp’s silhouette suggest a cave-like space, with the rabbit for an 
inhabitant. In the bottom right corner of the collage, just above Wallach’s name, is a diluted 
splash of purple ink, with a drip that stretches over the writing. Johnson outlined the drip with a 
thick line of black ink. The resulting image is very similar to his sperm motif. 
Amei Wallach is the key player here—her silhouette is the foundation of its composition 
and she is the named subject. Wallach was the chief art critic for New York Newsday and had 
also written for the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, the Nation, and Vanity Fair; today 
she is best known for documentary Louise Bourgeois: The Spider, the Mistress, and the 
Tangerine (2008). Wallach began her career in the 1960s at the height of Pop Art and Andy 
Warhol’s influence, a period she describes as follows: “The formal ideas about art were what 
mattered most, and you had to leave out everything else: history-biography-gender-sex-religion 
and politics. And the dirtiest word you could use to describe a work of art was the word 
‘narrative.”’169 Johnson knew of Wallach—he was hyper-aware of all the major art critics 
throughout his career and her prominence in this collage confirms he believed her to be an 
important voice in the art world—and her appearance in Johnson’s silhouette project is telling in 
light of her acceptance of art devoid of “narrative” and all the elements that narrative art entails. 
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Formalism reigned, but Johnson, like Rauschenberg and Johns, was cagey in his disavowal of 
this critical stance. 
The silhouette collages require different strategies of reading than those discussed above. 
While Johnson did suggest a primary subject in other collages with their titles, they did not have 
significant prominence in the composition itself. Their readings, therefore, cannot be restricted to 
the perspective of the named individual. Recall the previous exploration of Jacqueline Kennedy 
Onassis’ Mother’s Potato Masher (Figure 3.8). That collage more recalls Joseph’s comments on 
the multiple subjects in Rauschenberg’s Combines: “Searching for iconography in Rauschenberg 
is useless not because it cannot exist there but because it can be made to exist anywhere.”170 
Joseph clarified this statement later:  
A Combine is not a fixed or univocal arrangement or enchaining of signs, especially if we 
understand them as referencing a meaning that exists on another plane.  Rather, a 
Combine is a multiplicity and each “reading” is an actualization, a unique, contingent, 
and changeable act of reception.171  
The networks described in the collages discussed above lack a defined center from which other 
connections can be constructed. Consequently, multiple networks can be identified within a 
single collage, which therefore expands the reach of Johnson’s social network. The silhouette 
collages, however, establish the center of the social network through both title and prominence; 
they are, therefore, egocentric networks, or a network in which all other individuals are 
connected to a single individual. The ties between Johnson and the designated subject are 
strong—he creates a direct link between himself and the subject of the collage. The other figures 
that comprise the collage, however, must be related directly to the named subject (not indirectly 
via one or more other conduits). In this situation, one can apply the social network concept of 
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“weak ties,” or loose associations between individuals. Weak ties work more efficiently to 
facilitate novel forms of information between their respective parties and therefore work to 
create more diverse and farther-reaching social networks.172 The boundary of the network is, in 
this way, stretched. This can be seen at work in Amei Wallach if it is accepted that the secondary 
silhouette is that of Duchamp. There is no overt connection between the two subjects; yet, as 
critics of the art world, they exist within the same intellectual sphere. Johnson’s collage connects 
the past and present in critical history and creates a direct link between him and the subjects 
involved in that discourse.   
 
The End of a Decade, the End of Exhibitions 
 
 This chapter addressed the social networks founded on gossip that Johnson documented in 
his collages. The individuals cited in these collages were often those collected in Johnson’s 
NYCS, while others were fictional or desired acquaintances that Johnson could actualize his 
relationship to through representation in his work. Other times, Johnson used his collages to 
expose art world gossip and exploit the power that knowledge gave him. Whatever his 
motivation, the social networks that Johnson constructed during this decade are innumerable and 
evidence an obsessive need to connect with the world—an obsession at opposition with his 
increasingly reclusive behavior. In sum, the social world in his collages superseded the social 
world beyond his door. 
 The 1970s was both Johnson’s most active and last decade for exhibitions. He had thirteen 
solo shows (in addition to the five discussed above) and participated in sixty-four groups shows. 
After 1977’s Silhouettes, however, he only participated in five more solo exhibitions in the 
																																																						






decade, ending in 1978: Correspondences (December 1–19, 1977, Root Art Center, Hamilton 
College, Clinton, New York); 31 Portraits (October 24–November 12, 1977, Cow Art Gallery, 
State University of New York, Old Westbury); Ray Johnson (December 9, 1977–January 31, 
978, Framart Studio, Naples, Italy); 37 Portraits (April 11–May 6, 1978, Brooks Jackson/Iolas 
Gallery, New York); and Viewpoints: Ray Johnson (September 31–November 12, 1978, Walker 
Art Center, Minneapolis, Minnesota). After the 1978 show at the Walker Art Center, Johnson 
would not have another solo exhibition until 1984, and then only one more after that, in 1991, 
before his death.173  
 Johnson’s activities towards the end of the 1970s, through the 1980s until his death in 
1995, took on a new character. Mail Art became a prominent, if not principal, occupation, with 
his small collage mailers spreading throughout a world from which Johnson was physically 
isolating himself in increasing degrees. By 1987, he rarely ventured from his house and received 
no visitors. He maintained contact without the outside world solely through the mail and by 
telephone. Johnson’s commercially viable collages, such as the ones addressed for the majority 
of this work, became much more complex and layered, often created over the course of several 
years in various campaigns of activity. Furthermore, instead of exhibiting and selling them in 
galleries, he began to hoard them in his home, storing them in numerous cardboard boxes and 
returning to these works as he was inspired to add something. Gallerists, including those at the 
Richard Feigen Gallery, his representative gallery, persistently asked him to mount a show; he 
consistently refused. The 1970s witnessed Johnson’s social withdrawal and his work 
consequently reflected this mental and emotional change.
																																																						








 The tone of Johnson’s work shifted in the 1990s. While his collages and mail art from this 
decade still contain comical references and allusions to art world gossip and repartee, they are 
noticeably darker and frenetic in character. The collages’ compositions become more fraught; 
many underwest what the Johnson Estate refers to as “campaigns” of work, in which the artist 
returned to and reworked individual collages over the course of several years. These collages, the 
largest group in Johnson’s oeuvre, show the battle he waged against finality in the last years of 
his life. Johnson revisited and juxtaposed past motifs so that they confront each other in ways 
that suggest a more biting commentary than in their prior usage. Johnson’s suicide in 1995 
makes this reading inevitable. 
 Both when he was alive and after his death, Johnson has proven difficult to examine; his 
oeuvre is too broad and he was too furtive to allow for any obvious or comprehensive study of 
his work. In this dissertation, I offered social network theory as one possible perspective through 
which to view Johnson’s otherwise daunting body of work. I hoped to show that his collages and 
mail art were guided by a larger motivation that operated in part on some form of ephemeral 
logic that was perhaps obscure but still rational. In these last pages, I want to offer yet another 
framework through which to understand Johnson’s project in light of his final years and the work 
he produced during them. I propose that Johnson’s obsessive need to create and document his 
social network transformed into an equally obsessive need to preserve his creation. I contend that 
Johnson was actively involved in creating an archive of his life’s work; when viewed through 
this frame, certain enigmas in his actions and practice are given a newer and deeper purpose. 
 My entry into this discussion will be the hundreds of photographs Johnson took during 






time—an admittedly precarious position to assert, but one that the visual evidence presented in 
the photographs strongly supports. I will then draw from archival theory, pulling from not only 
Hal Foster’s writings on the concept but also those by Jacques Derrida in an attempt to frame 
Johnson’s social networking activities discussed in the previous chapters and his eccentric and 
dramatic final actions under a single organizing principle.  
 
Ray Johnson and Photography 
 
Hazel Arsen Larcher introduced Johnson to photography while they were students at Black 
Mountain College. Archer was Black Mountain’s unofficial photographer. Her photographs and 
prints capture the everyday life of the school and its students. She also became the school’s first 
dedicated photography instructor.1 Prior to this official capacity, however, Johnson was amongst 
her first pupils. Archer taught Johnson the rudimentary principles of photography, and the two 
took excursions into Asheville to photograph the daily activities of the town and its citizens. 
Johnson found this new medium fascinating, and wrote his parents about his recent interest: 
“Today I took photographs with a simple camera Hazel gave me. It is a flash brownie. I want to 
experiment with flashbulbs at night with action shots of people dancing or running or walking to 
see what the flashbulb is good for and where it won’t work. Todays [sic.] I took photos of 
matiere [sic.]: brick walls, grass, mud. Hazel is going to teach me to develop film and I will be 
able to go further when I know the basic things.” And later: “I have been doing photography with 
Hazel. Tooks [sic.] of Asheville and people on streets, in stores, everywhere.”2 Despite this 
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enthusiastic interest, however, Johnson abandoned photography soon after leaving Black 
Mountain. Upon his arrival in New York City, he quickly devoted his artistic energy to collage, 
as discussed in depth in the first chapter of this dissertation. While there is no dearth of 
photographs of Johnson making art or socializing with friends—he certainly enjoyed being in 
front of the camera—he was rarely behind it. Photography did not enter his artistic practice again 
until the early 1990s. Though these photographs ostensibly lack the artistry of his early teacher’s 
work, Johnson’s photographs retain the vernacular quality he likely learned from Archer. That 
the subject of these photographs is Johnson himself, as shadow, reflection, or artwork, demands a 
more reflective reading, and begs the question, why did Johnson turn the camera on himself 
during the last years of his life? 
 
Johnson’s Final Photographs 
 The photograph shows a beach of current-smoothed stones (Figure 4.1). The calmly 
rippling water breaks upon the mosaic of their earthy browns, blacks, and grays before it blurs 
into the murky water’s depths. A coverless notebook floats close to the water’s edge. There is no 
text visible. Instead, the notebook is a passage of creamy white, stark against the gray water. A 
figure’s shadow hovers to the right of the notebook. Its smooth head suggests a bald man, and he 
appears to be holding something up to his face. While we know the shadow floats on the water’s 
surface, the slight ripples make it seem as if it is emerging from below. Because we know that 
this is a photograph, our mind immediately understands that the object the man is holding is a 
camera, and he is capturing himself in the action of taking the photograph in which we see him. 
This photograph conveys a marked sense of isolation. It is an image of a quiet moment of 
																																																																																																																																																																														







 Beginning in 1992, Johnson packed his small, gray hatchback car with his collages and 
other personal ephemera. He transported them to different locations in his and surrounding towns 
and stood them on benches, in phone booths, propped against tombstones, and in other similar 
places. Johnson then photographed his impromptu installations with a simple, readily available 
Kodak disposable camera.3 These photographs often captured Johnson’s likeness as well, either 
as a reflection or a shadow, as in the photograph described above. These photographs numbered 
in the hundreds by the time of Johnson’s death. They now reside in the Ray Johnson Estate 
archives in their original processing envelopes, many still with their negatives. Despite this vast 
trove of material, however, these photographs remain the least analyzed—and therefore the least 
understood—aspect of Johnson’s archive. That they remain uncatalogued perhaps explains this 
situation.4 Perhaps also responsible is their content. While the collages’ odd placements may 
elicit a humorous response upon their first viewing, it becomes apparent with extended 
consideration that Johnson haunts the images, whether as by proxy through his collages or more 
definitely as a reflection or shadow. 
 The melancholic qualities inherent in photography have been much addressed. Roland 
Barthes’ Camera Lucida from 1980 perhaps remains the most influential text today. In this work, 
Barthes approaches the photograph from the role of the spectator, not of the photographer, in 
what is at once an investigation into the nature of photography and a diaristic eulogy to his 
deceased mother.5 Barthes explores the lasting emotional effects some photographs have on their 
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viewers. He asserts that photographs are ultimately asymbolic, or act outside of language and 
culture, and instead work in an affective way on the mind and body. Barthes identifies a duality 
in photography that he defines with two terms, studium and punctum. The studium is the social, 
linguistic, or political content of the photograph—in other words, the cultural context which 
incites modest interest in its viewer. The punctum is the prick that breaks through this 
complacency. It is a detail that inflicts a personal wound on the viewer and creates a direct 
relationship between him or her and the photograph’s subject.  
 Barthes uses several poignant photographs to illustrate his argument. (Indeed, the 
philosopher deliberately chose them to demonstrate that not all photographs contain punctums. 
He acknowledges that the content of most photographs is banal.) Barthes’ rumination on these 
photographs takes a personal turn in the second part of the book when he reveals that they are his 
mother’s and relates his experience of sorting through them shortly after her death.  At this point, 
Barthes realizes that the subject of a photograph is not only reproduced, but also embalmed, and 
that within the matrix of the photograph, the subject can return from the dead.6 One photograph 
was of particular import to Barthes, and helped him towards this conclusion. It was a picture of 
his mother as a five-year-old girl standing in a winter garden. Barthes returns to this photograph 
repeatedly, but does not reproduce it within the text. “I cannot reproduce the Winter Garden 
Photograph. It exists only for me. For you, it would be nothing but an indifferent picture, one of 
the thousand manifestations of the ‘ordinary.’”7 Barthes stresses that the punctum is an 
individual experience that cannot be transferred between different viewers. In Camera Lucida, 
photography is intimately related to death. The photograph is reconstructed as a “certificate of 
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presence” that survives after the subject is gone and attests that the subject once existed. In turn, 
the photograph ensures the subject’s preservation in the future.8 
 Indeed, death permeates Johnson’s Kodak photographs. In some, death is suggested 
through Johnson’s ghost-like presence as a shadow or incomplete reflection, as in the photograph 
discussed above. In others, death is addressed directly through settings in cemeteries. It is clear 
that Johnson was preoccupied with death. These images are melancholic, but not fearful. They 
suggest that Johnson understood and accepted death’s inevitable presence in life. Indeed, 
William S. Wilson understands these photographs as a type of suicide note: “Ray's photographs 
impress me as a long episodic visual farewell letter to this world, he having decided upon a 
schedule for going to his truer home, under sea-water.”9 
  Take for example a photograph developed in April 1993 (Figure 4.2).10 It was taken in an 
older cemetery. The two tombstones featured were erected in 1783 and 1847. On the left lies 
Sarah Cooks, died at 14 years of age.11 The tombstone on the right marks a man named Geo 
Bayles who died when he was 63. In between the two weathered markers, Johnson erected his 
own monument of a cardboard plinth with a picture of Eva Hesse, captioned with the details of 
her early death from a brain tumor at age 34.12 This photograph evidences that death often 
disregards age. It took a child, an adult, and a senior citizen with equal finality. The feeling 
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communicated in the photograph, however, is peaceful and accepting. Johnson’s detached 
observations of death continue in other cemetery photographs in which he inserts placards 
inscribed with Andy Warhol’s birth and death dates (Figure 4.3). Unlike with Hesse, Johnson 
was close with Warhol, yet these photographs communicate a similar feeling of detachment and 
inevitability as expressed in the photograph with Hesse’s cardboard tombstone.  
 Johnson’s evocation of Warhol in these photographs speaks to greater similarities 
between the artists’ driving impulses. Parallels between Johnson’s and Warhol’s use of art world 
gossip as artistic content have already been discussed in this dissertation. Here, I propose that 
this gossip perhaps has wider implications; namely, as a means of evidencing and preserving 
one’s existence and acceptance in a particular social milieu beyond the limitations of death. A 
focused consideration of Warhol’s photographic production, then expanded to include his 
paintings, again provides a comparable context with which to situate Johnson’s work.13 
 
Andy Warhol’s Photographs 
 Andy Warhol obsessively photographed the people and occurrences in his life. Warhol 
purchased a Big Shot Polaroid camera in the early 1970s, which instigated a monumental 
photographic project that continued for the rest of his life. At the time of his death, Warhol had 
amassed a stockpile of photographic prints and Polaroid snapshots numbering at approximately 
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124,650 printable frames.14 These photographs document Warhol’s life, and their extensiveness 
illustrates many of the personalities, incidents, and events of Warhol’s (in)famous social life, or 
“social disease,” as he described his compulsive need to “go out” in Exposures, his first book of 
photographs.15 Warhol’s photographic output is rarely considered in the general scholarship of 
his work; indeed, the Andy Warhol Foundation itself argued that the photographs hold only 
archival—and not artistic—value in court to prevent massive legal fees.16 William V. Ganis’ 
Andy Warhol’s Serial Photography opens the critical discourse on the artist’s photographs by 
situating his photographic methods within the context of his repeated aesthetic, and arguing that 
the photographs were more than support for his paintings and prints, but rather an integral 
practice unto itself. Though Ganis focuses primarily on Warhol’s “stitched” photographs, or 
works in which the artist sewed together multiple reproductions into a single composition, his 
thoughts on Warhol’s motivations and the function of his photographs within his larger artistic 
project resonate with both Johnson’s photography and collages. 
 “A picture means I know where I was every minute. That’s why I take pictures. It’s a 
visual diary.”17 Ganis takes this statement by Warhol’s as a point of departure. He sees Warhol’s 
photographs as recordings of private moments and personal relationships, and proposes that from 
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them we can reconstruct a fuller portrait of the artist than has hitherto been offered.18 The 
Polaroid photographs taken as “studies” for portraits marked Warhol’s personal interaction with 
the sitter, who was often a celebrity or other figure of an elite social world.19 The candid 
snapshots from Studio 54 or high-society events illustrate the gossip in which Warhol was 
particularly known to indulge.20 Moreover, Warhol did not discard any photographs. He did not 
let sitters take Polaroids with them after portrait photo sessions.21 He stockpiled contact sheets in 
his studio, only 17% of which bear marks indicating the artist chose them for use in the stitched 
photographs.22 As John Berger asserts in his essay on photography, the act a taking a picture is 
akin to declaring, “I have decided that seeing this is worth recording.”23 Warhol not only decided 
that everything was worth recording, but also worth preserving. And furthermore, when he 
transformed that everyday imagery and gossip into art, he gave those images a life, as Ganis puts 
it, “worthy of prolongation.”24 
 Johnson was similarly obsessed with collecting and producing images, and also like 
Warhol, these images are information from which we can piece together Johnson’s existence and 
the social world that he inhabited. Johnson’s mail art is analogous to Warhol’s hundreds of 
thousands of photographs in that it forged and documented his connections with a substantial 
network of people. Building upon Pierre Restany’s statement in his tribute to Warhol penned 
shortly after the artist’s death, “Warhol the person becomes Warhol the work,” Ganis proposes 
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that Warhol’s artworks—his entire oeuvre—was a “vehicle for his secret endeavor: to embalm 
himself.”25 I believe that Johnson too sought to “embalm” himself within his art, although I feel 
Johnson more forthrightly so than Warhol.26 Johnson consciously organized not only all of his 
artworks, but his possessions as well, into a primitive yet undeniable archive in preparation for 
what many call his final performance: his suicide by drowning on January 13, 1995.27 
 I hinted at the bizarre events surrounding Johnson’s death in the introduction of this 
dissertation; I will now expand upon them. Many of Johnson’s final actions were centered on the 
number thirteen. Ray Johnson jumped off a bridge on Friday the 13th. He was 67 years old (6 + 7 
= 13).  Before he drove to the bridge, he checked into a motel in the room 247 (2 + 4 + 7 = 13).  
According to the two girls, he jumped from that bridge at 7:15 (7 + 1 + 5 = 13).28 William S. 
Wilson wrote that Johnson was particularly fascinated by the number thirteen: “But understand 
that Ray said that he did not regard the number 13 as unfriendly. He was not superstitious, but he 
was aware of superstitions. He wanted to use 13 casually, unselfconsciously, but he couldn’t 
point toward 13 and say that it was the same as other numbers, because after all he was pointing 
																																																						
25 Ganis, Andy Warhol’s Serial Photography, 139. 
26 Though I fully agree with Ganis’ analysis, I believe that Warhol’s efforts to “embalm” himself 
in his art remained secret to the artist as well. Warhol’s fear of death—particularly after Valerie 
Solanas’ attempt on his life in 1968— are well documented. Equally documented, however, is 
his resistance to acknowledging the time after his death. I find it unlikely Warhol would 
consciously prepare for his postmortem legacy. In February 2017, the New York Times ran an 
article outlining medical historian Dr. John Ryan’s research into the true story behind Warhol’s 
death following a routine gallbladder operation. Ryan discovered that rather than routine, Warhol 
was very ill, and had been for some time prior to his hospital admittance. Ryan’s findings show 
that Warhol’s death was neither sudden nor unexpected, but rather inevitable due to the artist’s 
own behavior and denial of his condition. Blake Gopnik, “Andy Warhol’s Death: Not So Simple, 
After All,” New York Times, February 21, 2017, C3. 
27 This sentiment was expressed numerous times in the art world’s coverage of Johnson’s 
suicide. See: David Bourdon, “Cosmic Ray: An Open Letter to the Founder of the New York 
Correspondence School,” in Art in America 83 (October 1995): 106–11. 
28 Additionally, Dempsey Martineau determined Johnson exhibited for thirteen years before 






toward 13. What he could do, or attempt to do, was to use 13 aimlessly. His response to our 
pathlessness was his disciplined aimlessness.”29 Indeed, Johnson incorporated the number 
thirteen into his “final performance,” incorporating so many bizarre details into his death that it 
was sure to receive attention.30  
 Almost immediately, newspapers exploded with accounts of his mysterious suicide, 
which then prompted investigations into his similarly mysterious life and work. The art press 
was awash in headlines like that printed in the New York Journal in the days immediately 
following his death: “A Performance-Art Death: Legendary (and legendarily unknown) artist 
Ray Johnson plotted his apparent suicide like one of his practical jokes. Now he’s a celebrity.”31 
Moreover, when Frances Beatty and others from Feigen (who would eventually assume 
possession of his estate) entered his house after shortly after his death, they not only discovered 
that Johnson had packed everything in preparation for their arrival, he had left a box of collages 
opened to one that detailed the suicide of Warhol superstar Andrea “Whips” Feldman, who 
similarly jumped to her death. The collage quotes passages from Feldman’s obituary in the 
Village Voice: 
Andrea Feldman, one of Andy Warhol’s Superstars jumped to her death . . . Andrea was 
tormented by her fear of not being loved, of unrecognition, of ridicule and not being 
understood. She said of herself, “I’m as unique as an antique,” which she was. She also 
said, “No one takes me seriously because they think of me as a joke.” But Andrea was 
loved, and you can see this by the shocked expression on the faces of her friends who 
cannot believe she came to this. Andrea left a note addressed to everyone she knew, 
																																																						
29 William S. Wilson, “Ray Johnson and the Number 13,” Blastitude 3 (2002): 2. 
30 This confluence around the number thirteen during his final days has drawn a great deal of 
attention; every article concerning his death that I have read discusses it, almost every 
publication on Johnson mentions it at some point, and the How to Draw a Bunny opens with it, 
making the documentary into what reviewers called a “Pop art mystery.” 






saying she love us all, but “I’m going for the bigtime [sic.], I hit the jack pot!”32 
 
Calculated or not, Johnson ensured and prepared for his life’s work to receive attention and be 
studied after his death. Johnson’s recourse to photography in his last years was perhaps 
symptomatic of the increasing pressure he felt to complete this project. 
 
Johnson and Postmodern Theories of Disability 
 Despite the great amount of attention paid to the prevalence of the number thirteen during 
the events leading to Johnson’s death, the question remains, why did Johnson choose to end his 
life at that specific time and in that specific way? Ostensibly, the confluence of his age and the 
date totaling thirteen provides an explanation as to why he concluded his mail art and collage 
activities. Poetics aside, however, Johnson’s decision to commit suicide was drastic and suggests 
that there were larger and darker reasons at play. His actions over a several-decade period chart a 
significant decline, from his initial move from New York City to Long Island––incited by a 
profound fear for his safety––to his gradual self-imposed alienation and ultimate complete 
withdrawal from society, and finally to his suicide; moreover, William S. Wilson related that 
Johnson telephoned several friends the last week of life and claimed that someone had attempted 
to break into his house and steal his work––a likely imagined threat that speaks to Johnson’s 
fragile state of mind.33  
 As such, I believe that Johnson’s mental state needs to be addressed in the consideration 
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Voice, August 17, 1972, 52. 






of both his final years as well as his later works. Speculation into a subject’s mental state is 
admittedly problematic, and understandably controversial. Accordingly, I make no attempt to 
posthumously diagnose Johnson here. I believe that Johnson’s mental health must be addressed 
because it was a major determinate in his life, and therefore likely effected his work; moreover, 
to not address it would be to suppress an important factor merely because it is not socially 
acceptable––akin to considerations of his sexual orientation before. The important issue here is 
not to reduce Johnson (and others who may be deemed “disabled”) to his possible illness, but to 
recoup him, and indeed, the social sciences have moved towards this approach in recent years. 
 The understanding of the term “disability” in the social sciences has shifted from that of a 
medical diagnosis that requires treatment to the belief that it is a social construct that particularly 
speaks to the postmodern condition; like postmodernism, disability creates or highlights a 
rupture in the linearity of experience. The humanities have notably adopted this new conception 
of disability. Disability/Postmodernity: Embodying Disability Theory, an anthology edited by 
Mairian Corker and Tom Shakespeare, bridges the social science perspectives of disability 
theory and the humanities; the seventeen essays included work to demystify the concept of 
postmodernity as well as offer a more holistic approach to the study and understanding of the 
complexity of a disabled person’s experience.34 Additionally, Ann Millet-Gallant and Elizabeth 
Howie assembled Disability and Art History, an anthology of essays that approach 
representations of disabled figures in art through social, rather than medical, models of 
disability.35   
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 These essays largely address physical disability, though, and not mental disability. 
Musicologist Stephanie Jensen-Moulton has a long engagement in her research with disability 
theory in relation to mental health.  Jensen-Moulton’s study of the autistic teenager Christopher 
Knowles’ contribution to Robert Wilson’s and Philip Glass’ postmodern opera Einstein on the 
Beach is an excellent example or her work in this area. She relates how Wilson and Glass 
understood Knowles’ perception of the world as different rather than wrong, and accordingly 
adapted their work to both accommodate and celebrate Knowles’ alternative vision.36  I believe 
that we must similarly adapt our perceptions of Johnson and his mental health to see and accept 
the influence it had on both his life and work. Furthermore, we must do so to identify and 
sympathize with possible contributions to his building anxiety that might have led to his decision 
to take his own life. These contributions are likely many. In Since ’45: America and the Making 
of Contemporary Art, Katy Siegel offers insight into anxieties felt by many postwar artists that I 
believe are germane to Johnson’s circumstances. 
 Siegel concentrates on what she calls the success/failure divide amongst postwar 
American artists. Siegel argues that postwar artists determined their worth not through the eyes 
of the market nor by monetary levels, but by who was a “somebody” and who was a “nobody.”37 
Artists measured their success by how well they were recognized, and even more importantly, 
understood. She cites specifically the Abstract Expressionists’ unease with “success,” pointing 
out that despite the “increased attention and reward [that] brought the satisfaction of recognition, 
the comfort of not dodging the landlord, the pleasure of being able to afford oil paint . . . [t]he 
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on the Beach,” Paper presented at the Society for American Music Annual Conference, 
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37 Katy Siegel, Since ’45: America and the Making of Contemporary Art (London: Reaktion 






uneasiness of older artists with success often pushed them to seek privacy and even to 
withdraw.”38 By the 1990s after the economic collapse in 1987 and the depressed economy that 
followed, the gap between the somebodies and the nobodies had become vast. Siegel cites artists 
such as Jeff Koons, Takashi Murakami, Damien Hirst, and Matthew Barney, who became 
famous for making his epic The Cremaster Cycle the year before Johnson’s death and whose 
spectacle-based work represented the opposite of Johnson’s practice: 
 
By the end of the ‘90s, far from his initial welcome as heralding back-to-basics 
art, Barney came to symbolize the celebrity and big money impossibility of what 
was required of a truly successful artist in the new millennium . . . The small 
businessman, even as a figure of failure, even as half a man, is gone. And the 
picture of the artist who, once a failure, turns out to be successful, is fading as 
well. The artists who do succeed do so on such an enormous scale that it is 
difficult for even an ambitious young artist to imagine emulating them. Success 
perhaps seems less an act of genius than a piece of enormous luck, like winning 
the lottery.39 
  
 Ray Johnson’s case demonstrates that by the 1990s, not only young emerging artists 
faced difficulties of carving a place for themselves in the art world, but also older artists who had 
yet to reach such acclaim and had no hope of doing so. Johnson had the genius, but not the luck, 
which was impeded further by his withdrawal from the art world and the world at large. The bulk 
of this dissertation shows how Johnson was acutely aware of his position within a designated 
social group. Many of his friends and colleagues like Warhol and Close, who both greatly 
admired his work, had surpassed him in fame and younger artists were emerging that were 
likewise gaining recognition that Johnson had only briefly experienced. Recall the review of 
Jasper Johns’ first one-man exhibition that listed Johnson among the “greats” that Johns may 
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rival in the future.40 
 We can see Johnson’s anxiety over the possible failure of his artistic legacy emerge in his 
late collages. He began to include the word “FAILURE” over and over again, sometimes just the 
one word repeated, and others as an element in a collage. Take for example Untitled (One 
Million Dollars, James Dean, and “Failure”) (Figure 4.4). The collage is circular,41 with the 
majority of its components concentrated in the center. This work is among the collages that 
Johnson returned to over the course of several years. It is dated three times: November 17, 1989; 
June 14, 1992; and April 8, 1994. The various layers from these separate campaigns of work are 
evident. The base comprises motifs found throughout Johnson’s oeuvre like clippings from 
newspapers, snakes, a Buddha, among others. Subsequent layers are telling. The word “failure” 
runs down the right side of the collage in red block letters.  Furthermore, Johnson inked twice in 
dark, black block letters the phrase “ONE MILLION DOLLARS” in its center. This 
juxtaposition of the word failure and the phrase “one millions dollars” is particularly revealing of 
Johnson’s emotional distress, for it was a response to an unsuccessful meeting between Johnson 
and the art dealer Larry Gagosian. 
 In the late 1980s or early 1990s, Robert Pincus-Witten suggested to Larry Gagosian, for 
whom he curated several shows, that his gallery host an exhibition of Johnson’s collages. 
According to Pincus-Witten, Johnson traveled into New York City from Locust Valley to meet 
with him and Gagosian at the dealer’s Upper East Side venue, very much excited about the 
prospect of a show at the illustrious gallery. Gagosian, however, largely ignored Johnson 
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throughout the meeting; it was mainly Pincus-Witten who proposed the content and direction of 
the possible exhibition. As Pincus-Witten related, Johnson sat quietly throughout the meeting, 
and rose at the end saying that he would think about it. A few days later, Johnson contacted 
Pincus-Witten and agreed to the show, but with one stipulation: each collage must be priced at 
one million dollars. Gagosian’s lack of interest insulted Johnson, and this outrageous pricing was 
both Johnson’s declaration of his unhappiness about the experience and insistence on the merit of 
his work.42  
 Untitled (One Million Dollars, James Dean, and “Failure”) summarizes Johnson’s 
anxious, unstable mental state in the beginning on the 1990s.43 He couples his experience with 
Gagosian––whose influence in the art world only increased since Johnson’s meeting with him––
with failure. The last additions to this collage, multiple inked crosses located throughout the 
collage (including once on a “one million dollars” statement), dated at April 8, 1994, further 
demonstrate Johnson’s distress. During that month, Johnson added these inked crosses to 
numerous collages; at times, he also perforated the collages.44 This was a markedly troubled and 
violent gesture, likely reflective of Johnson’s emotional state at the time. Despite working for 
nearly fifty years, during which he gained the admiration of his fellow avant-garde artists, he had 
only glimpsed success for a few years in the late 1960s and early 1970s. By the early 1990s, 
Johnson’s star, while not falling, had ceased rising, and this sense of discouragement leaked into 
his work. 
 Again, this disappointment and the stress it caused suggests only one possible reason for 
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months before his suicide, a telling indication of his emotional distress. 
44 “Glossary: Dating Ray Johnson Collages,” The Ray Johnson Estate and Archives website, 






his suicide. Additionally, he may have felt increasingly alone. Warhol had died in 1987, he had 
witnessed the ravages of AIDS on the artistic community, and his parents had died: his father, 
Eino, passed away in 1984, and his mother Lorraine in 1988.45 Death and his own mortality were 
likely becoming major preoccupations as a result. So to remedy the situation and ensure his place 
in art history’s memory, Johnson systematically transformed his work, and by association his 
life, into an extended archival project, with his collages serving as its founding form of 
documents. 
 
Ray Johnson’s Archive 
The fate of Johnson’s archive, now housed in Manhattan’s Upper East Side neighborhood 
under the auspices of the art advisory firm Adler Beatty, was not always secure.46 Johnson’s 
friends (once accepting of Johnson’s suicide) discussed amongst themselves their concern for the 
future of Johnson’s estate:  
 
Dear David, thanks for clueing [sic.] me in. I appreciate that. 
I found out from Janet Giffra that Ray’s body was burned around the first of March and, 
as of a few days ago, the bones/ashes were in a box in the lawyer’s office. 
(John Ritter? of Locust Vally? Glen Cove? I have it somewhere.) 
Janet Giffra lives near here. She’s the estate’s executor.-trix. [sic.] of the ten cousins, they 
felt that she had been the closest. OR SO SHE SAYS. (MONEYMONEYMONEY! 
[sic.]) 
I’ve been speaking with her about the necessity of keeping Ray’s archives intact. and 
[sic.] that correspondence art looks like anything. I think that she is beginning to 
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understand that the estate needs a curator. (I had recommended that she loan it all to a 
museum, the Mod, the Whitney, the Guggenheim. She may not yet know what I’m 
talking about. Or, maybe she does.) Do you know anybody who could well undertake the 
job? 
 . . . I’m feeling awful about Ray, of course . . . Poor Ray. and [sic.], poor me, my feelings 
about him. It is what it is.47  
 
As the above letter demonstrates, it was clear to those close to Johnson that the totality of his 
life’s work was important and of most value to future scholarship intact. Johnson’s deliberate 
organization of his collages, mail art, and the ephemera he collected for source material strongly 
encourages this approach; it perhaps also suggests the artist intended to create his personal 
archive. 
 In recent years, scholars have increasingly acknowledged the significance of the archive 
as a central means through which history is collected, housed, presented, and interpreted, and in 
turn, artists have appropriated the archive into their postmodern explorations of culture’s past, 
present and future; I believe Johnson belongs in this group. During the last years of his life, 
working within the confines of his home, Johnson exhibited what Hal Foster labels an “archival 
impulse,” which he describes as “a notion of artistic practice as an idiosyncratic probing into 
particular features, objects and events in modern art, philosophy and history.”48 By transforming 
the totality of his life and work into an extended archival project, he not only indulged his need 
to create and document his social community, but also his compulsion to ensure its survival 
beyond his lifetime.49 
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 By definition, an archive is a place where selected historical materials are housed and 
preserved. It is a physical place, not just a concept, and this accumulation of things—objects, 
documents, whatever the archive consists of—must have a place in which to exist. The archive’s 
physicality is what makes it a single entity, and giving the archive this space is the first step in its 
creation. Jacques Derrida, in his Archive Fever: A Freudian Impression, recognizes this 
situation. He labels the process of giving an archive a physical place its “domiciliation” and 
argues that only after the archive is given a place to “dwell,” does it become a public entity: 
It is thus, in this domiciliation, in this house arrest, that archives take place. The dwelling, 
this place where they dwell permanently, marks this institutional passage from the private 
to the public, which does not always mean from the secret to the nonsecret.50 
To support this contention, Derrida addresses the etymology of the word “archive,” tracing it 
back to its earliest Greek arkheion, defined as:  
a house, a domicile, an address, the residence of the superior magistrates, the archons, 
those who commanded. The citizens who thus held and signified political power were 
considered to possess the right to make or to represent the law. On account of their 
publicly recognized authority, it is at their home, in that place which is their house 
(private house, family house, or employee’s house), that official documents are filed. The 
archons are first of all the documents’ guardians.51 
An archive is neither a collection nor a library.52 An archive is a distinct entity with a conscious 
																																																																																																																																																																														
subverting the consolidation and exclusivity of the traditional concept of an artist’s archive. 
Kahan fails to understand, however, that the contents of an archive are selectively collected, not 
the objective totality of an artist’s output, correspondence, etc. Kahan, “Ray Johnson’s Anti-
Archive,” 63–65. 
50 Jacques Derrida, Archive Fever: A Freudian Impression, trans. Eric Presnowitz, (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2006), 2–3. 
51 Derrida, Archive Fever, 2. 
52 This is an important distinction; collecting and archiving are two different acts driven by very 
different motivations. Johnson was not a collector like Warhol. Michael Lobel looks at Warhol’s 
obsessive collecting and its possible association with his homosexuality. He sees both the closet 
and collecting as means or material for models of identity; namely, as codes for homosexuality in 






configuration of objects that have been purposefully chosen, preserved, and stored by an archon, 
a specific individual or group with omnipotent power in the archive’s determination and thus the 
responsibility of its guardianship. 
 But what drives one to create an archive? What function can this accumulation have? 
Charles Merewether claims that the archive is “a repository or ordered system of documents and 
records, both verbal and visual, that is the foundation from which history is written” but also 
warns that “the archive is not one and the same as forms of remembrance, or as history.”53 
Meaning, the archive is an essential tool in the creation of history, and that it is just that, a 
creation of history. History is a narrative written by those who are interpreting things based on 
what others have deemed important enough to preserve—the archon in his arkheion from 
Derrida’s text—and is therefore distinct from the objective concept of the past.54 In this way, the 
archive governs what is recorded and unrecorded, and subsequently what is said and unsaid, 
about the past.55   
Each addition to the archive is an index, a trace of the past intended to create a mark in 
																																																																																																																																																																														
his public and private space, particularly later in his life, Johnson’s collecting activities had a 
purpose beyond accumulation; his objects were intended as artistic material. Therefore, his 
collecting activities are more akin to those of Cornell, as discussed earlier. Additionally, 
Jonathan Flately connects Warhol’s amassing of objects and people to his ability to “like” 
everything, which he then expands to the artist’s attempt to equate liking everything to finding 
likeness between everything—including people. He sees this as a “new, queer [form] of 
emotional attachment and affiliation.” Michael Lobel, “Warhol’s Closet,” Art Journal, 55, no. 4 
(Winter 1996): 42, 45–46; Jonathan Flatley, “Like: Collecting and Collectivity,” October, vol. 
132 (Spring 2010): 72. 
53 Charles Merewether, “Introduction: Art and the Archive,” in The Archive, ed. Charles 
Merewether (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2006), 10. 
54 Postmodern philosopher Hayden White argues that history is a narrative discourse closer to 
poetry than to science.  White maintains that history’s function is not so much to explain as it is 
to tell through subjective reconstructions.  Hayden White, Metahistory: The Historical 
Imagination in Nineteenth-Century Europe (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press), 1–
2. 






the future.56 The documents that record the past housed within its walls become tools to shape 
the future’s thinking. Those who collect them insert themselves into that record, thereby not only 
recording the past but also themselves. One could view this act as egocentric, but Derrida argues 
for a more morbid purpose, his mal d’archive; he believes the creation of an archive is driven by 
the Freudian death drive, an archival desire that seeks to assure a future always threatened by 
finitude.57 Each document contained within the archive is like a monument, a permanent 
reminder of the past and those who erected it.58  
 Johnson’s archival project began concretely where Derrida began theoretically: its 
“domiciliation.” Johnson made his “Pink House” on West Street in Locust Valley into his 
archive’s domicile. Indeed, in the course of the twenty-six years in which he resided there, 
Johnson’s archive gradually took over the residence, replacing him as the main occupant: “I had 
declared my house and studio a twenty-five year accumulation Archive [sic.] of papers which is 
in cardboard boxes, no very clear filing system at all. It’s a repository of materials which I 
recirculate, recycle, send on to other people, add to, go through; it’s a kind of archeological 
situation in papers and rearrangements of papers.”59 When asked in an interview for the Detroit 
Monthly in 1978 if he ever threw anything away, Johnson answered: 
Oh, yea, I’ve had to: yes, for survival. And it all becomes an art work, at one point I 
created about a dozen large green garbage bags, big garbage bags full of correspondence 
and I went through and sort of tore it into pieces so it couldn’t be used by anyone and put 
them into bags and drove them into the city two at a time, because that’s all I could get 
into the back of my Volkswagen, and placed them in trash cans in some part of the city 
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where I didn’t want scavengers finding them…60 
It is clear from this statement that Johnson was equally as protective of the documents that did 
not make it into his archive as those that did; Johnson was the omnipotent being that determined 
the documents’ fate, whether it was to be filed away in his domicile/archive, or to perish in an 
anonymous garbage can in the hubbub of New York City where it could not be corrupted for a 
use of which Johnson did not approve.   
 Furthermore, Johnson was also his archive’s guardian, much akin to the role of the 
archon as described by Derrida. He was very protective of his work, to the point where he 
became a virtual recluse. His entire day was devoted to his archive, opening the countless pieces 
of mail art he received every day, as well as creating new mailers to send out to his hundreds of 
correspondents, an extremely time-consuming process that he described as follows: 
Methodically every day I open my mail and respond to every letter and postcard. I have a 
whole process, of a steak knife which I use to open my letters, it’s like prayer, it’s a ritual 
for me, a ceremony. I’ll go out to the mail box [sic.], bring the mail into my house, I have 
a very good mailman, he sort of piles things very neatly. I put them on my work table; I 
turn on the overhead light; it’s like a corpse on the table. It’s really my prayer; I start at 
the top, I perhaps see there is some very juicy interesting things here at the bottom. It’s 
like archeology.61 
Johnson, however, could only have control of his document’s interpretation while he was 
collecting them. Once he released them to the world, their interpretation was open to disparate 
readings, and not necessarily the one that he originally had in mind. This situation is inevitable, 
as Susan Hiller discusses in relation to her own archival-based art practice:   
I take it that any conscious configuration of objects tells a story… If you think about the 
narrative that collections or assemblages of things make, the interesting thing is that there 
are always at least two possible stories: one is the story that the narrator, in this case the 
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artist, thinks she’s telling—the story-tellers’ story—and the other is the story that the 
listener is understanding, or hearing, or imagining on the basis of the same objects.62 
 
Just as a painting has a life beyond the artist’s studio, Johnson’s archive is subject to multiple 
interpretations after he relinquished its control through his suicide. Acting as an archon, Johnson 
doggedly built and guarded his archive before his death, creating a highly idiosyncratic 
foundation from which a history was to be formed. Johnson retired his position as his archive’s 
archon when he jumped off the bridge in Sag Harbor and thereby assigned the responsibility of 
its interpretation to future examiners. Johnson recognized that his archive would be interpreted 
differently by different people—somewhat akin to Barthes’ claim that “the birth of the reader 
must be at the cost of the death of the Author”63—but unlike Barthes’ claim, Johnson can never 
be separated from his archive because it is too entwined with his social network. As the contents 
of this dissertation demonstrates, in particular the discussions of numerous collages, Johnson’s 
work encourages multiple interpretations from which we can learn not only about Johnson, but 
also the community in which he worked and lived. Johnson, however, remains the constant 
thread throughout all possible interpretations. Johnson’s careful construction of his social 
network, preserved within his archive, ensures that he will remain integral to that network. A 
comparison with Warhol is once again beneficial at this juncture. As put forth previously, 
Warhol’s photographs and subsequent paintings can be seen as tools for entering and recording 
his acceptance into an elite social milieu. Consequently, Warhol is forever associated with this 
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his archive, still actively strove to maintain his presence within those disparate interpretations.  
Roland Barthes, “The Death of the Author,” in Image, Music, Text, trans. by Stephen Heath 






social group. Johnson’s mail art and collages function in the same manner. Johnson’s artwork 
encourages scholars to “reconstruct” his persona by way of the social connections he forged, 
maintained, and documented, and as such—through a nuanced study of his archived social 









Figure 0.1. Photograph of the inside of Ray Johnson’s house after his death, January 1995. 







Figure 1.1. Ray Johnson, Calm Center, 1951, oil on wood. Collection of Richard Lippold. 
Source: Donna De Salvo and Catherine Gudis, eds. Ray Johnson: Correspondences (New York: 








Figure 1.2. Josef Albers, Homage to the Square: Apparition, 1959, oil on Masonite. Solomon R. 









Figure 1.3. Robert Rauschenberg, Bed, 1955, oil and pencil on pillow, quilt, and sheet on wood 









Figure 1.4. Ray Johnson, Untitled (RJ and Betty Grable in “Bed” Together), 1985–86–88, 
collage on illustration board. Source: Elizabeth Zuba, Ray Johnson’s Art World (New York: 









Figure 1.5. Robert Rauschenberg, Factum I, 
1957, oil, ink, pencil, crayon, paper, fabric, 
newspaper, printed reproductions, and printed 




Figure 1.6. Robert Rauschenberg, Factum II, 
1957, oil, ink, crayon, paper, fabric, 
newspaper, printed reproductions, and painted 
paper on canvas, Museum of Modern Art, 
New York, 206.1999. Source: Museum of 










Figure 1.7. Anni Albers, Wall Hanging, 1926/1965, mercerized cotton, silk, Metropolitan 










Figure 1.8. Ray Johnson, Elvis Presley #2, ca. 
1956–57, mixed media collage. Source: De 
Salvo and Gudis, Ray Johnson: 
Correspondences, 103. 
Figure 1.9. Ray Johnson, Elvis Presley #1, ca. 
1956–57, mixed media collage. Source: De 




Figure 1.10. Ad Reinhardt, Red Painting, 1952, oil on canvas, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 









Figure 1.11. Andy Warhol, Blue Marilyn, 1962, acrylic and screen print ink on canvas, Princeton 
University Art Museum, New Jersey, y1978–46. Source: Princeton University Art Museum, 
New Jersey: http://artmuseum.princeton.edu/collections/objects/31653. 
 
 
Figure 1.12. Studio portrait of Shirley Temple with handwritten inscription: “To Andrew 
Worhaol [sic.] from Shirley Temple,” 1941, hand-colored sepia print. The Andy Warhol 









Figure 1.13. Ray Johnson, Shirley Temple II, 1967, mixed media collage. Source: De Salvo and 
Gudis, Ray Johnson: Correspondences, 98. 
 
 
Figure 1.14. Ray Johnson, Roscoe Arbuckle, 1968, collage on cardboard panel. Source: De Salvo 













Figure 1.16. Ray Johnson, Mask I, 1967, ink, photograph, boards, sandpaper, mounted on painted 

















Figure 1.18. Joseph Cornell, Taglioni’s Jewel Casket, 1940, wood box covered with velvet 
containing glass cubes resting in slots on blue glass, glass necklace, jewelry fragments, and glass 

















Figure 1.20. Ray Johnson, Head Neck, 1965, cut and pasted papers mounted to cardboard and 













Figure 1.22. Conrad Marca-Relli, The Battle, 1956, oilcloth, tinted canvas, enamel paint, and oil 
on canvas, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 56.213. Source: Metropolitan Museum of 







Figure 1.23. Cover of Mark Francis, ed., Pop (London: Phaidon, 2005), featuring Ray Johnson, 










Figure 1.24. Ray Johnson, Untitled (Lucky), ca. 1958–1960, mixed media collage. Source: De 
















Figure 1.26. Detail of Ray Johnson’s early moticos installation. Photo by Ad Reinhardt. Source: 
The Ray Johnson Estate. 
 
 













Figure 2.3. Unknown, Erased Bill de Kooning’s Bicycle Seat, date unknown, mail art sent to Ray 









Figure 2.4. Robert Rauschenberg, Erased de Kooning Drawing, 1953, traces of drawing media 
on paper with label and gilded frame, San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, 98.298. Source: 
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, https://www.sfmoma.org/artwork/98.298#artwork-info. 
 
 
Figure 2.5. Double Self Portrait, ca. 1994, paper, tape, ink, and hair, mail art exchange between 









Figure 2.6. Installation view of the exhibition Artist’s Choice: Chuck Close, Head-On/The 
Modern Portrait, January 10–March 19, 1991, Photograph by Mali Olatunki. Source: 









Figure 2.7. Ray Johnson, Balshazzar’s Feast (John Martin), 1964, wood, paint, and metal, 









Figure 2.8. Jasper Johns, Target with Plaster Casts, 1955, encaustic and collage on canvas with 
painted plaster casts. Source: John Weiss, Jasper Johns: An Allegory of Painting, 1955–1965 








Figure 2.9. Andy Warhol, 13 Most Wanted Men at the New York State Pavilion, 1964 World’s 
Fair, acrylic and silkscreen ink on Masonite, twenty-five panels. No longer extant. Source: 




Figure 2.10. Ray Johnson, Are you Angry? Jasper Johns, 1959, wooden construction. Source: 








Figure 2.11. Page from Ray Johnson, The Paper Snake, ed. by Dick Higgins (New York: The 
Something Else Press, 1963, 2nd edition 2014, not paginated. Photograph by the author. 
 
 
Figure 2.12. Page from Ray Johnson, The Paper Snake, ed. by Dick Higgins (New York: The 








Figure 2.13. Robert Rauschenberg, White Painting [Three Panel], 1951, latex paint on canvas, 




Figure 2.14. Front and back covers of Ray Johnson, Not Nothing: Selected Writings by Ray 
Johnson, 1954–1994, ed. by Elizabeth Zuba (Los Angeles: Siglio Press, 2014. Photographs 









Figure 2.15. Ray Johnson and May Wilson at Stilt Walk Meeting, Central Park, New York, October 26, 
1968. Photograph by John Willenbecher, courtesy William S. Wilson. Source: De Salvo and Gudis, Ray 


















2.17. Eva Hesse, Hang Up, 1966, acrylic on cloth over wood; acrylic on cord over steel tube, Art 









Figure 2.18. Philip Guston, Untitled, 1971, ink on paper. Source: Musa Mayer and Sally Radic, 




Figure 2.19. Envelope sent to Ray Johnson, ca. 1991–1995, ink, graphite, and stamps on paper, The Ray 








Figure 3.1. Ray Johnson, Mark, 1969, ink, gouache, acrylic, photograph and paper board collage 








Figure 3.2. Ray Johnson on the New Jersey Turnpike, ca. 1965, photo by William S. Wilson. 









Figure 3.3. Robert Rauschenberg, Small Rebus, 1956, oil, graphite, paint switches, paper, 
newspaper, magazine clippings, black-and-white photograph, United States map fragment, 
fabric, and three-cent stamps on canvas, The Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles. 
Source: Paul Schimmel, ed., Robert Rauschenberg: Combines (Los Angeles: Museum of 








Figure 3.4. Robert Rauschenberg, Rebus, 1955, oil, synthetic polymer paint, pencil, crayon, 
pastel, cut-and-pasted printed and painted papers, and fabric on canvas mounted and stapled to 
fabric, three panels, Museum of Modern Art, New York, 243.2005.a-c. Source: Museum of 








Figure 3.5. Ray Johnson, Henry Fonda Foot Dollar Bill, ink, cut and pasted, printed and painted 
papers mounted to cardboard and sanded on painted board, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New 








Figure 3.6. Ray Johnson, Richard Pousette-Dart Masher, 1972, assemblage of printed paper and 
painted paper with ink and colored ink on cardboard on painted paperboard, Museum of Modern 









Figure 3.7. Edvard Munch, Madonna, 1895–1902, lithograph and woodcut, Museum of Modern 









Figure 3.8. Ray Johnson, Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis’ Mother’s Potato Masher, 1972, mixed 









Figure 3.9. Installation photograph of Ray Johnson’s History of the Betty Parsons Gallery, Betty 
Parsons Gallery, New York, January 9–February 3, 1971. Source: Betty Parsons Gallery records 
and personal papers, circa 1920–1991, bulk 1946–1983, Box 8, Folder 19: Johnson, Ray—









Figure 3.10. Ray Johnson, Dear Ruth Szowie, 1972, photomechanical reproduction and inked 
and painted paperboard on inked and painted wood in a glazed wood shadow frame, Hirshhorn 
Museum and Sculpture Garden, Smithsonian Museum, Washington D.C., 86.2656. Source: De 








Figure 3.11. Ray Johnson, book jacket design for Arthur Rimbaud, Illuminations, 1956. Source: 






















































Figure 4.4 Ray Johnson, Untitled (One Million Dollars, James Dean, and “Failure”), 11.17.18, 
6.14.1992, 4.8.94, collage on round cardboard panel. Source: The Ray Johnson Estate and 
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